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Abstract
The film and television industries are no stranger to terrifying gendered monsters. Pulling from
iconic and diverse folklore, the genres of horror, science fiction, and fantasy have enunciated
long-standing human fears in myriad gendered ways. In this thesis, I focus specifically on
nonhuman monsters whose mouths, or “maws,” resemble human vulvas. While these monsters
have elicited extensive pop-culture scrutiny, there appears to be no overview or systematic
mapping of this phenomenon. This thesis enters as a way to explicate and map the unique
variabilities as well as the commonalities of what I call vulva monsters.
Using textual analysis, I examine the narratives and bodies of eight vulva monsters from
western film and television over the last 60 years. I situate them in a typological structure to
build an argument for their considerable theoretical potential as a trope and a posthuman
figuration. I use the monstrous-feminine and the motif of the vagina dentata as a starting point to
both analyze and problematize this common reading and open up space for posthuman irruptions.
Specifically, I argue that the bodies of these monsters fall into three typological
categories related to corresponding posthuman theory: 1) The Alien Body 2) The Animal Body
and 3) The Trans Body. Through this approach, the vulva monster proves to be entangled with
essentializing and binary associations of the vulva (like those explained by the monstrousfeminine) and with the complexities of multiple othered bodies. The vulva unites these
creatures—through metaphor, representation and materiality—and that opens up for an
unhinging of the monstrous from the materially feminine, but not from the not-quite-human. In
this way, the vulva monster trope becomes a useful tool for gender theory by providing a way to
analyze multiplicity and the more-than-one othering that is at stake for these posthuman
boundary creatures.
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Forward
I have not always aspired to be a monster theorist—in fact, I don’t usually like horror
movies. My previous career was completely unrelated to the field I find myself in now.
Back in the US, I spent my free time as a community sexual health educator and rape
crisis counselor before getting my first master’s degree in public health and development.
This degree landed me in rural Zambia working in maternal child health and genderbased violence in rural communities. While I had dealt with challenging and emotional
topics related to gender in my previous experience, it wasn’t until Zambia that these
issues became so unspeakably close. I was no longer dealing only with women’s trauma,
I was dealing with women’s deaths and interacting regularly with women who were
dying in childbirth—not because they were unhealthy but because they lived in
communities that could not provide for them. Despite my training, as an individual, I was
helpless to stop the kind of social, cultural, and global forces that were stacked against
these women. It took its toll on me physically, emotionally, mentally—in the span of four
years, I aged a lifetime.
Luckily for me, my partner’s career led us from the dusty paths of Zambia to the
snowy streets of Norway. This gave me the opportunity to pursue new paths at STK in
the hopes of processing the complicated gendered issues I had seen in my short career. I
assumed in the beginning, that I would be trying to solve some of the vexing problems I
witnessed in Zambia. But, it was like touching a very deep wound that had not yet healed.
The more I tried, the more I resisted. As, our now director, Helene Aarseth can attest, I
had a long and fairly dry list of thesis ideas related to gender and development—each
retaining a semblance of the calloused and distant feelings I still held in my heart.
Anxiety mounted as the second semester ticked away. What was I going to do? In
a fit of willful procrastination, I binge-watched the first season of the Star Trek:
Discovery and the second season of Stranger Things. Much to my partner’s chagrin, I
couldn’t stop talking about how these series focused on monstrously animated vulvas.
Although I’m sure he was tired of hearing it, I felt I had endless things to say about them.
iii

I typically ended each impassioned conversation with “Ugh! I could write a thesis just
about this.” And in my desperation, I finally found the courage to take myself seriously. I
could write a thesis about this. And the enthusiasm continued from there, nurtured
thoughtfully by the brilliant, supportive, and spirited people who have accompanied and
led me through this masters.
While I have not abandoned my long-standing interest and passion for the study of
reproductive health and gender-based violence, I am able to touch on the othering and
discrimination processes underpinning these issues from a theoretical distance. A process
which, at least for now, has been absolutely necessary and healing. I am unimaginably
grateful for the rich and powerful emotions and lessons I have experienced throughout
this process. At times, I find myself baffled when I think back to where I started and see
the place where I am now—especially when I look at this thesis. I find myself at the end,
pages in hand looking at this odd and weighty thing I created. If nothing else, this thesis
has taught me that some explorations of gender can be academic and substantive while
also being full of renewal and dare I say…joy.
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1. Introduction: Monsters in Culture
…Monsters ask us how we perceive the world, and how we have misrepresented
what we have attempted to place. They ask us to reevaluate our cultural
assumptions about race, gender, sexuality, our perception of difference, our
tolerance toward expression. They ask us why we have created them.
Jeffrey Jerome Cohen (1996, p.20)

1.1 Beginnings
In 2006, I found my teenaged self in an expansive theater in the suburbs of Birmingham,
Alabama.
The drunken yet suave, anti-hero, Captain Jack Sparrow returns in the second installment of the
Pirates of the Caribbean series. In a somewhat surprising twist to this pirate tale, a monster lurks
in the deep, leaving subtle, unsettling traces of its violent power amidst the comedic high jinx
that comprises much of the film. The anticipation mounts as Sparrow narrowly escapes multiple
confrontations with the Kraken1, the giant, tentacled sea creature that stealthily pursues him
throughout the story. Finally, the beast quietly and menacingly raises its briny beak to the
screen, casting massive shadows on the unwitting Captain Sparrow.
Its immense tentacles clutch the hull of the ship as it lifts its face to the screen. Its soft, peachy
flesh peels back to reveal massive and multitudinous rows of teeth surrounding a cavernous
maw.
“Oh my god!” I whispered excitedly to my friend. “That’s a vulva! I can’t believe they put such
an obvious vagina in Pirates of the Caribbean!”
My friend wrinkled his face in mock revulsion.

1

The Kraken is a giant, mythical sea monster similar to cephalopods like the giant squid or octopus. The beast is
featured in Pirates of the Caribbean 2: Dead Man’s Chest (2006) and serves at the behest of the main villain of the
film, Davy Jones. The beast is sent to track down and kill Captain Jack Sparrow and claim his soul for “Davy Jones’
locker” (a sort of indentured servitude in the afterlife).
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“A vagina?!” he chortled. “You’re seeing things!”
Suddenly, as Captain Sparrow turns to face the Kraken, its maw flexes open in an explosive roar
which showers his face and body with mucus.
The audience laughed, alluding to some comical level of disgust. I too found humor in this scene
but one that comes from realizing a “dirty” secret. My eyes incredulously darted from the screen
to my friend.
“Okay… maybe…” he tentatively conceded.
Sparrow then grabs a sword in an uncharacteristic act of masculine heroics and strides weapon
first into the mouth of the beast. It consumes him entirely as it crushes the ship and plunges into
the sea.
“Okay, yeah…” he murmured, staring dumbfounded at the screen.
I settled back in my seat with a smug expression. It was then, all those years ago, that my thesis
was born.

1.2 You Can’t Unsee It…
Monstrous “vaginas” continued to reveal themselves in my cinematic experiences. They
appeared in the strangest places and in the strangest bodies—blockbuster films were seemingly
littered with yonic allusions. I was curious about this trend, emphatic even. I talked about it at
parties, chatted about it over lunch. When the giggling subsided, no one could explain it, nor did
they think it merited much explanation. Afterall, my friends concluded, American culture holds a
repressed fascination with sexuality which often irrupts into film in one strange way or another. I
was alone, it seemed, in thinking these monsters had a pattern and their own unique stories to
tell.
But, as with most great ideas, I was actually not alone. In my attempt to finally put form
to this fledgling thesis, I discovered a thriving, pop-culture world populated by fans, sci-fi
enthusiasts, arm-chair cultural anthropologists and media journalists. According to them, “vagina
monsters” are everywhere. Others had indeed seen these monsters and wanted, like me, to make
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sense of them. Blogs and even major pop-culture websites like Cracked and Buzzfeed chimed in
on the issue, boasting articles with titles like, “5 Terrifying Uses of Sexual Symbolism in Horror
Films” (Clay, 2014), “19 Movie Monsters that Look Like Penises and Vaginas” (Willmore,
2015) and, my personal favorite, “Terrifying Twats: Vicious Vaginas in Sci-Fi Films” (Bennett,
2014). Each article hyperlinked to more and more content and more and more obscure films and
references. This online rabbit hole was extensive and filled with “vagina monster” articles, lists,
and indexes. I was definitely not alone. But, as my internet research continued, an interesting
theme emerged—many of these articles2 contained oblique, surface linkages between these
monsters and the trope of the vagina dentata, or toothed vagina.
The vagina dentata itself is a myth that has surfaced across the globe in one form or
another for centuries (as I will discuss in greater detail in Chapter 4). Typically, this monstrous
deformity exists in the body of a beautiful, young woman. Her attractiveness seduces male
victims who are then castrated in the coital act by the maiden’s voracious, vaginal teeth (Elwin,
1943; Creed, 1993; Miller, 2012). Feminist historians, anthropologists, and media theorists have
long investigated this castrating myth that illustrates what is perceived to be a longstanding fear
of female sexuality. Feminist film theorist Barbara Creed (1993) elaborates extensively on this
concept in her influential theory of the monstrous-feminine. In it, she posits that “the myth about
woman as castrator clearly points to male fears and phantasies about the female genitals as a
trap, a black hole which threatens to swallow them up and cut them into pieces” (1993, p.106).
This Freudian description of the gendered monstrosity displayed in “the vagina dentata also
points to the duplicitous nature of woman, who promises paradise in order to ensnare her victim”
a theme which Creed believes “continues to exist in the modern world” (1993, p.106). Creed is,
2

These pop-culture articles, while invoking the vagina dentata, provide varying levels of analysis. Some mention
this trope with only the briefest of explanations like Tiney (2011) who writes, “there’s possibly nothing more
horrifying to men than the vagina dentata–the toothed vagina. […] Here are a few films ranging from stupid to
awesome to feed your vagina dentata fix.” Still more reference to this trope without any description or explanation
like Willmore (2015) who states, “There's plenty that's scary about the Great Spider Shelob, not the least of which is
the vagina dentata design of her gaping maw. Ominous genital imagery has popped up in other Jackson films as
well...”2 A select few do provide some in-depth analysis and theoretical support. Oleksiy Radynski (2009) in his
blog KinoKultura writes, “The culmination of Battle Beyond the Sun, edited into the original film, enables a closer
look at the monster in the form of a giant vagina dentata that becomes central to the narrative. […] The object of
this forbidden gaze, according to the logic of Freud’s notion of the uncanny, is nothing else but castrating female
genitals that haunt the neurotic protagonist even in the open space.” These articles, while often analytically limited,
establish how the vagina dentata emerges as a common tool for understanding the horror wrapped up in these
monsters even in non-academic arenas.
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by far, not the only theorist to discuss the vagina dentata at length5, however, her theories are
among the first to describe the unique gendering placed on feminine or feminized monsters (what
she terms monstrous-feminine). This theoretical take is explored at length in this thesis, primarily
because, in my view, it comprises the bulk of current theoretical support for the discussion of
cinematic monsters that contain female-associated genitals. As a result of the prominence of this
theory, many pop-culture articles and academic texts use it along with the trope of the vagina
dentata as support for displaying and/or understanding cinematic “vagina monsters.”

1.2.1 Labia and Vaginas and Teeth, Oh My! A Lesson in Anatomy and
Reclassifying the “Vagina Monster”
Although used in pop-culture, the association between vagina dentata and so-called
“vagina monsters” is a somewhat troubled comparison. The vagina dentata relates
specifically to the inner vaginal canal of the female body—where the monstrous teeth lie
hidden from view. This is anatomically distinct from the “vagina monsters” described in
pop-culture articles and the examples referenced here. These articles recognize and define
these monsters based on their resemblance to the outward genital features surrounding the
vagina known as the vulva7. As such, in this thesis, I re-categorize these creatures as
vulva monsters in order to better represent the commonalities that exist between visual
features of these creatures. The term vulva monster is a necessary semantic distinction
which provides anatomical accuracy given that these monsters resemble outward rather
than inner female genitals. Further, this term makes evident a distinction between these
monsters and the vagina dentata which refers to an intact female-presenting body that
contains inner vaginal teeth. As such, “vagina monster” proves to be a reductive term
which assumes an uncomplicated association between all possible configurations of these
monsters and the implications of the vagina dentata’s gendered, human body. But these
5

This is a sampling several vagina dentata researchers that that came to light during my research including Miller
(2012), Kauffman (2013), Campbell (1960), Elwin (1943), Szczeszak-Brewer (2013) but of course many more exist
in multiple fields.
7
“Vulva, plural vulvae, the external female genitalia that surround the opening to the vagina; collectively these
consist of the labia majora, the labia minora, clitoris, vestibule of the vagina, bulb of the vestibule, and the glands of
Bartholin. All of these organs are located in front of the anus and below the mons pubis (the pad of fatty tissue at the
forward junction of the pelvic bones).” (Encyclopedia Britannica Online Dictionary 2019, vulva entry)
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monsters are not human, nor are their gendered implications so uniformly understood.
“Vulva monster” enters as a necessary umbrella term for the various embodied examples
I analyze in this thesis and signals a rethinking of these monsters and how their
embodiments effect meaning.

1.2.2 Bridging the Gaps: Theory and Pop-Culture Tropes
While the trend of “vagina monsters” has been noted by lay audiences across the media sphere,
the main intent of these articles appear to be colorful entertainment rather than in-depth
theoretical examination. However, in the academic world, the concept of vulva monsters as a
trope8 or pattern in film and television has gone underexplored. There appears to be no overview
or systematic mapping of this phenomenon. Instead, vulva monsters (like many of those used in
this thesis) are often examined individually and used as support for psychoanalytic film analysis
like that of Creed’s monstrous-feminine. This mode of singular analysis may have obscured the
potential that pop-culture enthusiasts have seen in conceptualizing these monsters as a trope. By
examining them as a pattern, their potential as multifaceted, and disruptive boundary creatures is
revealed. Vulva-like features unite these creatures and enmesh them with implications of sex and
gender; however, their unique embodiments and narratives intersect and effect the expression of
this gendering in complex and variable ways. In short, they hold theoretical power as a collective
as much as what they describe on their own. By acknowledging this, I must question whether any
one gender theory is appropriate for all vulva monsters. This thesis enters as a way to explicate
and map the unique variabilities as well as the commonalities of vulva monsters. To do this, I
revisit the monstrous-feminine and its implications of gender and employ my own posthuman
typology9 to build on and restructure the traditional approaches we use to understand these
monsters. In a larger sense, I argue that this thesis builds bridges rather than filling gaps in
research by connecting pop culture’s ability to crowd source and identify media tropes with more
in-depth, academically minded theoretical analysis. This approach seeks to better understand

“Trope: a common or overused theme or device” (Merriam-Webster’s Online Dictionary 2019, trope entry).
“Typology: study of or analysis or classification based on types or categories” (Merriam-Webster’s Online
Dictionary 2019, typology entry).
8
9
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these cultural products as well as challenge our presumptive notions of gender theory and
feminist readings of cultural products more broadly.

1.2.3 Roadmap: Here There Be Monsters…
I bring in pop culture as a particular, if underestimated, arena for negotiating gender, sexuality,
and socially constructed binaries. This requires a knitting together of practices that often have
differing intents: namely pop culture’s quest for, often salacious, entertainment and academia’s
investigation of cultural meaning. However, as this thesis hopes to illustrate these practices are
not mutually exclusive but are in fact mutually beneficial. Through this knitting, I hope to bridge
the gaps I see existing in pop culture and academia related to vulva monsters. I begin by first
defining vulva monsters in a way that both identifies the theoretical nuances they possess as well
as categorizes them for current and future theoretical use. Second, I present the monsters I
believe best represent this trend and situate them in a typological structure to build an argument
for their considerable theoretical potential as a trope and a posthuman figuration. Third, I use the
monstrous-feminine motif of the vagina dentata as a starting point to both analyze and
problematize this common reading in order to open up space for posthuman irruptions. As part of
this process, I analyze how these monsters exceed and disrupt binary social conventions related
to gender through various theoretical lenses of the posthuman.
Specifically, in this thesis, I argue that the bodies of these monsters fall into three
categories related to corresponding posthuman theory: 1) The Alien Body- which utilizes general
theory of the posthuman other; 2) The Animal Body- which utilizes theory related to posthuman
animal theory; and 3) The Trans Body- which utilizes theory related to the binary disrupting field
of transgender theory. I deploy these body types to provide a streamlined and comprehensible
structure to showcase the many theoretical readings that can be applied to this trope including
and beyond the monstrous-feminine. Analyzing this pattern can be difficult and complex given
how different each monster appears from another. This makes a typological structure invaluable
to organize and better understand how this monster is itself a posthumanism boundary creature in
the field gender theory. Boundary creatures exist at the periphery of knowledge production
where existing structures and theories cannot adequately place them. Their existence exposes
essentializing binaries, othering practices, and oppressive hierarchies. They cannot be understood
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in only one way but are entangled in multiple meanings. Utilizing a tailored strategy in
combination with my own theoretical typology (mentioned above), I demonstrate the potential of
these gendered, cultural artifacts as both a product of pop culture and fertile ground for the
exploration of gender theory.
The remainder of this introduction will explore why monsters are important entities for
analyzing gender, culture, and the processes of discrimination and othering. This exploration
includes how feminist contributions have brought the material body of the monster into focus as
an important tool of analysis when investigating the abjection of “others” in society. Finally, I
present the scope of my analysis and the main research questions under investigation before
describing the presentation and structure of this work.

1.3 It Takes a Village to Make a Monster
“Why did you form a monster so hideous that even you turned from me in disgust?”
Mary Shelley (1817, p.155)
As Cohen and Frankenstein’s monster so desperately question, why do we make our monsters?
What do monsters tell us about ourselves? Do these others tell us something deeper about the
gendered and cultural forces that underpin our fears? And, specifically for my task here, what
would we say to the vulva monster that asks this question? These questions are often not the first
things we ponder when faced with a monster on the screen. If the television/film makers have
done their job, our first encounter with these creatures is one of fear—a singular and blinding
emotion. As a result, when the monster first rises from the creative void with blood stained
claws, slick skin, and dripping fangs it appears wholly new. But, with each subsequent peek
behind our fingers, the nature of its assembly is revealed—built from any number of fused
images, bodies, and concepts that constitute our common culture (Maerten, 2016). The more we
study these monsters, the more we discover how familiar they really are. This is a concept that
has been well explored since Jeffrey Cohen published the article “Monster Culture (Seven
Theses)” which was foundational to the field and framed the anthology Monster Theory:
Reading Culture (1996). In this influential text, Cohen establishes that “the monster’s body is a
cultural body (p.4).” He elaborates saying “the monster is born […] as an embodiment of a
certain cultural moment—of a time, a feeling, and a place. The monster’s body quite literally
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incorporates fear, desire, anxiety, and fantasy (ataractic or incendiary), giving them life and an
uncanny independence (p.4).” In this way, monsters can be seen as endlessly recombinant
creatures that commodify and articulate cultural and social forces. Given this position, it
becomes paramount to study monsters as potentially important cultural markers of various
historical moments that ask us to re-evaluate what we think ourselves to be by highlighting what
we are not. The self is, thus, constituted by identifying that which is outside it—a definition
which requires ongoing negotiation with what is deemed to be “other.” The other in this regard is
used as a way to establish identity. This manifested “otherness” is itself telling of what we
believe it means to be human. The self becomes a binary construction that requires an othering
process which is not only a tool employed by the self but also a tool used on a social scale to
establish normative standards of human-ness. Jeffrey Weinstock (2012) epitomizes this concept
by saying “it takes a village to make a monster” implying that monstrosity itself is not an
intrinsic quality but one that is constructed in comparison- the not us (p.275). This helps to
delineate the physical and moral boundaries of the body politic as well as the body itself. Donna
Haraway elaborates on this point saying, “monsters have always defined the limits of community
in Western imaginations” (1991, p.180). As such, she positions the monster as a boundary
creature which challenges the normative idea of human as a fixed and stable identity. Especially
in light of the posthuman turn10, the monster becomes a tool which explicitly challenges the
binary construction of the self-other divide.

1.3.1 Feminist Epistemology and Theorizing the Monster
This discussion of monsters as an embodiment of othering and social formation of the self is
indebted to the work of feminist scholars. Haraway’s formative text “The Promises of Monsters”
(1992) sets the stage for the rising field of monster theory by insisting on grounding the
theoretical with the physical. Highlighting this point, she writes, “Theory is not about matters
distant from the lived body; quite the opposite. Theory is anything but disembodied” (p.299).
For Haraway, binary categories or ways of categorizing lived experience in the world typically
have a point of interruption. That point is made manifest in the body of the monster—the
10

Posthuman turn refers to the rise in academic investment and inquiry into posthuman thinking that specifically challenges
anthropocentric thinking and sociocultural structures of oppression under those long-perpetuated systems (Braidotti, 2013)
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physical marker of category crisis. In this way, Haraway (1992) frames monsters as a harbinger
of change and a challenge to the dichotomies that create it. By bringing out the monster’s
“promise” of change while focusing on the semiotic and the literal, Haraway foregrounds a
feminist epistemology in the examination of the monster.
This trend is continued in other prominent works, including Cohen’s influential
compilation. In it, Cohen builds on Haraway’s use of semiotics and the figure of the monster as a
way to rethink the meaning of categories with other feminist concepts surrounding the
construction of the self. In particular, Cohen utilizes “abjection”, a theoretical concept made
famous by feminist theorist Julia Kristeva in her book the Powers of Horror (1980). He
elaborates on this concept saying, “And the self that one stands so suddenly and so nervously
beside is the monster… The monster is the abjected fragment that enables the formation of all
kinds of identities… (1996, p.19). For Cohen, the monster becomes “abjected” or rejected so that
the self can be constructed. More specifically, Kristeva (1980) utilizes Lacanian psychoanalytic
theory to articulate her concept of abjection which underpins the phenomenological experience
of horror and disgust. For Kristeva, the idea of an independent, autonomous self is created only
when the young child rejects the mother’s body which until that point was undifferentiated and
enmeshed with its own. The initial abjection of the mother’s body begins the formation of the
subject and becomes essential to later feelings of horror at all phenomena and material that
threaten the survival of the self and the integrity of the body (p.13). The mother’s body and all its
leaking fluids (milk, menstrual blood, etc.) represents what must be rejected in order to maintain
the borders of the self (p.13). As a result, the subject begins to associate disgust, horror, and
revulsion with bodily excrements because they serve as a reminder of the self’s fragile existence
and threaten its health and autonomy (p.3).
She then describes how these feelings compel the subject to abject that which threatens its
boundaries (p.3). By identifying what is abject, the subject better distinguishes itself and, thus,
develops a constitutive relationship with the abject (p.1). This othering process sets the stage for
the discussion of monstrosity as that which demonstrates what the self should not be. Barbara
Creed builds on this aspect of Kristeva’s theory of abjection in relation to monstrous
representations of gender in which the mother metaphor becomes a persistent existential threat as
well as representative of the depraved aspects of feminine sexuality and reproduction (1993,
p.11). I explore Creed and Kristeva’s theoretical contributions at length in Chapter 3, but, for
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now, these concepts help to describe a common understanding of monstrosity which
characterizes the monster as both a threat and a necessary tool to define the ideal self.
While the study of monsters is indebted to feminist psychoanalytic theory, it has been
further aided by feminist posthumanism. Posthumanist philosophy more broadly focuses on
deconstructing and disrupting the idea of the human as free, exceptional, and masterful, and the
central figure of nature. These humanist ideals have long been criticized by feminist thinkers
who associate the disembodied, universalized humanist ideal with a masculine figure able to
transcend material bounds only through the oppression of others. This oppression takes multiple
forms but includes the exploitation of woman’s labor and reproduction, the labor of racialized
groups, as well as the exploitation of animals (Åsberg & Braidotti, 2018; Birke & Holmberg,
2018; Braidotti, 2013). As a result, feminist formulations of posthumanism insist upon the
interrelation of situated and embodied knowledges which challenge universal concepts and
dichotomies (e.g. culture/nature, human/nonhuman, woman/man, self/other) (Åsberg &Braidotti,
2018, p.11). Furthering this point, Rosi Braidotti “object[s] to the unitary subject of Humanism”
and seeks to “replace it with a more complex and relational subject framed by embodiment,
sexuality, affectivity, empathy and desire as core qualities” (2013, p.26). This framing provides a
unique look at monstrosity which might then become a figure of destabilization for multiple
dualisms. This is central to monsters as they “constitute trans-species alliances or transversal
assemblages that confront and challenge the received standards of normality, naturalness, and
propriety (Åsberg & Braidotti, 2018, p.5). Particularly for vulva monsters, these mixed and
distorted bodies exploit the perceived dystopian and horrific nature of the posthuman with its
disassembled bodies and threats to conventional borders (p.5). However, their theoretical
potential is far more encouraging as a sign of posthuman futures to come which aims to uncouple
hierarchies and transcend othering and oppression.

1.3.2 Finding the Body
As feminist frameworks have emphasized, the body is an important site upon which monstrosity
is ascribed (Åsberg & Braidotti, 2018; Creed, 1993; Haraway, 1992). As Haraway describes,
“Our bodies, ourselves; bodies are maps of power and identity (1992, p.180). The material body
is a socially negotiated space, a place of politics and meaning. In a very concrete way, monsters
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have been seen “as a visible symbol of something important and usually ominous, collapsing two
Latin derivations in the popular imagination: monere ‘to warn’ and monstrare ‘to show.’ Thus, a
monster is something put on display as a warning (Six &Thompson, 2012, p.237).” While the
body is by no means the only avenue to construct the warnings put forth by the modern monster,
physical otherness has often been the subject of literary and folkloric interpretations of the
monster- incorporating deformity and/or exaggerated size with the “mixing” of physical forms.
As Six and Thompson describe,
Monstrosity has been connected with mixture since Greco-Roman antiquity, at
least: mythological monsters combine the body parts of different animals, whilst
creatures like the Minotaur mix human with animal elements. Mixture can also be
understood as transgression of boundaries… monsters threaten to destabilize what
had been seen as clear and normally uncrossable lines (2012, p.238).
The body remains a frequent cultural battleground for these transgressions, mixing and
incorporating new features and adjusting the parameters of what constitutes monstrosity as social
anxieties shift. While monsters have grown in variety and complexity since the rise of western
mythology, the transgression of boundaries has remained integral to describing what a monster is
and why we create them. In the case of the vulva monster, the slippage between vulva and
vicious, animalistic mouth disturbs our conceptions of what each is meant to be—blurring
physical and conceptual boundaries between sex and gender as well as the human and the
nonhuman.
For my purposes here, the body remains a central focus in describing what these physical
and visual representations mean for discussions of otherness, abjection, and gender (Maerten,
2016; Grosz, 1996). Specifically, in the pop-culture landscape of modern, western cinema and
television (especially in the genres of science fiction and horror), the aesthetic quality of the
body has become an increasingly important tool to instill horror and further narrative tension
(King & Krzywinska, 2000, p.51). Drawing from this media landscape, I attempt to describe a
phenomenon that mixes, emphasizes, and distorts distinct physical features of the human body as
monstrous, particularly the human vulva. The inclusion of familiar elements and their
combination with others are purposefully created to imbue specific meaning. Therefore,
including vulva aesthetics in certain monstrous bodies serve a purpose to enhance its elicitation
of horror. But what meanings do these features bring to the “traditional” abjection these monsters
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are meant invoke and how do they vary based on the bodies they inhabit? One answer may be
that the focus on the vulva (which is central to the monsters’ features) brings with it unsettling
and deep-seated connotations between femininity and monstrosity. This connection between the
female body and monstrosity or abnormality was cited by medical and philosophical scholars in
western culture up through the Middle Ages and may have persisted as a cultural principle for far
longer (Salisbury, 2014; Boni, 2010). Creed (1993) expands on this cultural association in her
concept of the monstrous-feminine. Although Creed asserts that female monsters take on
numerous guises and capitalize on various gender tensions, the female body and its longstanding
associations with sexual desire, motherhood, and reproduction are chief among those monstrous
themes. These are concepts she explores in great detail in relation to the vagina dentata which
for her maintains material as well as metaphoric significance (which I describe in Chapter 4). In
material terms, however, the vagina dentata and the vulva monster differ considerably, leading
to equally variable implications. The vulva monsters described in this thesis are not human
(although some may possess masculine, humanoid bodies). They have no supple feminine forms
to entice the unwitting male protagonist- they are extricated from the female-presenting body.
Their vulva-like characteristics are central and visible which itself may elicit fear, horror and
disgust, however, that abjection is mingled with the abjection of “othered” non-human
physiology. This distinction leads me to the primary questions I investigate in this work and
grounds my rationale for incorporating other theoretical perspectives in my analysis.

1.4 Research Questions
The central aim of this thesis is to explore the ways gender can be conceptualized, represented,
and influenced by the varied embodiments found in the trope of the vulva monster. To achieve
this, I will examine three main research questions which are supported in my text through driving
sub-questions that merit examination in my analysis.
1) How does the materiality of the vulva monster and its non-human embodiments influence
our understanding of concepts of gendered otherness?
2) Given that the theory of the monstrous-feminine is a conventional tool in analyzing
monsters with reproductive visuals and gendered thematics, what vulva monster
characteristics are most disruptive to this framework?
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3) How can posthuman feminist theories contribute to a revisiting of the monstrousfeminine? More specifically, how can these new readings help to better understand the
abjection of these creatures as a function of sex and gender?
I believe these questions frame a rich theoretical investigation of a topic that, until now, has
garnered limited academic inquiry. Additionally, these questions showcase the wide breadth of
feminist contributions to the examination of cultural and cinematic texts using gender as a frame
of understanding.

1.5 Presentation and Structure
In the presentation of this thesis, I attempt to pay due diligence to the individual analyses of my
selected monsters and their subsequent narratives while focusing on the theoretical trends that
occur when viewed as a pattern. In so doing, I have divided this thesis into 6 chapters that
correspond to the following explanatory headings: Introduction, Methodology, Theory,
Cultural/Historical Context, Analysis, and Conclusion.
Chapter 1 establishes how I came to this topic, the existing pop culture fascination and
the general lack of academic acknowledgement of this trope. I then explain my choice in
terminology before establishing the importance of viewing this collection of monsters as a trope.
In that discussion, I suggest a revisiting of the monstrous-feminine in light of the vulva monster
trope with the aim of gaining more knowledge about this phenomenon through multiple readings
related to posthumanism.
Chapter 2 is where I describe my methodology and I establish this pattern using my own
devised criteria for the selection of vulva monsters. These criteria help to standardize and clarify
the selection process for the examples I use in this work. I then provide a descriptive compilation
of the eight examples of vulva monsters I include in “The Menagerie.” This section provides
illustrations to align with my selection criteria as well as a short synopsis and context for the
narratives where these monsters appear. The Menagerie is intended as a useful reference tool for
later analysis and presents these disparate monsters within a singular visual pattern.
Chapter 3 establishes the theory used in examining the monstrous body as a material and
symbolic site for gendered meaning. I begin this chapter by describing Kristeva’s abjection and
Creed’s use of this concept in her theory of the monstrous-feminine. I then challenge the
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conventional application and singular use of this theory in order to open up the understanding of
vulva monsters to include a more tailored theoretical approach. I then move to my discussion of
feminist posthuman theory, which fills in the gaps left by the monstrous-feminine as well as
provides more updated and non-essentialized conceptions of sex and gender. This approach
positions the monster as a boundary creature which challenges common binaries.
Chapter 4 is where I describe in detail the specific cultural and historical moments that
inform the development of this trend in science fiction and horror media. This section which
establishes the longstanding history of the vagina dentata and its influence over vulva monsters
as they appear in media today. This chapter should be read as a starting point for the questions I
investigate in this thesis and sets the stage for my theoretical analysis.
Chapter 5 introduces my typology and is comprised of three main sections that
correspond to the three categories I describe in that typology. Category headings include The
Alien Body, The Animal Body and the Trans Body which all align with certain theoretical
concepts related to posthumanism, and the related fields of animal and transgender theory. This
chapter is where the concepts discussed in chapters 3 and 4 are read, tested, and applied through
my work with the monsters from the Menagerie.
Chapter 6 constitutes my conclusion. Since much of the discussion of my findings are
given alongside the analysis, I use this section to summarize my main points and connect them to
broader meanings and future research. I specifically summarize how I address my three main
research questions before discussing how this project can be built on in future research.
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2. Methodology
2.1 Textual Analysis
In this thesis, I examine eight monsters from individual films and television series in relation to
several feminist theoretical frameworks. Identifying multiple monsters helps to establish a trope,
allowing for a broader theoretical reading of these monsters based on their various embodiments.
While the overall pattern is integral to my analysis, a more narrowed examination of specific
examples is important in order to support my argument for a tailored theoretical approach in the
discussion of vulva monsters. Specifically, I analyze film and television from the past 60 years
starting with Battle Beyond the Sun (1960) as it is the first iteration of the vulva monster, I have
found in western pop culture. In analyzing these horror and science fiction monsters, I utilize
many aspects of the text. This includes primarily the mise-en-scène (such as character
performance/action, make up, props, settings, etc.) and the sound (such as dialogue or any other
diegetic or non-diegetic sounds11) which become integral to determining gender and sexual
embodiment of these monsters and the narrative itself. I use these textual elements to support the
application of the theoretical frameworks I highlight—centrally, feminist posthumanism which
includes the arms of animal and transgender theory. This methodology as well as these
theoretical frameworks are ideally suited to this analysis as I consider the notion of texts to be
indefinite objects which can be read in a variety of ways to support various complexities the texts
may present to the viewer. My own readings juggle established discourses like the monstrousfeminine with more contemporary readings like feminist posthumanism. This interdisciplinary
approach serves as an important cross-pollination that ultimately provides a novel and potentially
advantageous framework for studying gender and the monstrous.

11

Diegetic sound refers to those sounds that have a visible source on screen or implied by some action or source on screen. This
include voices of characters and sounds made by certain objects in the story. Non-diegetic sound has no physical or implied
source on screen. This typically includes added music, narrator commentary, etc. (Mikos, 2013).
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2.2 Identifying Vulva Monsters
I searched for vulva monsters within my own viewing history and through references made on
pop-culture websites and in academic literature related to gendered monsters. These online pop
culture searches brought up references to films and television series including mainstream
blockbusters and obscure, low-budget films alike. While these sites helped reveal many new
potential examples for analysis, there was extensive overlap between the examples cited in
articles and lists. Most often these indexes included many of the same blockbuster films like
Alien (1979) and Predator (1987), but many included lesser known horror films such as Ginger
Snaps (2000) and The Howling (1981) as well as cult-classics like Starship Troopers (1997). In
short, there appears to be no dearth of films concerning horrifying vulvas and other reproductive
imagery. For that reason, I narrowed my scope to include my own viewing history and lists
found on the most trafficked pop-culture sites like Buzzfeed and Cracked. I screened all possible
materials before including them in my own list of examples laid out in the following menagerie
(p. 21-28). The eight vulva monsters analyzed here represent just a fraction of the dozens of
monsters cited across media platforms. While others may have fit the colloquial definition of
“vagina monster,” the examples I present here are selected for their adherence to my own set of
criteria (listed below) as well as their ability to demonstrate and further certain theoretical
concepts related to the monstrous-feminine, vagina dentata, and feminist posthumanism.

2.3 Criteria for Selection
Given the potentially subjective nature of finding and selecting vulva monsters, I provide a list of
physical characteristics and criteria that define, validate, and standardize my selection of texts for
this thesis. According to Annegret Maerten there are certain “monsterization strategies” that
leech and propagate cultural meaning, “when monsters fuse the remnants of several texts and
images onto their bodies, it is not only incredibly difficult to make out the exact sources that
have served as inspiration; exactly what they are saying, alluding to and achieving also becomes
much more ambiguous” (2016). Acknowledging monsterization strategies allows us to discuss
both the conscious and unconscious influences that undergird the pop-cultural production of
monsters. These strategies often utilize extreme and grotesque exaggerations of the body. For the
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monsters examined in my thesis, the exaggerated elements of the body stand out in the slippage
between the monster’s mouth and the human vulva. The unifying feature of all of these creatures
is the possession of a central opening, hole, or mouth (sometimes termed a “gaping maw”). This
criterion is also highlighted in Creed’s work where she writes,
What is common to all of these images of horror is the voracious maw, the
mysterious black hole that signifies female genitalia which threatens to give birth
to equally horrific offspring as well as threatening to incorporate everything in its
path. This is the generative archaic mother, constructed within patriarchal
ideology, as the primeval ‘black hole’, the originating womb which gives birth to
all life” (1993, p.27).
Given the theoretical importance of the maw in relation to vagina dentata and transgressive
gender more broadly, I center it as the main criteria for inclusion in addition to noteworthy
combinations of any or all of the following physical criteria listed in Table 1.
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A) Labial Appearance
Layered or folded flesh. May also include hooded features
mimicking the structures surrounding the clitoris.
(Pictured Left: Predator)

B) Membrane-Like Texture
Membranous textures surrounding the maw (i.e. bald, soft, raw,
moist, spongy).
(Pictured Right: Facehugger)

C) Mucosal Properties
The area surrounding the maw appears wet or has the presence
of actual secretions. May be produced by the maw itself.
(Pictured Left: Brain Bug)

D) Flesh Coloring
Possesses coloring that mimics the wide range of skin tones
found in human vulvas (i.e. dark purples and browns to beiges,
pinks and reds).
(Pictured Right: Reaper)

E) Teeth
The maw possesses prominent teeth or rows of teeth. Consistent
with traditional descriptions of vagina dentata.
(Pictured Left: The Kraken)

F) Maw Replaces Other Facial Features
The maw stands as the sole distinguishing feature of the creature
who may not possess sensory organs like eyes, nose, etc.
Reinforces the monster's perceived use of animalistic instinct to find
its prey.
(Pictured Right: Ripper)

G) Absence of other Genitals/Orifices
Often nude, showing a lack of other genitals or orifices elsewhere
on the body. Emphasizes the hideous hybrid use of the maw for
consuming, maiming, procreation and even expulsion of waste.
(Pictured Left: The Demogorgon)

H) Lack of Speech
It does not use its maw to speak (with some notable exceptions),
further emphasizing its animalistic nature through its lack of
communication.
(Pictured Right: Battle Beyond the Sun Monster)
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Table 1. Vulva
Monster Selection
Criteria

The features described in this list are important in establishing a strong aesthetic principle
for identifying vulva monsters. I argue that the centrality of the maw is paramount to the vulva
monster. Its mouth is where its lineage from the vagina dentata can be most readily seen
(although, as I discuss in later chapters, it becomes abject for potentially different reasons when
imposed on different bodies). The maw is integral to the monster’s elicitation of fear and disgust.
This becomes evident given its mandatory appearance on screen despite possessing physiology
that could otherwise conceal it. Several of the monsters explored here must reveal their maws—
there is no physiological reason why their mouths must always be open. Despite this, most of
these monsters are almost always viewed on screen with their maws open. The audience rarely, if
ever, sees the monster without its maw exposed. The salience of this structure and the intended
horror embedded within it necessitates that it is always in the view of the audience. As such, the
monster’s maw with all of its vulva-like characteristics is positioned as its most hideous and
terrifying feature.
As the source of its horrifying power, it is the maw that terrifies even in the presence of
other destructive features. This distinguishes
the vulva monster from other mouth/fangbaring monsters. Criteria F, G, and H help to
illustrate some of the more indefinable
differences that distinguish monsters with
despicable mouths from vulva monsters.
Take, for example, the Uruk-Hai12 featured
in Peter Jackson’s Lord of the Rings: The
Fellowship of the Ring (2001) (pictured
right in Figure 1) whose frightening
physical characteristics fall in line with

Figure 1. Mouth and facial features of the Uruk Hai
introduced in LOTR: The Fellowship of the Ring (2001).

many of the criteria listed previously. They do possess a rather grizzly mouth with prominent and
threatening teeth as well as dark-skinned, membranous features and some mucosal properties.

12

As described in Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring (2001), the Uruk are a superior race of orcs bred for their
strength and warrior-nature. The Uruk-hai were bred specifically at Isengard in service of the wizard Saruman the White who
aligned himself with Sauron in the fight for Middle Earth.
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However, unlike vulva monsters the mouth of the Uruk-Hai, although monstrous, is not central
to its monstrosity nor does it stand out among its other monstrous characteristics as particularly
exceptional. Its anthropomorphic analog characteristics also distract from its comparison to vulva
monsters. It bears humanoid form, wields weaponry, speaks and eats just as one might expect of
a human soldier. In this way, its abjection is holistic- one in which its features are equally
frightening and, although monstrous, it menaces in traditionally human ways with brawn,
swords, and military tactics. While some of these individual characteristics might be true of some
vulva monsters (for example the Predator), the difference lies in the significance of the
mouth/maw which is most often the tool of destruction or intimidation. With it, the vulva
monster kills, maims, or terrifies and rarely is it seen used for any other purpose. Aside from this
characterization, no one feature listed is inclusionary or exclusionary. It is often in the light of
multiple characteristics that vulva monsters are identified.
While these criteria provide an understanding of the common aesthetic characteristics of
vulva monsters, it is important to remember that these traits in varying combinations can result in
innumerable visual outcomes. The variable physical qualities of these monsters make the need
for a working definition as well as numerous, diversified examples all the more important. Vulva
monsters are unique in that they transcend monster categories, bringing new elements of horror
and sexual features to often archetypical monsters or animals. These endlessly variable body
configurations can make them initially difficult to identify. As the menagerie shows, they may be
vampires, sea monsters, aliens, or trans-dimensional creatures among others. While diverse,
these monsters maintain a cohesive aesthetic pattern which has both narrative and theoretical
effects. From a theoretical standpoint, it is the pattern itself that may illustrate its disruptive
power as they are both adaptive and interconnected—at times enforcing monstrous-feminine
abjection and at others rejecting those principles in favor other feminist posthuman frameworks.

2.4 Material: The Menagerie
Each monster examined here inhabits its own narrative with varying plotlines, characters, and
symbolic meanings. In this section, I provide a brief overview of the main plotlines and
characters which are central to each monster’s role in the story as well as context and other
relevant production information. These descriptions help to illustrate the monsters specific
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characteristics and representations as well as provide context and reference. This style also pays
homage to the multitudinous pop-culture lists and articles which inspired at least some of the
selection process for the texts examined in this thesis. But, perhaps most importantly, I include
this list as a reference to provide visual support for my selection criteria as well as aid in a more
streamlined discussion of these monsters. Although I discuss the nuances of my typology in the
Analysis (Chapter 5), I list each monster’s typological category here for ease of reference.
Additionally, I arrange these monsters by the year in which the film was produced to provide a
means of organization and illustrate the progression of these monsters and the complexity of
their narratives over time.

2.4.1 “Unnamed Alien”- Battle Beyond the Sun (1960)
Typology Category: Alien Body
In this English voice-over remake of the
1959 Soviet film, Nebo Zovyot, a futuristic
space race to Mars is underway between
two fictional nations. The English version
of the film (intended for US audiences)
had to be heavily edited to remove antiAmerican propaganda and generally be
adapted for local audiences. A young
Francis Ford Coppola was hired to head
the US adaptation, add scenes, and fill

Figure 2. View of unnamed monster's vulva-like maw.

plot gaps left by the editing process. To correct for an obvious narrative gap that results in the
death of a crewman, Coppola included a scene depicting a battle between two alien monsters.
Reportedly Coppola’s description of his concept to prop designers was to have two monsters that
mimicked a penis and a vagina that would battle to the death (Trailers from Hell, 2013). Despite
the poor film quality, the alluded “vagina” monster can be discerned in Figure 2 as having slick,
dark skin and a central slit-like mouth with rows of glowing white teeth. Its mucosal properties
also add to its genital-like qualities. Its narrative is free of other gendered elements and its body
is free of any outward indication of femininity leaving only a foreign and otherworldly
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embodiment where human vulva characteristics are placed. This showcases certain simplified
nuances of abjection related to the horror of exposure and explicitness best discussed in the Alien
Body category of the typology. Additionally, to my knowledge, this example is possibly the first
major account of a vulva monster in western film.

2.4.2 “Facehugger” Alien (1979)
Typology Category: Alien Body
The crew of the commercial spacecraft, the
Nostromo, intercept a distress call from a
crashed vessel on a deserted planet. Upon,
investigation of the derelict ship the team
encounters the eggs of an aggressive alien
species later known as the xenomorph.
This creature manages to infiltrate the
Figure 3. Above view of the Facehugger attached to the face
of a crewmember as it implants the xenomorph larva.

Nostromo where it proceeds to terrorize the
ship. The Facehugger is the early stage of

the xenomorph life cycle—making its initial appearance in the first installment of the Alien
franchise and appearing in some form in nearly all subsequent sequels. It uses its finger-like
appendages to attach itself to the face of a human host in order to implant its larva (see Figure 3).
After implantation, the Facehugger dies
and the next stage of the xenomorph is
left to gestate in the abdomen before
eventually bursting violently from the
host’s chest. It’s vulva-like
characteristics are discernable in the
underside view pictured in Figure 4. It
possesses many of the selection
characteristics listed above given its

Figure 4. The underside or "victim's view" of the Facehugger
which possesses its vulvar characteristics.

labial appearance, membrane-like consistency, light-skinned genital coloring, hooded clitoral
features, as well as the centrality of the maw which appears to be the only opening on the
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creature’s body. As Figure 3 demonstrates, the sexual/reproductive overtones are amplified by
the way the monster attaches to the victim’s face alluding to erotic acts of cunnilingus. Its
reproductive tendencies are well illustrated by the monstrous-feminine, but its unique form of
intelligence makes this a particularly interesting example of a posthuman alien other as its deadly
tactics are so foreign as to be inconceivable. Its abjection lies in its inscrutability which blends
elements of human gendered stereotypes with animal instinct and ferocity described by the Alien
Body category of the typology.

2.4.3 “The Predator”- Predator (1987)/ Predator 2 (1990)
Typology Category: Trans Body
The Predator is an alien species which also hunts humans,
however, its motivation appears to be sport rather than some form
of monstrous reproduction. As a sport hunter, it is attracted only to
the most masculine, weaponized prey including an elite military
strike team on assignment in the jungles of Central America
(Predator) and police and gang members on the streets of Los
Angeles (Predator 2). Its technological prowess and physical
superiority allows it to track and kill its targets with ease. Its
stereotypical,
Figure 5. View of the
Predator’s masculinepresenting humanoid body.

hypermasculine
humanoid body

(seen in Figure 5) seems an unlikely place for
vulvar characteristics to appear. However, its
distinctive vulva-like mouth is seen in Figure
6, showcasing a labial appearance, membrane
consistency, and rows of teeth near a vaginalike opening. These characteristics also earn
this creature the nickname “Pussy Face” by
the character Hannigan in Predator 2. The

Figure 6. View of the Predator's maw.

interplay of vulvar imagery and its hypermasculine physique brings gendered embodiment to the
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fore. It exploits the abjection of concealment to victimize and terrorize its prey. When it finally
reveals itself, the Predator also exploits the abjection produced by its vagina dentata-inspired
maw to further enhance its emasculating violent power.

2.4.4 “The Brain Bug”- Starship Troopers (1997)
Typology Category: Alien Body
The first installment of the Starship
Troopers franchise follows the story of
Johnny Rico, a human soldier in a
futuristic military unit, within “The
Federation” which is embroiled in an
interstellar conflict with a vast, nontechnological alien species known as
“Arachnids” or “Bugs”. After a prolonged
series losses for the Federation, it is

Figure 7. View of the Brain Bug maw.

discovered that a hyper-intelligent “Brain
Bug” has been orchestrating these attacks based on its ability to consume human brains and
import knowledge of human behavior and fighting tactics. Eventually, the Brain Bug is captured
leading to a perceived Federation victory.
The alien’s light skinned, flesh-like coloring, paired with its hood-like construction and
slit-like mouth as well as membranous texture and mucosal properties make up its vulva-like
appearance (pictured in Figure 7). The movie’s brusque, often crass aesthetic is further
demonstrated by the creature’s spiny clitoris-like appendage which unfurls in slather of mucus
from its opening to suck the brains from its human prey. Keeping with its overtly sexual and
violent overtones, the movie ends with a cut to an army recruitment video displaying a lab where
the Brain Bug is held. The creature is tortured with sharp metal probes which are thrust into the
maw only to be covered by a purposefully placed “censor block” which prevents the view of this
penetration as if censoring pornographic material. The movie itself received mixed reviews from
critics and viewers, but maintains a strong cult following which sparked a franchise of films with
additional vulva-like creatures. Its inscrutable intellect subverts the humans of the film with
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brutal force showcasing the ways in which Alien Body vulva monsters destabilize established
hierarchies and traditional humanist markers of intelligence.

2.4.5 “The Reapers”- Blade II (2002)
Typology Category: Trans Body
This franchise follows the half-human,
half-vampire, Blade, as he fights the
ruthless vampire race that preys on
humankind. In Blade II an “infected”
breed of vampires known as reapers who
can feed on both humans and vampires.
Fearing for their own kind, the vampires
reach out to form an uneasy alliance with
Blade in order to benefit both races. In the

Figure 8. View of a reaper's enhanced mandible jaw.

end, Blade discovers that the reapers were the unintended result of botched vampire experiments
to make themselves immune to conventional methods of killing and ensure their supremacy over
humans. As seen in Figure 8, this exaggerated vampiric mouth opens its mandible jaw to reveal
vulva-like features that include labial features and coloring, as well mucosal, and membranous
qualities in addition to its quintessential fangs. This mouth differs significant from the main
vampires of the series as its mouth splits at the chin and opens in order to wrap its fangs around
the face and throat of the victim giving the appearance of a monstrous and deadly “kiss.” The
monstrous-feminine and the vagina dentata specifically showcase the vampire. Its seductive,
fanged mouth blends abject meanings related to untamable desire and sexuality with monstrous,
unnatural reproduction. This particular iteration, however, aesthetically blends vulva imagery
with a masculine form bringing to mind issues related to the abjection of concealed gender and
elements of othered rage described in the Trans Body category.
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2.4.6 “The Kraken”- Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man’s Chest (2006)
Typology Category: Animal Body
The second installment of the Pirates of
the Caribbean franchise. Introduces the
Kraken, a giant, ferocious sea monster that
resembles a large-scale octopus or squid.
The film follows the flawed, pirate
Captain Jack Sparrow who owes his soul to
the demon/god-like figure, Davy Jones.
Jones controls the Kraken and uses it to

Figure 9. View of the Kraken's monstrous maw before it
consumes the brazen Captain Sparrow.

corner Sparrow alone at sea. Upon seeing

the massive toothed maw of the Kraken for the first time, the creature roars, showering Sparrow
in mucus. As the Kraken bears down on Sparrow (see Figure 9), he brandishes his sword and
thrusts it forward as he runs full-tilt into the creature’s open maw. The creature swallows him
whole as it crushes the ship and slides back into the sea. The vulva-like appearance of the Kraken
can be attributed to its membrane-like consistency, mucosal properties, light-skinned genital
coloring, multiple rows of teeth surrounding the opening, the absence of another perceivable
opening as well as the opening being the central feature of the beast. Additionally, its excessive
use of mucus can be likened to vaginal discharge as well as to erotic acts like “squirting.”
Likewise, the imagery of the male protagonist conquering the monster by penetrating its opening
with a sword hearkens to Freudian penile symbolism discussed by film theorists like Creed.
However, beyond these superficial allusions this creature does not support reproductive or
monstrous-feminine narrative elements. Instead this creature showcases how the human/animal
relation is performed in hierarchical ways that positions the animal not as a self-possessed
symbol like the vagina dentata but instead as a thought-less creature who lives to serve more
sinister villains or impulses.
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2.4.7 “The Demogorgon”- Stranger Things (2016)
Typology Category: Trans Body
The Demogorgon is a horrifying transdimensional creature that inhabits a dark
mirror dimension known to the adolescent
protagonists of Stranger Things as “The
Upside Down.” Through a series of
dangerous and clandestine government
experiments, a rift is opened between the
human world and the Upside Down
allowing the Demogorgon access to our
reality to bring back human hosts that will
nourish its nightmarish offspring. Upon its
escape, the Demogorgon abducts a young

Figure 10. The view of the Demogorgon's open maw.

boy named Will, leaving his tight-knit group of friends to solve the mystery of his disappearance.
Soon, a mysterious, lab-raised girl with psychokinetic powers, named Eleven, arrives and helps
the group of young boys search for their friend. As the story reveals, there is a sinister tie
between the creature and Eleven who are products of the same government experiments. Eleven
and the Demogorgon eventually clash as the girl’s mental abilities appear to be the only way to
destroy the beast. The Demogorgon’s vulvar characteristics are illustrated in Figure 10. Its
gaping toothed maw is the central feature of the creature along with mucosal and membranous
qualities paired with dark-skinned, pink flesh. There are no other perceivable sensory structures
or additional orifices, further highlighting the fact that this creature hunts based on instinct and
extra-sensory perception adding to its horror potential as a monster gripped by reproductive
fervor. The pre-pubescent Eleven facing off with this reproductive monster positions the
Demogorgon as a grotesque mirror image of Eleven who struggles with her own self-image of
monstrosity. This idea is furthered as she faces the “horrific” sexual and reproductive changes of
oncoming puberty. Most importantly for this analysis, however, is the gender disrupting forces
brought out by the Demogorgon and Eleven’s androgynous gender presentations. This monster
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may then show that vulva monsters can play on stereotypes of femininity but their nonhuman,
yet humanoid forms do more to destabilize social constructions of binary sex and gender.

2.4.8 “Ripper”- Star Trek: Discovery (2017)
Typology Category: Animal Body
In the 2017 reboot of the Star Trek
franchise, the crew of the USS Discovery
comes across the violently dismembered
remains of another ship’s crew. The
creature responsible for the massacre is
captured by the female science officer,
Michael Burnham, and is found to be a
real-life, microscopic organism called a
tardigrade. The animal has been
scientifically manipulated from its natural
state into a colossal, human-shredding
Figure 11. The view of Ripper's small but prominent maw.

monster the crew aptly names “Ripper”.

After further study, it is revealed that monster can be used as an intensive energy source for the
ship. Burnham attempts to provide humane, ethical care to the creature but this treatment is
looked upon negatively by the crew and her male commanding officer who wishes to mercilessly
exploit the animal for its resources. Burnham begins to understand that Ripper’s violent behavior
is a means of self-preservation rather than mindless aggression and ultimately goes against her
commanding officer and releases the creature back to its natural habitat where it will be safe
from exploitation. The vulva-like qualities of this monster lie in it small but dangerous maw
which is central to its features and possesses teeth surrounding the opening as well as
membranous and mucosal properties and pink, dark-skinned genital coloring. The confluence of
gender and animal implications bring out the posthuman thread of this narrative that destabilizes
the binary of human and animal especially in light of the empathetic relation between Burnham
and the creature.
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3. Theory
Given the primacy of monstrosity in this thesis, it seemed only appropriate to utilize the monster
as a theoretical starting point. Monster Studies texts (including eminent compilations like Cohen
(1996) and Asa Mittman and Peter Dendel’s 2012 work The Ashgate Companion to Monsters
and the Monstrous) make evident the value of using monster studies as an umbrella field given
its use of myriad tentacular disciplines and theories. Doing this, centers the monster as the object
of study revealing the cultural and social forces that undergird its construction. Hellstrand et al.
(2018) write that “there is no easy, one-way look at the monster as object” (p.146). After all, the
monster is a cultural amalgamation exploiting various overlapping and disparate artifacts and
tensions. As a result, “we must reconsider not so much what the term monster is, but what the
term monster does” (Hellstrand et al., 2018, p.147). By asking this question, we look to the
meaning-making processes and othering practices at play rather than solely the monster’s
intention. This is specifically pertinent for my investigation here which is distinctly monsterdriven. It is the vulva monster itself that directs my discussion, as such monster theory becomes
the perfect framing to examine the gendered implications of these monsters.
While the aforementioned anthologies largely provide cultural and historical discourses
on monsters, Hellstrand et al. (2018) points to the major contributions of feminist, postcolonial,
queer, and critical ethnic studies in the study of the monster. Theorists like Haraway, Braidotti,
Shildrick, and many others worked to address the monster from the often-intersecting categories
of gender, ability, race, and sexuality, illuminating the tensions formed by oppressive binaries
and hierarchies existing between subjects and others (p.147). These tensions are particularly
salient to the analysis of vulva monsters as they often draw from othered bodies, exploiting and
traversing the limits of binary categories of sex and gender. The monstrous-feminine in particular
brought gender to the fore in the discussion of monstrosity and gained extensive notoriety for its
discussion of femininity as othered while simultaneously drawing attention to the use of
masculinity as the default for normalcy. As a result, it became preeminent in discussions of
reproduction, feminine sexuality, and other topics related to femininity and the female body.
However, in terms of intersecting categories of othering, this theory lacks sufficient capacity to
address multifaceted issues. Its continued use in the field, while appropriate in many cases, does
not fully address certain monstrous features and gender discussions which I hope to address here.
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The monstrous-feminine remains an important feminist contribution, however. Therefore,
I revisit and develop this theory in light of contemporary posthuman and monster theory in the
hopes of addressing the gaps and criticisms I find in its explanation of the vulva monster. I begin
by directing my discussion to Creed’s monstrous-feminine framework (which heavily relies on
Kristeva’s theory of abjection) along with brief discussions on how this framework might be
useful in the analysis of certain vulva monsters. I then address some of the common gaps or
failings I see when it is applied to all of the various embodiments explored here. These
shortcomings set the stage for a more tailored theoretical approach that focuses on largely
feminist contributions of posthumanism. These theories better manage the complex gendered
meanings of vulva monsters as a pattern in film and television. Housed within this dynamic
critical theory is a number of disciplines and theories focusing on various “others” as a means of
challenging dualities and hierarchies created to support the ideal humanist physical and
immaterial body. Based on the trends I see present within the many iterations of vulva monsters,
I create a typology that draws from general tenants of posthuman theory. These theories include
those presented by Haraway (1983) and Braidotti (2013) as well as the posthuman arms of
animal and transgender theory. This tailored approach is made to embrace the complexities and
mutable nature of the vulva monster trope. As a result, this approach becomes a monstrous body
of its own- a text that speaks in different voices, walks on shifting feet, and stares back through
the lenses of multiple eyes at the pop-culture world that created it.

3.1 Borders in Violation: Abjection and the Underpinnings of
Horror
The films and shows described in this thesis often position characters at the border between the
known world and a dark, threatening beyond– eliciting mingled feelings of fear, confusion, and
disgust from characters and audience members alike. In Stranger Things, this border appears
between the sleepy town of Hawkins and the membranous portal to the Upside Down. In Alien
(1979), it appears at the airlock of the Nostromo and the dark twisting passageways of a wrecked
transport ship now inhabited by the deadly xenomorph. In Pirates of the Caribbean (2006), it is
the murky, indiscernible depths of the Atlantic Ocean home of the dreaded Kraken. This
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“beyond” is often where the monsters of these narratives reside making it a useful tool to explore
how the violation of borders informs horror.
Julia Kristeva’s concept of abjection, put forth in her work Powers of Horror: An Essay
on Abjection (1980), refers to psychological and physical reactions (like disgust and horror)
towards concepts or material beings that threaten the autonomy of the body, identity, or social
order. The abject itself must be “radically excluded” primarily because it draws the self toward
“the place where meaning collapses” (Kristeva, 1980, p.2). This void, meaningless space is, in
essence, obliteration reminiscent of the time before the self was distinguishable. Proximity to the
abject, thus, elicits fear, revulsion, and disgust as a defense against the dissolution of the self.
The expelling or rejection of the abject (the “other” that challenges the integrity of the self)
means that the other “lies outside, beyond the set, and does not seem to agree to the [superego’s]
rules of the game” (p.2). As a result, a border is created to make entities unique and
distinguishable. More specifically this can be thought of as a boundary between the self and the
other, subject and object. Kristeva posits that the formation of the self occurs following the
process of abjection where the child rejects the mother’s body and begins to differentiate itself
from the maternal. The initial abjection of the mother is fundamental to the creation of the border
which separates the self from the other. Although discussed in greater detail later in this chapter,
this formative abjection begins an ongoing process of subjectivity in which the self is
continuously negotiated and challenged by those things which threaten its borders.
These threats may pose no direct risk to the body (take for example Kristeva’s
examination of the disgust at viewing the skin that forms atop warm milk) but their presence
signals a psychic association of vulnerability (p. 2-3). The demonstration of bodily vulnerability
becomes an important point in Kristeva’s discussion of abjection. To construct our concepts of
ourselves we use language to draw symbolic borders between ourselves and others. For the body,
that boundary is the skin which physically binds the material qualities of the body and protects
our vulnerable flesh from contamination. The higher order functions include the physical limits
of the body as part of its concept of the self and as a result is intolerant to bodily wastes and
other contaminates which remind us of its vulnerability (p. 2-3). In Kristeva’s view, the horror
and subsequent repulsion of the abject (e.g. fluids like blood, feces, vomit, etc.) protects this
boundary between self and other- a distinction necessary for the creation and ongoing
negotiation of the self. For this reason, when confronted with bodily wastes, the individual is
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filled with disgust and sometimes fear as these bodily products remind us of own body’s
ambiguous limits, and its potential for disorder and death. Kristeva furthers this point saying,
“such wastes drop so that I might live, until, from loss to loss, nothing remains in me and my
entire body falls beyond the limit—cadere, cadaver” (p.3). The body’s leaking excrements are a
reminder of our fallibility, thus, turning away from them is an attempt at self-preservation. The
subtleties and nuances of the othering process are based on these individual psychological
processes and the social realities that result. For that reason, abjection becomes a concept which
undergirds the central tenants of monster theory more broadly and becomes a commonplace term
in my discussion of vulva monsters in this thesis.

3.1.1 Our Monsters, Ourselves
In Kristeva’s theory, the concept of the self relies on definition by opposing concepts (i.e. the
self and the other). This is a concept not uncommon to other theorists like Stuart Hall who
expands on the concept of the “constitutive outside” to explain how others help the subject shape
its own psychic image (1996, p.4-5). He states that “it is only through the relation to the Other,
the relation to what it is not, to precisely what it lacks, to what has been called its constitutive
outside that the ‘positive’ meaning of any term—and thus its ‘identity’—can be constructed”
(p.4-5). Hall personally sites the contributions of feminist works like that of Kristeva to the
creation of such a concept (p. 1). As such, Kristeva can be interpreted as positing that the self is
shaped by a constitutive outside. In establishing the boundaries of the self, one must forcibly
reject that which would otherwise erode its autonomy, distinguishing what is not self as abject
but in so doing entwining the self with what it means not to be. Illustrating this point, Kristeva
writes that “what is abject is not my correlative, which… would allow me to be more or less
detached and autonomous. The abject has only one quality of the object—that of being opposed
to I” (1980, p.1). By making this critical assertion, she establishes that although seemingly
oppositional, the self cannot extricate itself from the “jettisoned object” and instead becomes
“ceaselessly and infinitely homologous to it” (p.2). In this argument, casting off the other enables
the subject to form a constitutive relationship with the abject without dissolving into it. As such,
the examples of physical beyond where vulva monsters reside that opens this chapter illustrates
how these creatures are positioned at these boundaries between the known world and the beyond
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precisely because the abject both maintains and polices the borderlands of the binaries that create
our feelings of safety and normalcy.

3.2 Gender and Abjection: Building on Kristeva with the
Monstrous-Feminine
To better examine how gender both influences and is influenced by abjection, I turn my focus to
the monstrous-feminine which helps to articulate Kristeva’s concept of the abject as a
specifically gendered concept. This is not to say that Kristeva’s work excludes themes of gender,
far from it. She discusses the gendered implications of abjection at length through the rejection
of the maternal body and its leaking reproductive fluids (p.72). However, Barbara Creed focuses
and elevates these ideas in her 1993 work The Monstrous-Feminine: Film, Feminism, and
Psychoanalysis. Creed uses Kristeva’s concept of abjection as a way to situate and analyze
female and/or feminine monsters in the context of the horror film. Creed’s primary focus in
much of this work is to illuminate the ways in which gender plays into the psychological and
social processes that elicit fear, revulsion, and horror.
In her view, feminine and/or female monsters are important to address because they
exploit social constructions of gender in their production of horror, specifically those
transgressions of social norms which threaten the self and humanity more broadly. Creed
elaborates on her use of the term monstrous-feminine stating, “the reasons why the monstrousfeminine horrifies her audience are quite different from the reasons why the male monster
horrifies his audience. A new term is needed to specify these differences” (p.3). The horror
associated with the “male” monster is not associated with its gender given its archetypical place
in a patriarchal system. As a result, female and/or feminine representations are often only
invoked to shed light on those aspects of femininity that are different from the masculine norm.
Furthering this point, Creed states, “as with all the stereotypes of the feminine from virgin to
whore, she is defined in terms of her sexuality. The phrase ‘monstrous-feminine’ emphasizes the
importance of gender in the construction of her monstrosity” (p.3). As these descriptions
explicate, transgressive women often comprise the majority of monstrous-feminine iterations in
the horror film. These characters most often defy patriarchal control through a non-normative or
monstrous sexuality (like the violent sexual appetites exemplified by the vagina dentata), or
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some monstrous form of maternity or reproduction. In this sense, the monstrous-feminine alludes
to those potentialities within femininity that threaten to violate the boundaries of the self or upset
social norms
Although Kristeva used literature to illustrate her main themes, Creed asserts that film
(particularly the genre of horror) is exceptionally illustrative of abjection. In her view, the horror
film is generally an “illustration in the work of abjection” (1993, p.10) given its focus on threats
to the symbolic order, its images of abjection (like the corpse and bodily fluids), and its
representations of the abject maternal figure (Creed, 2002). This medium provides the viewer
with an indulgent sense of “perverse pleasure” while ritualistically expelling the other from the
“safety of the spectator’s seat” (Creed, 1993, p.10). Indeed, one of Creed’s major contributions
to film theory is the expansion of the work of abjection by advocating a broad application of its
principles to all monstrosity (Creed, 2002; Creed, 1993; Freeland, 1996). Her work with the
monstrous-feminine takes a deeper look at the gendered ways horror films display abjection.
Specifically, she focuses on this concept as it relates to the “mother-child relationship,” the
feminine body, and the concept of the “border.” She summarizes this point by saying,
More horror films also construct a border between what Kristeva refers to as the
‘clean and proper body’ and the abject body, or the body which has lost its form
and integrity. The fully symbolic body must bear no indication of its debt to nature.
In Kristeva’s view the image of woman’s body, because of its maternal functions,
acknowledges its ‘debt to nature’ and consequently is more likely to signify the
abject. The notion of the material female body is central to the construction of the
border in the horror film (Creed, 1993, p.11).
As this quote suggests, the female body is especially productive of the fluids and threats that
remind the self of its vulnerability and threatens the borders of normalcy (particularly the
masculine normative subject). In this way, the maternal body, with its many leaking fluids and
association with the enmeshment before the self was created, is symbolic as well as material. It
reminds the self that it may be impossible to escape the mortal inevitability of death.
While leaning heavily on Kristeva’s Lacanian analysis, Creed also brings in more
Freudian psychoanalytic approaches especially with her focus on castration anxiety. Creed
illustrates how the maternal relationship and castration anxiety (with reference to the vagina
dentata) comingle metaphorically in Alien (1979). This is an important text for my own analysis
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as it houses a quintessential vulva monster, the “Facehugger” stage of the xenomorph. This film
then becomes a unique example of how the monstrous-feminine is applied by Creed in the case
of a vulva monster as well as showcases how I believe other approaches can aid in that
discussion. While I leave my own interpretations to the analysis in Chapter 5, I turn to Creed’s
application of the monstrous-feminine in the following section.

3.2.1 The Mother of All Monsters
For Creed and Kristeva, the origins of horror are located in the struggle of the child to create
boundaries between itself and the mother. This positions the maternal body as a threat to the
realized self. The mother signifies a primitive, all-consuming symbiosis whose “leaking”
fluids—breast milk, menstrual blood, etc.—demonstrate its impurity and polluting qualities
(Creed, 1993, p.11). The initial abjection of the mother’s body is fundamental to the creation of
the border which separates the self from the other which is continuously negotiated but
invariably related to that primary archetype. Creed showcases this principle by stressing the ways
in which Alien (1979) (among other science fiction, horror films) reworks “the primal scene of
birth, in relation to the representation of other forms of copulation and procreation” (1993, p.17).
Using numerous examples from the film, Creed describes various representations of the mother
as an “all-devouring” abyss (p.22). The archaic mother is one that brings about the obliteration of
the self—the giver of life yet the bringer of death. Creed elaborates on this point saying,
The central characteristic of the archaic mother is her total dedication to the
generative, procreative principle. She is the mother who conceives all by herself,
the original parent, the godhead of all fertility and the origin of procreation. She is
outside morality and law (1993, p.27).
While this quote eludes to Kristeva’s view of the maternal body, it also introduces the element of
feminine power. Something that is dangerously wielded and outside patriarchal control. This
power, stemming from female reproduction, becomes likewise abject. It demonstrates the
maternal body’s threat to social order as well as its ability to violate the autonomous self. As a
result, this concept also positions gender at the heart of monster theory.
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3.2.2 Pussy Bites Back: Creed’s Emphasis on Castration Anxiety and Vagina
Dentata
While the primal, archaic mother features heavily in Creed’s discussion, she brings a different
gendered source of abjection, which Kristeva neglects, in the form of castration anxiety. The
mother figure in that sense is not only representative of a void-like death, she is also consuming.
Creed (1993) epitomizes this principle in her discussion of the xenomorph which “suggest[s] a
monstrous, cannibalistic maternal figure which also represents the threat of the vagina dentata”
(p.23). Furthering this point, she outlines two possible interpretations of the vagina dentata as
either the “symbolic interpretation of the oral sadistic mother” or “an expression of the dyadic
mother” (p.109). In the case of the former, the vagina dentata as oral sadistic mother is “feared
by both female and male infants who imagine that, just as they derive pleasure from
feeding/eating at the mother’s breast, the mother might in turn desire to feed on them” (p.109).
The dyadic mother in contrast is “the all-encompassing maternal figure of the pre-Oedipal period
who threatens symbolically to engulf the infant, thus posing the threat of psychic obliteration”
(p.109). These dual sites of horror (mother as abyss and mother as cannibal) are married in the
image of the monstrous mouth. The “voracious maw” described in Creed’s (1993) analysis
represents “female genitalia” which has the dual power to represent the life-giving womb as well
as the all-consuming void (p.27). As a result, in Creed’s adaptation of Freudian theory, the
mouth becomes analogous to the vagina dentata and incorporates both a symbolic representation
of the oral sadistic mother—the mother who threatens to feed on the suckling child—and the
dyadic mother or “the all-encompassing maternal figure…who threatens symbolically to engulf
the infant, thus posing a threat of psychic obliteration” (1993, p.109). Through this interpretation
Creed broadens the metaphor of the vagina dentata, which epitomizes Freudian castration
anxiety and extrapolates that abjection to include the anxiety of death by an all-consuming
feminine power.
In blending these two reproductive sources of horror, Creed posits the female body as the
site of abjection and furthers the association of female sexuality and death. In her analysis of
Alien, these motifs are continuously reaffirmed in various ways in the film including a significant
attempt “to appropriate the procreative function of the archaic mother, to represent a man giving
birth, to deny the mother as signifier of sexual difference—but here birth can exist only as the
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face of death....the primeval mother does not need the male as a ‘father’, only as a host body…”
(p.28). This is true of the first victim of the xenomorph’s horrifying reproduction, Kane, who is
violently impregnated after an attack by the Facehugger. Similarly, the young male protagonist
of Stranger Things, Will, is abducted and serves as an incubator to the Demogorgon’s slug-like
young. While the adult Kane faces a violent death by the xenomorph offspring, Will is pulled
back from the brink of death by his protective and perseverant (biological) mother who willingly
traverses the border to the monster’s dimension to save her son. It is only through intervention by
a mother that defends her child’s life and autonomy that Will’s story does not end in death.15 As
these vulva monster examples demonstrate, the archaic mother and its association with the
castrating feminine body signify a radical violation or loss of boundaries and, as a result, death.
These examples showcase how gendered monsters are often created and reproduced from a
psychoanalytic perspective. While this gendering process has broader influence on gender and
monster theory, I also expand on how this theoretical perspective limits gendered discussions in
the following section.

3.3 Psychoanalytic Failings and “The Beyond of Discourse”
Creed’s monstrous-feminine is eminent in the field of film theory, particularly feminist film
theory. Her interpretations of Kristeva and Freud constitute a primarily psychoanalytic
interpretation of vagina dentata and, thus, has influenced many of the discussions of monsters
that I consider vulva monsters (such as the xenomorph). Although the proliferation of vulva
monsters occurred largely after Creed began writing of the monstrous-feminine in 1993, her
application of the theory to Alien (1979) strongly influenced the readings of horrific reproductive
imagery going forward (King & Krzywinska, 2000; Freeland, 1996). The monstrous-feminine, as
a result, is often the presumptive theoretical model in which many of these monsters are
discussed. In pop-culture readings (like the blogs and online articles highlighted in Chapter 1),
Creed’s association between monsters and the vagina dentata is applied almost as a matter of
course to descriptions of “vagina monsters.” Indeed, individual analyses of the Alien franchise
are indebted to this work (Stacey, 2003; Freeland, 1996). Likewise, my own reading of Stranger
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Things in the following analysis illustrates the ways in which this theory continues to maintain a
certain explanatory power in narratives where themes of reproduction and abjection are
particularly central. Nevertheless, even in film and television examples like those elaborated on
in this thesis, certain questions remain and cast doubt on the ability of this framework to
adequately explain the diverse and evolving implications of vulva monsters. For example, what
happens when the vulva and its implications are extricated from the feminine body? The
Demogorgon’s androgynous form and the xenomorph’s animalistic physiology seem to invoke
another “otherness” that demands attention. Aside from their symbolic invocations, what about
these creatures makes them “feminine” other than essentializing ties between the vulva,
reproduction, and womanhood? What relevance does this have in a discourse that otherwise
challenges binary understandings of gender?
Many of the questions that go unanswered with the monstrous-feminine point to the
criticisms of psychoanalytic theories more broadly. Psychoanalysis and cinema share a long and
complex relationship (Lebeau, 2001, p.3). While the two have had their own distinct histories,
psychoanalysis and cinema have been influential in each other’s field since the beginning of the
twentieth century. As a result, in many ways, cinema has been viewed as a way to conceptualize
the psychoanalytic mind- with its emphasis on image and illusion as well as its movement
mimicking thought, dreams, and feelings (Lebeau, 2001, p.3). Likewise, psychoanalysis has been
one way to understand the fascination and mechanisms behind the cinematic experience (Lebeau,
2001, p.2). Despite criticism of psychoanalytic theories over the decades, feminist media
critiques are heavily indebted to psychoanalytic perspectives in the latter decades of the
twentieth century (Freeland, 1996, Lebeau, 2001). Although these theorists often present critical
views of certain psychoanalytic themes, this brand of feminist film theory continues to rely on “a
psychoanalytic framework in which women are described as castrated or as representing threats
evoking male castration anxiety” (Freeland, 1996, p.195). According to critics like Cynthia
Freeland and Teresa de Lauretis, this view assumes that all aspects of the horror film center
around the male subject and the primacy of heterosexual masculine anxieties—and, in turn,
create a very specific feminized/gendered monster.
Specifically, Teresa de Lauretis (1984) describes this framework as a constant purveyor
of the “masculine subject, predicated on and predicating a subject of phallic desire, dependent on
castration as the constitutive instance of the subject” which excludes the “possibility of other
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subject processes obtaining in that relation” (p. 29). While she applauds psychoanalysis for
“dislodge[ing] cinematic theory from the scientistic”, she acknowledges critical flaws in its
ability as a feminist framework given its inherent codification system “where nature does linger,
if only as residue” (30). She goes on to criticize theorists like Laura Mulvey and others who she
believes move too closely to linguistic, Lacanian frameworks which continue to obscure the
active female subject. Instead, she challenges feminist film discourse
“to seek out contradictions, heterogeneity, ruptures in the fabric of representation
so thinly stretched—if powerful—to contain excess, division, difference,
resistance; to open up critical space in the seamless narrative space constructed by
dominant cinema and by dominant discourses (psychoanalysis, certainly […]);
finally, to displace those discourses that obliterate the claims of other social
instances and erase the agency of practice in history” (1984, p. 29-30).
This statement appears to challenge the dominant use of psychoanalysis while highlighting a
need for less essentialized ways of theorizing. As de Lauretis suggests, the heavy reliance on
Lacanian psychoanalysis in film theory means that gendered representations often take on a
specific categorical structure and language. This codification drives specific characterizations
that focus heavily on a binary visualization of gender. This notion is illustrated in Kristeva’s
oppositional structures of abjection, described previously, whose influence cannot be understated
in readings of horror. The monstrous-feminine likewise draws on that specific theoretical
structuring which reflects a binary view of gendered characters. Such a formulation forces
femininity to be constructed in opposition to the overarching masculine norm and transgressive
only after centering patriarchal standards. Additionally, these frameworks do not escape heterocentric assumptions as it relates to the universality of castration anxiety (de Lauretis, 1984). This
hetero-centric assumption appears as foundational to the understanding of the self which
ultimately centers the heterosexual male and the heterosexual male experience as normative and
salient and all other representations are judged in relation.
To be clear, Creed does not work uncritically with psychoanalysis, in fact much of her
work is devoted to the criticism and reworking of these principles. However, continuing to use
psychoanalytically informed frameworks as procedural in horror analysis, even in critical and
adaptive ways, reifies certain codification and language systems. These systems potentially limit
theorizing surrounding topics and structures that fall outside its vocabulary. Sharon Lin Tay
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elaborates on this criticism saying, “the language used by Creed, Kristeva, and Lacanian
psychoanalysis become shorthand, or the default language” in discussions of gender, particularly
in the horror film (2004, p. 219). As a result, representations or behavior that fall outside that
system or resist adherence to typical psychanalytic structures become relegated “to the beyond of
discourse” (p.219). For Tay, the script and available lexicon of psychoanalysis is limited in that it
relies on certain central archetypes that are resistant to change and decentralization. This makes
the reliance on psychoanalytic frameworks particularly troublesome for feminist film critique of
more subversive tropes or genres.
Indeed, in my view, there appears to be a great deal of theoretical back-bending by
theorists like Creed to shape the “realities” of the narrative into the preset scripts of
psychoanalysis even in the examples given in this chapter. Modifiers of the maternal relationship
abound—archaic mother, oral-sadistic mother, the dyadic mother, phallic mother, etc.—all with
cogent and complex explanations of their application to specific aspects of monstrosity. The
variety of such descriptors is not in and of itself a criticism but may illustrate a particular failing
of parlance, one in which the lexicon is not adequately diverse to explain new or evolving
realities. More problematic to my project here are the vulva monsters that do not conform to
typical monstrous-feminine motifs which rely strongly on the psychoanalytic lexicon to describe
gendered monstrosity. Castration anxiety and the abject mother are the central motifs of Creed’s
analysis on texts that I identify as involving vulva imagery. This privileges the idea that genital
imagery signifies some abject relation to sexuality and reproduction rather than alluding to other
abject aspects of sex and gender within non-human bodies. For instance, monsters like the
Kraken and Ripper (Menagerie, p.26 and p.28, respectively), whose narratives fall outside
traditional horror and reproductive themes, become only partially known, if not misrepresented,
as to their nature and power within the narrative (a topic which I will pick up in the following
discussion of posthuman and animal theory as well as in the Animal Body section of my
analysis). For these examples and others that inhabit less explicit reproductive narratives, the
presumption of a monstrous-feminine framework falls short if not becomes overtly problematic.
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3.4 A Cautious Embrace of the Monstrous-Feminine
My aim here is not to extricate vulva monsters from the realm of the monstrous-feminine and
psychoanalysis entirely—indeed, as I will demonstrate, some examples are well suited to these
theories. After all, psychoanalytical film theory has been at the fore for good reason - it is an
extensive system based on longstanding psychological and philosophical research into psychic
structures and how those create and influence cultural products. However, the criticisms raised
over the last several decades illustrate the need for cautious if not critical examinations. This also
suggests that more composite and tailored readings may be necessary to examine disruptive
cultural artifacts like vulva monsters. Indeed, I believe vulva monsters present a unique
disruption of the status quo in this kind of gender analysis. These monsters may specifically
signal a unique opportunity to answer the calls put forth by critical theorists like Freeland (1996)
and monster theorists like Cohen (1996) and Hellstrand et al. (2018) to construct more dynamic
theoretical applications to readings of the monster. As Freeland (1996) aptly points out, “though
a Kristevan reading may seem illuminating for Alien, with its many birth scenarios and theme of
monstrous mothering, why should we believe in advance that it will work equally for all kinds of
examples of horror?” (p.199). Freeland’s challenge to the presumptive use of psychoanalysis in
the feminist interpretation of the horror film is precisely the assertion I hope to explore here with
the numerous vulva monsters illustrated in this text. In this way, I also put forward theory that
will be useful when applying adaptive readings to other vulva monsters that have not been
included in this analysis. The binary assumptions of gender, the a priori tie to maternal
monstrosity, or the heteronormative, binary claims of castration anxiety represent a framework
that may no longer be suited to all the tasks put forth by new and changing monsters.

3.5 Posthumanism: Plotting New Courses and Bridging the Gaps
A gnawing problem that arose for me in examining vulva monster texts in this analysis was the
monstrous-feminine’s avoidance of othered bodies (aside from the female or maternal). After all,
most of the monsters examined here are not human nor even humanoid. What do non-human
monsters and their bodies say about humanity and our understanding of otherness? What does it
do to ascribe human vulva characteristics to non-human, unearthly bodies? To animal bodies? To
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masculine-humanoid bodies? What gendered meanings do these features bring to the
“traditional” abjection these monsters invoke and how do these varied bodies go beyond the
discourse of psychoanalysis?
The binary framing of femininity’s association with motherhood and sexuality seemed
secondary to the point of many vulva monsters and as a current student of gender studies these
binary stereotypes and associations left me with an odd dissonance. Although critical of the
sexist binaries that still exist in media production, the monstrous-feminine seems at times to lack
relevance in a discourse that otherwise challenges binary understandings of gender. To account
for these gaps and drawbacks to the monstrous-feminine, I posit that feminist contributions to
posthumanism provide the best way forward to address the variable and somewhat contradictory
lessons put forth by vulva monsters. For feminist theorists like Rosi Braidotti (2013),
posthumanism becomes “increasingly desirable and necessary” to “move beyond […] lethal
binaries.” (p.37). Posthumanism as a theoretical tradition developed as a critical reaction to
humanism and the restrictive and oppressive bifurcations and hierarchies therein. However, this
theory has moved beyond criticism to a form of knowledge production especially with the advent
of feminist epistemologies, materialisms, and storytelling practices (Åsberg & Braidotti, 2018;
Braidotti, 2013).

3.5.1 The (Hu)man of Posthumanism
Given that posthumanism began as a critical approach to humanism, I begin by discussing the
criticisms that have led to its contemporary place as a productive theoretical framework. The
humanism that posthumanism criticizes is a longstanding ideal of moral and bodily (as well as
individual and collective) perfectibility which positions the human as separate from nature
(Lykke, 2018; Braidotti, 2013). This separation in combination with the aspiration of moral and
intellectual perfection invites a perception of mastery and exceptionalism over what (or who) is
deemed non-human. Posthumanist theorist Rosi Braidotti (2013) describes this ideal as a
“doctrine that combines the biological, discursive and moral expansion of human capabilities
into an idea of teleologically ordained, rational progress” (p.13). She goes on to describe how
this philosophy expanded into a model that governs social systems and cultural practices and
eventually “a civilization model, which shaped a certain idea of Europe as coinciding with the
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universalizing powers of self-reflexive reason” (Braidotti, 2013, p.13). This legitimization
established an almost intractable certainty surrounding the primacy and universalism of the
human as subject. This ideal, however, came to represent those in power with the opportunity
and privilege (often through the exploitation of others) to pursue abstract perfectibility. Nina
Lykke (2018) describes the human subject (also known as the Universal Man) “to be most often
a Eurocentric construction, embedded in hegemonic and normative discourses celebrating the
endeavors of class privileged, predominantly white, heterosexual, disembodied masculine
subjects, and binary and hegemonic constructions of Man-Woman, White-Black, Mind-Body,
Human-Animal, Culture-Nature, etc.” (p.26). The dichotomies set up by humanism inform the
western intellectual tradition, which separates and prioritizes thought and practice into subsets of
hierarchies and dualisms that privileges the Universal Man at the expense of “others” (e.g.
racialized groups, women, animals, etc.) (Braidotti, 2013; Åsberg & Braidotti, 2018). Braidotti
further problematizes this concept of the ideal human saying,
The human of humanism is neither an ideal nor an objective statistical average or
middle ground. It rather spells out a systematized standard of recognizability—of
Sameness—by which all others can be assessed, regulated and allotted to a
designated social location. The human is a normative convention, which does not
make it inherently negative, just highly regulatory and hence instrumental in
practices of exclusion and discrimination” (2013, p.26).
In response to the injustices inherent in this type of system, feminist scholars like Braidotti
critiqued ethnocentric claims of western universalism and dominant masculinity in order to
relocate the Universal Man by way of centering diversity and “multiple belongings” (2013,
p.25). Given feminist critique of the whiteness and abstract masculinity of the universal (hu)man,
resistance to these views fall “not only on epistemological, but also on ethical and political
grounds” (Braidotti, 2013, p.24; Lykke, 2018). These contributions helped to move beyond
critical anti-humanist sentiment towards modern posthuman discourse, which posits a new way
of conceptualizing humanity and its entwined (rather than masterful) existence in the world.
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3.5.2 Feminist Posthuman(ities)
Feminist voices were, and continue to be, integral to the critical challenges to humanism. As
Åsberg & Braidotti point out in their 2018 compilation A Feminist Companion to the
Posthumanities, feminist philosophers “deployed the use of the posthuman to imaginatively link
politics and subjectivity. They have done so in order to break or otherwise overcome the fixed,
dyadic, and hierarchical categories of nature and culture, or the human and the nonhuman,
thereby enabling alternative analyses that explore the entanglements and mutual co-constitutions
that result” (p.6). Posthumanism can then be viewed as an attempt to reposition the
individualistic, ideal human from its perceived place atop a physical, spiritual, and intellectual
hierarchy. Rather than reading the human as a separate and superior being aligned with the
masculine norm, it posits that “people are entangled in co-constitutive relationships with nature
and the environment, with other animals and organisms, with medicine and technology, with
science and epistemic politics” (Åsberg & Braidotti, 2018, p.1; Birke & Holmberg, 2018). This
repositioning then requires broad rethinking of a multitude of fields and theories that theorize out
from humanistic assumption and instead favors a more politically cognizant and inclusive set of
guiding principles. These principles are readily picked up by monster theory which encourages
broader theoretical support that produces less binary assumptions of gender and bodily
construction and aids my analysis of vulva monsters.

3.5.3 Cyborgs and Other Monstrous Figures: Tools for Posthuman Thinking
Monster theory itself can be said to have its start in feminist theory. Donna Haraway’s work
“The Promises of Monsters: A Regenerative Politics for Inappropriate/d Others” (1992) made its
way onto the scene three years before Jeffrey Cohen’s influential anthology on monster theory.
And nearly a decade prior, Haraway produced her now canonical work “A Cyborg Manifesto:
Science, Technology, and Socialist-feminism in the Late Twentieth Century” (1983). Within
these works Haraway plays with monstrosity as well as futures and subjectivities. In “A Cyborg
Manifesto,” Haraway introduces the figure of the cyborg, a human-machine hybrid which is used
as a tool to distinguish three “boundary ruptures” in relation to desire, embodiment, and identity
(p.10). These boundaries include those between the human and the nonhuman (p.10); technology
(machines) and nature (organism) (p.11); and the physical and immaterial world (p.12). While it
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is not my intent to explore this work in depth, I discuss these ruptures here because they mimic
many of the ruptures I see highlighted by the vulva monster. It is my intention to treat vulva
monsters as disruptive boundary creatures much like Haraway’s cyborg, which exist for better or
worse at the borders of modern cultural, societal, philosophical, and ontological tensions.
Haraway’s cyborg figure also emphasizes the idea that lived reality and fiction are not
often separable as they are constantly defining and refining each other. These fictions highlight
the need for humans to acknowledge their entanglements with other species, nature, and
technology. These tensions help to illuminate many of the divides and gendered meanings
wrapped up in the meeting of technology and humanism specifically, in the Alien Body section
of my analysis. Haraway’s theory illuminates these tensions and the horrors the Alien Body
vulva monster inevitably create as they challenge bodily autonomy and perceived human mastery
of nature through technology.

3.5.4 The Monster and the Animal Posthuman
In analyzing the othered animal embodiments of vulva monsters, I turn to the related posthuman
domain of animal theory. Although now a rich field all its own, animal studies finds its roots in
the critical reactions to the humanist ideals of human exceptionalism and dominance over the
ecological landscape. These theories use the animal as a methodology for dislodging the human
from the center of discourse (Wolfe, 2008; Braidotti, 2013; Birke & Holmberg, 2018; Åsberg &
Braidotti, 2018). What I find particularly interesting in the case of the Animal Body vulva
monster is the confluence of oppressions displayed in this mixing. As feminist posthuman
scholars Birke and Holmberg (2018) discuss, “human/animal relationships are profoundly
connected to other oppressions, including sexism” (p.118). They go on to emphasize the
connections between gender and animality explored through the works of ecofeminists, pointing
to the mutual subordinations experienced by both women and animals (p.118). These theorists
specifically use classic Haraway concepts like material-semiotic relations which describe how all
practices and relations are material as well as political and performative. This concept frames
Birke and Holmberg’s discussion of bringing feminism in dialogue with animal studies. As Birke
and Holberg describe, there is a “strong kinship, and theoretical base for understanding
interspecies relationships in feminist terms” (2018, p.118). They characterize these relationships
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as performative and “animaled”, showcasing specifically how power relations intersect and alter
discourses and practices between species. The term “animaled” or “animaling” was coined by
Birke, Bryld and Lykke (2004) who state, “like the discursive regimes which produced the word
‘queer,’ so those that enabled the word ‘animal’ in its specific sense of being oppositional to
‘human’ now reproduce power through different pejorative and inferiority-producing strategies”
(p.169). As a verb, this concept suggests a break with what they describe as “the essentialism of
the noun” (p.169). This perspective shifts the focus from specific species and their inferior place
in nature to a relational understanding of human-animal performativity influenced by intersecting
power structures at a particular time and place (in this case the film narrative).
I believe this specific integration between feminism and animal studies presented by Birke
and Holmberg (2018) help delineate some of the ambiguities of meaning presented in the Animal
Body vulva monster which straddles oppressive categories. Given this confluence of
oppressions, they describe that “‘intersectionality’ may provide a promising, feminist posthuman
approach to human/animal relations, taking account of various forms of naturalized social orders.
Feminist theories of intersectionality offer ways to explore complex relations of gender, race,
class and sexuality” (Birke & Holmberg, 2018, p.118). By making use of the similar call for nonbinary, nonhierarchical modes of analysis of feminism and animal theory, the vulva monster may
represent a marker that alerts the viewer to the intersection of injustices which often produce
monstrosity and perceptions of otherness.

3.5.5 The Monster and Transgender Posthuman Theory
Deeply influenced by the feminist figuration of the cyborg and its theoretical framework and
conceptual vocabulary, transgender studies arose to give voice to the experiences and theoretical
contributions of transgender scholars through post-structural examinations of sex and gender.
This theory is largely predicated on the bodily and social distinctions between sex and gender
outlined by feminist theorists like Judith Butler who writes, “…At its limit, then, the sex/gender
distinction implies a radical heteronomy of natural bodies and constructed genders with the
consequence that 'being' female and 'being' a woman are two very different sorts of being (1986,
p. 35).” Butler continues this foundational discussion saying, “not only is gender no longer
dictated by anatomy, but anatomy does not seem to pose any necessary limits to the possibilities
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of gender” (p.45). This sex/gender distinction is foundational to theorists like Susan Stryker
whose influential works grapple with marginalized embodiments as sites for critical intellectual
practice. The body is the stage on which the discourse of sex and gender is played out. The
tensions raised by Butlerian and post-structural distinctions between sex and gender raise the
specter of the monster as a fictional entity with real, material consequences of violence and
exclusion. This point is poignantly and shrewdly argued in Susan Stryker’s 2006 article, “My
Words to Victor Frankenstein above the Village of Chamounix: Performing Transgender Rage”
where she points to the monstrosity associated with transgender bodies and interrogates those
experiences of pain, suffering and exclusion. I use much of Stryker’s explorations of rage as a
methodology in my discussion of the Trans Body vulva monster as well as Stryker’s general
discussions of the abjections and fears related to transgender bodies as a way to better understand
the abjection exploited by these vulva monsters.
Given the material consequences for real world transgender bodies, it is important to
point out that the cultural products of horror we produce often exploit and capitalize on
conservative fears related to sex and gender. Picking up on the tensions of gender in fictional and
historical depictions of monstrosity, monster theorist Dana Oswald (2012) discusses how the
monster bends, distorts, and challenges binary categories of sex and gender. This theory becomes
particularly useful in explaining the disruptive ways vulva monsters resist application of binary
gender theories and represent a clear challenge to the notion of the monstrous-feminine.
Particularly in the case of the masculine embodied vulva monster, there is a unique blend of
abjection in its vulva-like maw. Its sometimes hypermasculine and other times androgynous
forms present specific challenges to binary theories of gender when fused with vulva imagery
and non-reproductive narratives. These challenges invoke cultural fears that associate gender
non-normative bodies with monstrosity. Oswald’s (2012) theory becomes especially useful here
to address the intersections of monstrosity, masculinity and desire. My analysis, in this regard,
incorporates the works of transgender and queer scholars like Jason Cromwell and Jack
Halberstam as well as work on “freaks” produced by theorists like Elisabeth Grosz. This mix of
transgender and monster theorists is done to ensure a respectful distinction between what these
vulva monsters exploit as a form of abjection and how those exploitations influence lived
experience.
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3.6 Embracing Complexity: Bringing Together Multiple
Theoretical Approaches
Aside from the insights these theories bring to my discussion of the varied and multiple
embodiments of the vulva monster, feminist posthuman theory also provides specific insight and
embrace of fictional narratives. This characteristic makes it uniquely adept at tuning in to what
cultural products are telling us about the present as well as the potentialities they hold for the
future. All of the theories described here challenge binary constructs and systems of difference
making them particularly useful for the discussion of the vulva monster which, as a trope,
challenges multiple constructs. These readings (much like vulva monsters themselves) are highly
contextual, hybridized, and fluid. The theories I use are profoundly intertwined from the outset
making these typologically structured creatures more productive tools for critical thinking.
So, with all of the tentacular and transversal theories presented here, how do I make sense
of the vulva monster? To structure these multiple, intertwined yet distinct theories, I have
designed a typology that contributes to a more nuanced analysis of the vulva monsters I outline
in my material (see Chapter 5). I also distinguish what each theory does for my analysis—in
short, these various theories explore vulva monsters as cultural products that highlight tensions
and discomfort with changing binary traditions. The monstrous-feminine highlights the more
traditional, sexist stereotypes that continue to exist in popular culture. It examines the
manifestations of abjection related to gender, specifically femininity that infiltrate our artistic
representations of monsters. However, when these stereotypes become harder to read and
articulate, the feminist posthuman arrives to fill in gaps this theory leaves behind in relation to
new iterations of othered bodies. The approaches of transgender and animal theory within
feminist posthumanism highlight how these products may signify new futures ahead based on
changing cultural values related to the challenge of oppressive systems of sex, gender,
speciesism, and so on.
In the following analysis, I examine specific monsters from the menagerie that best
illustrate these complexities. To do this, I present a typology based on my tailored theoretical
approach with the monstrous-feminine to determine entry points for alternative theory. At times,
this approach illustrates the shortcomings of that conventional, binary framework in describing
the vulva monster. In that way, this approach answers the call put forth by Cohen who describes
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how the figure of the monster can and should be used to guide the application of varied
theoretical approaches. He states:
We live in an age that has rightly given up on Unified Theory, an age when we
realize that history (like “individuality,” “subjectivity,” “gender,” and “culture”) is
composed of a multitude of fragments, rather than of smooth epistemological
wholes. Some fragments will be collected here and bound temporarily together to
form a loosely integrated net- or, better, an unassimilated hybrid, a monstrous body
(1996, p.3).
As such, the theoretical approach I outline here constitutes its own “monstrous body” that
challenges the borders, presumptions, and limits of knowledge production. By weaving together
these theoretical threads, voices, and bodies, the vulva monster becomes a more dynamic and
transformative figure than singular application of traditional gender theory allows. Consequently,
this unique monstrous framework also becomes useful for analyzing other gendered monsters to
come.
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4. The Legacy of Vagina Dentata: Setting the Stage for
Posthuman Approaches to the Vulva Monster

Tatsuya Ishida (2014)
When discussing the origin story of vulva monsters, vagina dentata is key to understanding its
development, the roots of its abjection, as well as its broad (and, at times, confused) application
in pop culture and feminist film theory. Vagina dentata has a vast folkloric heritage that spans
time, cultures, and continents. The nature and tenacity of this trope has captivated theorists from
a wide array of disciplines in the hopes of illuminating and understanding our culture’s
entrenched fears related to female sexuality, castration, and death (Miller, 2012; Creed, 1993;
Elwin, 1943). In western culture alone, this narrative has been developed and reworked for
centuries from Greco-Roman mythology to modern cinema. Given its age and prevalence, how
can a more than 2,000-year-old motif maintain its horrifying relevance in modern day culture?
How has this motif adapted throughout the generations? Do those changes alter the ways in
which it horrifies us? And, finally, what is the role of gender in this monster’s abject nature and
does that stay constant as it reformulates itself through different eras, cultures, and media?
To answer these questions, this section outlines the genealogy of the vagina dentata and
its relationship to the vulva monster. While this trope has maintained a surprising amount of
cohesion throughout the generations, I argue that the vulva monster has evolved from this
lineage to become its own distinct “species” in the past 40-60 years. This relationship between
the vagina dentata and the vulva monster can be likened to any number of animal species which
share a genetic history but possess their own discrete DNA, behaviors, adaptations, and
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interactions with the environment. As such, I believe that while vulva monsters have the
potential to retain certain aspects of the vagina dentata metaphor, their material bodies are
entirely different. They have the potential to reformulate the expression (as well as the inherent
meaning) of the vagina dentata producing its own unique gendered implications.

4.1 Vagina Dentata: Mapping the Media Margins from Folklore to
Film
Folkloric accounts of women with castrating vaginas are found in nearly every corner of the
globe including the South Pacific, western and southern Africa, the Indian subcontinent, East
Asia, North, Meso, and South America, and western Europe (Miller, 2012; Creed, 1993).
Although folkloric traditions approach the vagina dentata in many ways, these myths typically
involve a specific narrative arc. Most often, they include a female character who possesses teeth
in her vagina which (intentionally or unintentionally) maims or castrates her sexual partners.
This violence continues until a male hero intervenes and overcomes her consuming teeth through
cunning and violence which almost inevitably manifests as sexual assault (Miller, 2012).
To illustrate this common narrative, I turn to an example from the Mandla District of
India which is often cited by anthropologists and other theorists who study the vagina dentata
(Miller, 2012; Creed, 1993; Elwin, 1943). In this traditional Baiga story, a beautiful, young girl
unwittingly possesses teeth in her vagina which mutilates her male lovers. Although she
develops a violent reputation, she catches the attention of the village landlord. He desires to
marry her at all costs, enlisting four lower-caste men to pacify her vicious teeth. The group
attempts to violate the girl who injures one of the men in the process. The others then employ a
different tactic which involves restraining the girl and covering her face before penetrating her
with tongs. As they remove her teeth, British anthropologist, Verrier Elwin (1943) describes that
the girl “wept with pain.” Only when the landlord tells her of their impending marriage, is she
finally “consoled” (p. 439-440; Miller, 2012).
In a different anthropological account by Joseph Campbell a similar (although slightly
less torturous) archetype is illustrated in a different region of the world. The Jicarilla Apache
tribe of the New Mexico region of North America, tell the story of Kicking Monster, the father
of four daughters known as the “vagina girls” (1960, p.74). Their house is said to be “full of
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vaginas” that hang on the walls. The girls themselves are actually said to be vaginas that have
taken the form of young women. Many men come looking for these infamous women and each
time Kicking Monster kicks the men inside for his daughters to devour—never to be seen again.
The rumor of Kicking Monster’s daughters catches the attention of the Killer-of-Enemies
described as “a marvelous boy hero” who seeks out these dangerous and yet captivating
creatures. He managed to outsmart Kicking Monster and enter the house on his own. The girls
move to embrace Killer-of-Enemies who holds them off saying “That is no way to use the
vagina! First, I must give you some medicine…” This medicine of sour berries causes their
mouths to swell to the point that they can swallow but are unable to chew. The medicine is said
to have orgasmic effects on the girls who are said to “like it very much” (p.74). The Killer-ofenemies’ medicine “destroyed their teeth entirely" which as Campbell writes, “domesticated the
toothed vagina to its proper use” (p.75).
This narrative structure is repeated in still more stories from southern and west Africa
traditions where barbed or fanged animals inhabit the vaginas of women and require heroic male
intervention to remove the threat. As Sarah Alison Miller writes,
…the many iterations of the motif across a variety of folk, literary, and artistic
traditions point to its semantic flexibility. Inasmuch as it is able to express a range
of assumptions about sex, lust, reproduction, and the female body, the vagina
dentata endures as a generic monster while remaining adept at articulating the
esoteric fantasies of specific texts, persons, and communities (2012, p.313).
The vagina dentata articulates expectations of gender as well as enforces gendered behavior
through fear and abjection. Miller refines this point saying, “the object of pleasure becomes the
agent of violence, the passive pleasurable body becomes the active punishing body, and that
slippage of meaning is horrifying” (p. 312). By portraying female reproductive organs as
treacherous and feral, it evokes characterizations of women and female sexuality as something to
be feared and tamed by (particularly masculine) means of intervention such as violence,
impregnation, and (as a result) childbirth (Miller, 2012). In this way, the vagina dentata is not
only seen as a warning against deviant female sexuality, it also establishes the need and
expectation of violent, masculine sanction. As such, this myth reinforces sexual violence as an
inscribed social reality meant to limit women’s behavior.
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This time-worn narrative and its violent themes are revisited and reimagined in Mitchell
Lichtenstein’s horror film Teeth (2007). According to theorist Claire Henry, “Teeth is perhaps
the first film to literalize and narrativize the myth” (2014, p.59) which as I will later discuss is
typically only metaphorically applied in non-folkloric media (Creed, 1993; Miller, 2012). Given
the film’s literal and cinematic interpretation of this historic trope, it becomes a noteworthy
example to compare with vulva monsters (especially as they share the same medium). Teeth tells
the story of Dawn, a religious and chaste teenaged girl who is raped by a trusted male love
interest. The traumatic event of her rape is undercut by the realization that she possesses teeth
within her vagina which clamp down on her rapist’s penis during the act, castrating him and
sending him weeping and screaming into the river below. This discovery mortifies and repulses
Dawn. However, this physical abnormality asserts itself unconsciously again and again as she
continues to experience sexually abusive behavior throughout the film. Eventually, she begins to
actively wield her monstrous sexual power to punish those she deems deserving. This movement
from unwitting victim to active purveyor of violence creates a satisfying yet uncomfortable
portrayal of justice common to the rape-revenge genre of horror.
Henry (2014) discusses Teeth and other rape-revenge films that present pubescent girls at
the junction between hero and monster. She notes that “pubescent heroines in these films enact
their vengeance within frameworks of myth, genre cinema, and contemporary sociocultural
concerns, which results in problematic and contradictory texts” (p. 57). Indeed, by embracing her
vaginal teeth as a gift rather than an abnormality, Dawn rejects sexual victimhood and moves
towards villainy. However, because the audience is privy to Dawn’s trauma and virginal
beginnings, her violence fulfills an indulgent fantasy of justice. This marks a distinct change in
the mythological narrative of the vagina dentata which demands female punishment through
masculine heroics.
Unlike folkloric accounts, the monstrous-feminine subject becomes her own troubling, if
not ironic, hero in a violent, patriarchal world. Teeth (along with other rape-revenge films)
attempts to flip the sexist script of the vagina dentata as a monster. This trope then retains its
ferocity and autonomy but continues to further the female body’s symbolic relation to sex and
death (Kelly, 2016). This paradox is troubling for theorists like Henry (2014) who critiques this
supposed-feminist retelling as a “trap” stating that “although the films purport to revise, and even
reverse, patriarchal myths (such as the vagina dentata, [etc.]), they draw from and reenact similar
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fears and anxieties about castration and female sexuality to these long-standing myths, and
therefore the radical potential of their reimaginings is limited (p.57).” In this way, rather than
representing radical change, these representations simply “update such myths for the twenty-first
century” (Henry, 2014, p.59). Additionally, by replicating the myth’s centrality on castration
anxiety, the horror of rape and sexual assault that Dawn experiences is subverted. The true horror
of the film is male castration rather than more transformative feminist messages related to
autonomy and the complexities of justice and sexual violence.
While Teeth remains one of the only films to represent a close reading of folkloric tales of
vagina dentata, its metaphoric representations are widespread (Creed, 1993; Henry, 2014;
Miller, 2014; Kelly, 2016). Creed herself uses the vagina dentata metaphor at length when
analyzing monstrous-feminine depictions in horror films. Few of these examples, however,
represent the same type of narrative shift seen in so-called feminist works like Teeth. Yet Piero
Schivazappa’s psychedelic film The Laughing Woman (1969) may provide such an example. The
movie is an interesting blend of surrealist narrative with Pop Art aesthetic and uses those
elements to draw the audience into a new relationship with the vagina dentata - one that signifies
a potential shift in the archetypical script of male as hero and female as monstrous. The story
itself is a disturbing portrayal of the S&M fantasies of the rich and sadistic Dr. Sayer. Sayer
grows obsessed with his secretary Maria whom he kidnaps and tortures over a prolonged period.
He eventually begins to fear he is falling in love with his victim, an act which undermines his
fantasy and makes him vulnerable to her.
All the while Maria attempts to undermine
her captor so that she might one day
escape and Sayer begins to worry that she
will finally succeed. On the eve of his
death at the hands of Maria, he imagines
himself walking through a psychedelic,
Figure 12. Vagina Dentata portal featured in The Laughing
Woman (1969). Behind the retracting teeth one can discern
the male lead’s bleached bones.

toothed portal situated between massive
colorful legs. Upon entering the slit-like

opening, fanged bars close behind him. They open again to reveal his skeletal remains, which are
spat back out (see Figure 12). By portraying the sadistic, masculine character as malevolent, this
hallucinatory scene aligns the vagina dentata with sympathy and redemption rather than
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abjection. The female character uses violence to free herself; however, she only acts out of selfpreservation and never crosses the line into monstrosity for the viewer. She is only representative
of the deadly vagina dentata to the villainous main character. This film marks a disruption in the
narrative of the vagina dentata while utilizing a particular brand of surrealistic imagery to further
its metaphor. While the Laughing Woman proves to be a more transformative text by evading the
aforementioned “trap” of feminist retellings of the vagina dentata, it still falls short of fully
separating the feminine from sexuality and violence. This deviant narrative still requires
victimization of the feminine character whose dominance is only showcased and asserted in
response to the crucible of trauma and violence toward the feminine body. The intact feminine
body is still the site of the desire for dominance and violence as well as the association of death
and oblivion.

4.2 Escaping Paradox: Feminist Retellings of Patriarchal Tales?
Given that these retellings still retain troubling stereotypes and associations, what does a feminist
retelling of this type of patriarchal trope look like? If the female body continues to be associated
with aberrant sexuality, how can the vagina dentata escape paradox? I do not believe these are
necessarily answerable questions in this thesis, but I believe that vulva monsters may scratch the
surface of such a solution. I argue that, in the case of the vulva monster, the nature of their
abjection as a product of castration anxiety is not a forgone conclusion. The vulva monster is
often a noncompliant body to house the same abjection as the traditional vagina dentata. While
many of these monsters appear to be “vaginas” with teeth, the fear they impose is created outside
the womanly body. These varied bodies bring new frights and new associations with the
posthuman which challenge the bifurcations that promote such contradictory messages. Take for
instance the Predator or the Kraken which retain female-presenting aesthetics and monstrous
power without a narrative of reproduction or explicit ties to castration anxiety. These monsters
attempt to disrupt masculine heroics and violence with female genitals as an intimidating
aesthetic without purveying essentializing ties to sexualized feminine bodies.
Although the specific vulva monsters under investigation in this thesis do not address
sexual violence per se they highlight how one might employ elements of the vagina dentata
outside the bodies that are tied to essentializing stereotypes of femininity. The discussion of
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Teeth and the traditional telling (and retelling) of the vagina dentata highlight the need for
transformative feminist narratives which foreground themes of feminine power without
problematically tying feminine-presenting bodies with deceit, violence, and death. I return to this
need for new narratives later in my analysis and conclusion but for now these distinctions set the
stage for the investigation of my first two research questions. Primarily, the divestment of
material elements of the vagina dentata from the feminine-presenting body grounds my first
question which asks how vulva monsters’ non-human embodiments influence our understanding
of gendered otherness. This also builds on my second research question which asks what
characteristics of the vulva monster challenge analytical tools like the monstrous-feminine (a
framework heavily reliant on the monstrous and gendered motifs produced by the vagina dentata
metaphor). Establishing the history and context for various framings of the vagina dentata aid in
the conceptualization of vulva monsters as potentially transformative as well as unique material
to explore new analytical frameworks. As such, I now move to a discussion of more traditional
interpretations of the vagina dentata which pervade psychoanalytic discourse.

4.3 From Material to Metaphor
While the material, feminine-presenting body is the site of abjection in vagina dentata folklore
and myth, this abjection has been examined, metaphorized, and promulgated by philosophy, art
movements and film in recent history (Miller, 2012: Creed, 1993; Campbell, 1976). As this trope
progressed through time and medium, its metaphoric embodiments still drew on its indelible tie
to the feminine body and its monstrous potential. Most notably, Freud (1922) believed that the
castration anxiety induced by the visualization of the naked female body came from its
appearance as already castrated (p.265). Upon first view, the young boy is horrified to look upon
the naked mother because her absence of a penis passively represents the mutilating effects of
castration (which was a power wielded by the father) (p.264). Freud used the myth of Perseus
and Medusa to illustrate how woman is castrated by describing Medusa’s head full of snakes as
phallic power that is decapitated by the dominating force of the masculine hero Perseus. Her
severed head becomes the ultimate symbol of castrated female genitals (p.265). Freud also
describes Medusa’s deadly stone-inducing gaze as a characteristic of her existence as classic
fetish object given that turning to stone was a metaphor for erection (p.264-265). To Freud, this
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affirms that her male adversaries were never in fear of castration even in stony death
(Freud,1922; Creed, 1993). In this interpretation, Medusa is not the castrating force but instead
her dismembered head is representative of the castrated. Creed points out that this appears
somewhat contradictory given Freud’s early writings which related the nature of the oral cavity
to that of the vagina, producing horror and confusion during early childhood (1993).
Creed (1993) critiques the contradictory nature of Freud’s metaphor of Medusa’s head in
light of the metaphor of the vagina dentata. Freud alludes to the slippage of meaning between
mouth and vagina in his early work as a source of fear and horror to the young child yet does not
acknowledge those genitals as the source of castrating power. To Creed (1993), however, female
sexuality is the source of castration anxiety and is metaphorically represented in the myth of the
vagina dentata. Medusa then becomes a symbolic embodiment of the vagina dentata as depicted
in (among other things) the multitudinous fanged mouths of the serpents that comprise her
monstrous appearance. However, it was her paralyzing evil eye that is castrating. Perseus
represents the patriarchal hero sent to pacify this wanton feminine monster. For Creed (1993),
the abjection of monstrous-feminine characters like Medusa comes from her active role as
castratrice rather than her passive representation as castrated. This becomes a strong motif in
Creed’s concept of the monstrous-feminine which she applies to multiple cinematic texts (1993).
In this type of feminist analysis, the vagina dentata is seen as a symbolic representation in film
rather than a literal feminine embodiment like the notorious vagina-toothed women of folkloric
accounts. As a metaphor the vagina dentata becomes euphemistic and associated with the
feminine through the visual mixing with the mouths of animals or through an association with
deviant sexual appetites.
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4.4 Monstrous “Mixing”: Animal Encroachment on the Feminine
Body
As mentioned in the introduction, theorists Six and Thompson (2012) discuss how monstrous
bodies often lend themselves to “mixing” (p.238). In the case of metaphorical interpretations of
the vagina dentata, the intact feminine body of folkloric tales often transcends physical
boundaries by adding animalistic elements. In my study of vagina dentata accounts in mythology
and literature, animal bodies become a common mixing element with feminine monsters. This
encroachment of the animal body on the metaphor of the vagina dentata is longstanding and can
be found in some of the earliest iterations of the vagina dentata in western literature and myth.
The often-cited monster Scylla of Greco-Roman Literature is possibly one of the first transitions
of a woman to a hybrid animal monster associated with the vagina dentata. Ovid’s
Metamorphoses describes Scylla’s origin story as a woman who flees the sexual advances of the
sailor-turned-sea-god, Glaucus. Upon seeing Glaucus’s lust for Scylla the witch Circe curses
Scylla in a fit of jealous rage (Croally & Hyde, 2016; Miller, 2012). Her loins are “disfigured by
barking monsters.” Often depicted in the form
of hounds, these beasts even frighten Scylla
herself but she is unable to escape them
(Miller, 2012, p. 318). She becomes alienated
from her own body. This anguish fuels her
quest for revenge which she exacts on the
sailors of Odysseus’s crew who remind Scylla
of the source of her mutilation. This
characterization of Scylla as archetypal female
beauty from the waist up and snarling beasts
Figure 13. Painted earthenware depiction of Scylla
(Asteas, ca. 340 BCE)

from the waist down continued in Greek and
Roman artistic representations with pottery and

terra cotta relief dating back to the 5th century BCE (an example pictured in Figure 13). These
renderings most often depict a bare breasted woman with classical feminine features divided at
the hip by a coiling, serpent tail which trails behind straining canine heads (Croally & Hyde,
2016; Miller, 2012). These depictions showcase the mixing and monsterization of Scylla’s body,
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an act which obscures the sexual violence and sorcery that led to her monstrous embodiment.
Despite this obfuscation, the tale of Scylla can be viewed as a rape revenge narrative which turns
the deformation of her body (with its vicious snapping teeth and massive crushing tail) into a tool
for retribution against a world that sought to victimize her.
According to theorists like Creed, Scylla is not the only mythological vagina dentata
narrative that employs a rape revenge archetype. Creed explored the story of Medusa at length as
a tale of the vagina dentata which leverages castration anxiety to defend against masculine
heroics:
It is not by accident that Freud linked the sight of the Medusa to the equally
horrifying sight of the mother’s genitals, for the concept of the monstrous-feminine,
as a constructed within/by a patriarchal and phallocentric ideology, is related
intimately to the problem of sexual difference and castration… the Medusan myth
is mediated by a narrative about the difference of female sexuality as a difference
which is grounded in monstrousness and which invokes castration anxiety in the
male spectator (Creed, 1993, p.2).
These tales use the mouths of beasts and other animal elements as a euphemistic interpretation of
the castrating vagina which to theorists like Creed constitute the central source of their abject
power.
Interestingly, when viewed as a rape-revenge narrative, this Creedian interpretation can
be linked back to the critiques posited by Henry in her discussion of the movie Teeth. The focus
on castration anxiety centers the male spectator rather than the horrifying subject of her rape,
monstrous transformation, and exile. It also ignores the fact that in the monsterization process,
both Scylla's and Medusa’s bodies are fused with animals which changes how they are addressed
by the hero. The infusion of animalistic qualities adds a ferocity that would seem to warrant
death over removing their deadly or castrating features. This is far different from folkloric
accounts where the human woman must have her vaginal teeth somehow softened or removed
(although often torturously). This animalistic othering seems to invoke a different fate for these
women—the danger, disgust, and abjection they elicit from the male hero does not warrant
redemption or taming but instead warrants bloody death. This is poignant also because in the
case of Medusa the monster does not seek out the men who attempt to vanquish her—rather she
becomes hunted (like a beast) with her head serving as a trophy and weapon for the masculine
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hero Perseus. When the animal body encroaches, there seems to be a qualitative change in
abjection resulting in remarkably more deadly consequences. The femininity of the body in
folkloric accounts is ultimately a protective feature. The promises of sexual conquest become the
factor that saves the young woman’s life—she becomes marriable, her worth can be ultimately
restored. The animal mixing of the vagina dentata of mythology, however, are beyond saving
and beyond human sympathy. This is a factor that goes unexplored when the vagina dentata
becomes metaphorized by Freud as well as in Creed’s monstrous-feminine. While they
acknowledge the use of animal teeth as a metaphor for the vagina dentata they do not explore the
material implications of these changes in the abjection of the monster, thus ignoring how that
also effects how we as the audience relate to these creatures.

4.4.1 Myth, Animal Mixing, and the Movement to Film
The canonical use of Greco-Roman mythology in philosophical and artistic movements helped to
maintain the attachment between vagina dentata and the animal form over time (Miller, 2012).
As a result, vagina dentata animal symbolism had periodic resurgence in artistic media through
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries (Miller, 2012). The animalistic metaphor of the vagina
dentata began making its way into western cinema with the movie Cat People (1942). In the
film, the female protagonist, Irena, believes that she is the descendant of a race of Serbian
witches who transform into large cats when provoked to anger or passion. As the story goes, she
will be transformed into a bloodthirsty panther on the night of her first sexual encounter. This
idea plagues Irena because she knows that when the curse takes over, in her animal state she will
be compelled to consume her lover (who, in this case, is her new husband on their wedding
night). The curse eventually proves true and Irena transforms on several occasions which result
in violence and even the death of her male therapist after he makes sexual advances on her
during a session. Eventually, Irena proves too dangerous and is eventually killed following an
encounter with a panther at the zoo. While absent of more explicit allusion to the myth, this
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representation harkens back to earlier Victorian and surrealist images of vagina dentata.16
Theorists like Creed associate these animals with Scylla’s loins which were comprised of vicious
dogs. Again, these animal metaphoric links are very clearly tied to female sexuality which are
dangerous, ravenous, and in the end must be put down. In this case, her rational and mannerly
husband is never viewed as aggressive to Irena but ultimately benefits from her death. This
modern-day, civilized masculinity is incompatible with violence against his wife and, thus,
requires another beast to ultimately vanquish the threat posed by Irena’s uncontrollable passions.
Cat People becomes a noteworthy example of the mixing of animal and vagina dentata
metaphor. The novel use of film as medium reinvigorated the archetype for modern audiences
and helped set the stage for future animalistic, monstrous-feminine tales that invoke themes of
the vagina dentata. Additionally, this medium amplifies images of animalistic mixing and
bolsters this image as a euphemism for female anatomy and feminine sexuality- two points
imperative for the evolution of the vulva monster. The vulva monster is indebted to the historic,
theoretical, artistic, and gendered contexts that nurtured it. However, the vulva monster now
reads differently in light of the current climate of gender theory. As posited here, the vagina
dentata’s diffuse, surrealist imagery informed by psychoanalytic ideas of unconscious fears of
reproduction found new form in the environment of big-budget sci-fi, horror, and fantasy film.
This fertile ground, in my view, resulted in the split off of the vulva monster from the traditional
folkloric and metaphoric representations of the vagina dentata.
But why is it important to note the context of this evolution? For my purposes in this
thesis, establishing this division helps to answer my second research question regarding what
16

Art historian Bram Dijkstra (1986) highlights a particular resurgence of animal associations of the vagina dentata
in the late Victorian Era. During that period, the trope resurfaces in portraits depicting women as vicious animals or
women sitting regally surrounded by ferocious, snapping dogs and other intimidating toothed beasts (Miller, 2012;
Dijkstra, 1986). Dijkstra (1986) explains that these images were meant edify Victorian ideals of sexual purity among
the aristocracy as well as increase wariness of venturing near a woman’s skirts because of what may lie beneath.
Similarly, surrealist artists like Salvador Dalí conflated images of animals with the vagina dentata. Pulling heavily
from psychoanalytic concepts and following in the disruptive and critical footsteps of Dadaism, Dalí invoked
reproductive imagery as a matter of course using a host of different media (Harper & Stone, 2007). His unconscious
explorations upturned themes of castration anxiety so much so that the vagina dentata metaphor became elemental
to his works. Many of his paintings (like his 1929 work “The Great Masturbator” and “The Accommodations of
Desire”) depict deformed feminine bodies and reproductive images like eggs in proximity with snarling lion faces
using animals as an allusion to castration and sexual anxieties. He continues using animals in relation to female
sexuality with his foray into photography using lobsters- with their hard exoskeletons protecting the vulnerable flesh
beneath- resting in the laps of naked women.
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characteristics of vulva monsters are disconcerting to traditional theories like the monstrousfeminine. The theoretical and historical precedent set by the folkloric trope of the vagina dentata
helped to enforce a script used by the monstrous-feminine that ties all female reproductive
imagery with feminine destructive power. But, without clear ties to human femininity, the
abjection of the vulva monster often falls outside this script. These disruptions have occurred
over long periods and across cultures which begs the question- do our understandings of
abjection and monstrosity change as our understanding of socio-cultural contexts and gender
theory change? Some vulva monsters align themselves with traditional monstrous-feminine
motifs, however, these monsters appear again and again in disruptive bodies that challenge
conventional understandings of gender and monstrosity. As such, privileging one theory over
another ignores the complexities of these bodies making a tailored approach all the more
relevant. Incorporating a tailored theoretical reading that centers the monster and analyzes it
through a pairing of posthuman theory with traditional psychoanalytic frameworks accounts for
how these monsters are entangled in socio-historical moments that gain and lose relevance with
the evolution of culture and theory.
The vagina dentata is a trope with undeniable influence on the modern construction of the
vulva monster. As such, this chapter is meant to provide context for the vulva monster within a
broader socio-historical construct. By mapping the genealogy and identifying the historical shifts
in the narrative of the vagina dentata, the vulva monster’s rise and its historical implications
become clearer. This illustration also showcases historical evidence of a pattern of mixing human
elements with the animalistic and the foreign- laying the groundwork for new theoretical
adaptations of monster theory including posthumanism and the monstrous-feminine.
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5.

Analysis
Monsters clearly cannot exist apart from ‘normal’ bodies, but at the same time they
are excessive to the binary, uncontained by any fixed category of exclusion. Like
women, they refuse to stay in place: they change shape, they combine elements
which should remain separate…Monsters signify not the oppositional other safely
fenced off within its own boundaries, but the otherness of possible worlds, or
possible versions of ourselves, not yet realized.
Margrit Shildrick (2002, p.129)

As described in the theory chapter, the vulva monster can be viewed as a posthuman embodiment
especially when conceptualized as a trope. They are boundary creatures, not unlike Haraway’s
cyborg, in their potential to problematize and permeate the borders between rigid, dichotomous
notions- male/female, human/animal, and even human/technology. Braidotti (2013) describes the
need for disruptive, essentialism-challenging forces of posthumanism given the human ideal’s
role in “practices of exclusion and discrimination” (p.26). Vulva monsters challenge normativity
and call into question humanist reasoning predicated on a concept of the human as superior,
heroic, and masculine. Specifically, for my task here, vulva monsters challenge these concepts
through their critical, feminist, posthuman embodiments. The variability of the vulva monsters’
bodies and the narratives that house them allude to complexity beyond uniform examination.
They disrupt. They encourage multiplicity and reject dualism. This means—as the field of
posthumanism itself suggests—that conventional hierarchies and dichotomies do not possess the
dexterity required to understand how gender, sex, and sexual embodiment are represented in
these monsters. As I will illustrate in this analysis, reading vulva monsters through different
theoretical lenses draws out greater nuances in describing their gendered and broader cultural
meanings. To aid in this endeavor, I introduce my theoretical typology which helps to organize
the theoretical possibilities I see represented in the bodies and narratives of the monsters listed in
the Menagerie (p.21-28).
Following this chapter introduction, the main sections of this analysis will analyze in
detail the three major categories of my typology which include the Alien Body, the Animal
Body, and the Trans Body. In these discussions, I utilize multiple theoretical frameworks to
make sense of and understand the eight bodies found in the Menagerie. Finally, I summarize how
these multifaceted examinations contribute to gender theory by expanding the possibilities for
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feminist readings of vulva monsters. The analysis put forth in my typology addresses all three of
my research questions concerning the theoretical importance of the material body, the ways
vulva monsters disrupt the conventional tool of the monstrous-feminine, and the ways
posthumanism furthers the gendered understanding of vulva monsters. More specifically, the
typology itself uses the material body to address my third research question concerning how
feminist posthumanism contributes to the understanding of these figures.

5.1.1 Vulva Monster Typology: Figures to Think with in a Posthuman Era
While each individual monster holds its own unique power to disrupt concepts of gender and
monstrosity, theoretical patterns emerge when they are viewed as a trope. In order to
conceptualize these unique strands, I employ a typology that illustrates my own interpretation of
how these monsters resist universal application of theory. Of the vulva monsters examined here,
I identify three distinct types of bodies which distinguish these figurations and further their use
as analytical tools. The following is a short summary of these three categories:

The Alien Body
These monsters are typically unearthly creatures. Their origins are outside human reality. As a
result, their bodies are exceptionally foreign, often with aesthetics that are so “mixed” as to be
unrecognizable. The genres of science fiction and horror use the creative freedom given by this
body to incorporate terrestrial images in new and often frightening ways. The alien embodied
vulva monster incorporates themes of alien otherness with animalistic ferocity and erotic taboo.
Viewed through a specifically posthuman framework these monsters disrupt hierarchies and
dichotomies created to understand gender, animality and humanity as a whole.

The Animal Body
These monsters typically inhabit bodies that are familiar to our natural world but with distinct
“monsterfied” elements. They are often orders of magnitude larger than their animal analogues
and possess ferocity and deadliness on a massive scale. When read through the lens of animal
theory, the lack of cunning these creatures possess illustrates the common humanist line placed
between the animal monster and the human hero. The addition of vulva characteristics confounds
otherwise non-gendered narratives and nonhuman physiology and brings an uneasy association
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between the animal world and stereotypes concerning female reproduction and nature.
Furthermore, aesthetic slippages between animal mouth and vulva are reminiscent of the historic
tie between animal metaphor and the vagina dentata (described in Chapter 4); however, this
embodiment brings with it new abject meanings beyond the monstrous-feminine.

The Trans Body
These monsters range in origin from alien invader to vampire to trans-dimensional beast;
however, their bodies share specific commonalities—they are masculine, and they are humanoid.
In addition to their human-like bodies, these monsters use various tactics, technologies, and
adaptations to conceal themselves before they attack. This characteristic, in addition to the
integration of vulvar characteristics in the maws of these creatures, evoke horror and discomfort
stemming from deception and ambiguity. This type of abjection aligns with the sociocultural
associations between monstrosity and the transgender body described by theorists like Susan
Stryker. More generally, Trans Body vulva monsters highlight the overall capacity of vulva
monsters to challenge conventional binaries of sex and gender in a posthuman era.
These categories are by no means mutually exclusive. Indeed, many of the monsters
exhibited here have overlapping characteristics. However, these creatures were included in their
subsequent categories because they describe what I believe to be their most pressing theoretical
implications. Table 2 delineates my selected vulva monsters and their typological category.
Table 2. Overview of the vulva monsters included in each typological category.

Main Typological
Category
Alien Body

Animal Body

Vulva Monster

Film Referenced

Unnamed Alien
Facehugger (xenomorph)
The Brain Bug
The Kraken
Ripper
The Predator

Trans Body

The Reapers
The Demogorgon
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Battle Beyond the Sun
Alien
Starship Troopers
Pirates of the Caribbean:
Dead Man’s Chest
Star Trek: Discovery
Predator
Predator 2
Blade II
Stranger Things

Year
1960
1979
1997
2006
2017
1987,
1990
2002
2016

5.2 The Alien Body
Of the vulva monsters I analyze in this thesis, there is a preponderance of monsters with
unearthly origins. In fact, at least half of the monsters analyzed in this thesis could be
characterized as otherworldly aliens. While the alien-ness of these creatures may not be their sole
defining feature, their bodies become an important structure upon which vulva characteristics are
aesthetically and narratively ascribed. Within this monster, the biological indication of
femaleness is mixed with the extraterrestrial—it has no intact human form nor earthly culture to
construct its gender. It is seemingly detached from all human reasoning—bound by
incomprehensible forces to destroy or reproduce. Although its motivations seem animalistic and
instinctual in nature, the Alien Body vulva monster possesses a terrifying intelligence all its
own—one that challenges humanist assumptions of what constitutes superior intellect. As such,
the monsters of the Alien Body possess distinct transgressive qualities—unmoored from socially
constructed ties to gender, this vulva monster becomes an even more potent figure to disrupt
humanist binarism as it subverts and often challenges human supremacy and its accompanying
hierarchies.

5.2.1 The Monsters of the Alien Body

Figure 14. Full body views of the monsters of the Alien Body.

Figure 14 above shows the full body views of the monsters of the Alien Body category. In this
particular analysis, I describe the characteristics common of this type of vulva monster with
particular reference to the Unnamed Alien of Battle Beyond the Sun whose violent tendencies
bring a deadly end to one of the film’s human protagonists (pictured left; Menagerie p.21-22);
The Facehugger—the horrifying early reproductive stage of the xenomorph in the influential sci-
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fi thriller Alien (pictured center; Menagerie p.22-23); And, finally, the Brain Bug—the fleshy
“queen” of hive species known as bugs in the film Starship Troopers (pictured right; Menagerie
p.24-25).

5.2.2 The “Alien” of the Alien Body Vulva Monster
What makes these monsters alien and how do they lend themselves to a posthuman theoretical
analysis? Alien-ness is a characteristic ascribed through the othering process. The discourse
within monster theory itself often uses this term as an ascription of monstrosity related to things
that are foreign and not easily understood by traditional social means. As such the alien comes to
embody specific characteristics foreign to the human ideal. The Facehugger illustrates many of
these characteristics that distinguish the Alien Body from other bodies discussed in this analysis.
Creed (1993) describes the xenomorph as a “mysterious, terrifying creature” that is “highly
intelligent, secretive, sadistic, [and] impossible to find or kill (p.16).” This characterization
describes many of the Alien Body vulva monster’s qualities. It is self-possessed, independent
and seemingly single-minded. Its actions are calculated and sinisterly motivated. This
intelligence is influenced by animalistic instinct such as the xenomorph’s all-encompassing need
to breed, or the Brain Bug’s quest to protect its hive race. Distinct from the Animal Body
discussed in the following chapter, the Alien Body vulva monster is cunning in spite of its lack
of traditional humanist signifiers of intelligence. As posthuman theorists like Peterson (2011)
assert, humans have secured their place atop the hierarchy of intelligence “by ascribing to
themselves a number of capacities that nonhumans supposedly lack, among these: sentience,
reason, language, tool use, [etc…]” (p.131). Many of these capacities are hard to measure for the
viewer, however, most glaringly, the Alien Body vulva monster appears to lack the use of
technology or tools. This lack of mechanical prowess is a noticeable shift from traditional sci-fi
alien narratives. Film historians and theorists King and Krywinska (2000) characterize “alien
invaders” as “technologically-centered” and “rational to the point of excluding all emotion”
(p.39). This dispassionate technologically superior alien trope they describe has been viewed as a
“critique of a certain cold and ruthless version of macho-masculinity (p.40).” In contrast, the
Alien Body vulva monster described here possesses a distinctly different gendered critique, one
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that plays with the stereotypical association of femininity with the natural, irrational, and
animalistic which I describe later in this analysis.
There is one alien vulva monster within my menagerie that seems to support the
traditional alien invader stereotype described by King and Krywinska: the Predator. The Predator
fits the bill as the quintessential invader with deadly ambitions and superior technology. It is
indeed extraterrestrial and while not dispassionate as such, it plays with a host of other
hypermasculine stereotypes—the warrior, the sport hunter, the bloodthirsty killer. However, I do
not include it as a primary monster in this category, given its body’s uniquely gendered features.
Its material form is distinctly different from the others listed in this category—it is distinctly
humanoid and distinctly masculine. Its body is not so foreign, it is not so “mixed” as to be fully
alien. These characteristics make its inclusion in the Trans Body category far more theoretically
compelling. As such, I save the bulk of my discussion of Predator for later in my analysis.
However, it is worth noting that it has some relation to common descriptions of aliens and may
illustrate a rupturing cross-over with the theoretical points outlined here.
In contrast to this traditional alien script, the presence of vulva characteristics within an
alien body seems to bring with it more animalistic qualities which exclude it from humanist
concepts of superior intelligence that is associated with technology. The vulva-like qualities of
the monster’s aesthetic seem to intentionally associate their actions with stereotyped and
problematic aspects of femininity, like woman’s historical tie with nature and irrationality
(Ortner, 1972). This suggests that Alien Body vulva monsters are neither animal nor human but
instead represent something “other” to this binary that possesses a unique confluence of both
human and other animal characteristics, including gender. On the surface, it appears that the
alien embodied vulva monster is simply the feminine foil to the traditional masculine alien
figure. Its physical human sex characteristics bring with it latent stereotypes (and not
unproblematic) associations with femininity. And, indeed, the Alien Body vulva monster plays
host to many conventional feminine “faults” including capriciousness, maternal/reproductive
instinct, deception, and manipulation. This would appear to fit somewhat with the monstrousfeminine tradition, which associates vulva imagery with ascriptions of specifically feminine
monstrosity. However, given the confluence of gender, animal, and otherness represented in
these monsters, the fit of binary gendered theories like the monstrous-feminine leaves an
uncomfortable, unarticulated space that goes unexplored. To better investigate these theoretical
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implications, I start with the earliest iteration of a vulva monster (to my knowledge) before
returning to Creed’s analysis of Alien to illuminate how these unique monsters are informed by
and yet go beyond this conventional theory.

5.2.3 Battle Beyond the Sun: The Vulva Monster’s Superficial, Alien Origin
Story?
An interesting example of the Alien Body can be found in the earliest vulva monster in the
menagerie, an unnamed alien from the film Battle Beyond the Sun (1960) (see menagerie p.21-22
for overview). The monster’s post-production addition to the film forces the vulva monster to
assume a place of spectacle. The monster’s implications are somewhat stilted by its lack of
narrative cohesion but, nonetheless, draws the attention to its other visually-driven implications
of horror. Although, spliced into a typical “space race” narrative originally not designed to house
it, this vulva monster set the precedent for a unique trope that exploits the inscrutable alien body
to proffer sexual and gendered fears. This first iteration of the vulva monster in alien form may
illustrate how filmmakers began to perceive and capitalize on gendered fear as a vehicle to
heighten other narrative anxieties even when those narratives lack specific gendered themes.
The creators of this scene of the film knowingly attempted to appropriate abjection
related to the monstrous-feminine, but, without any interpretable narrative ties, the audience is
left with only the vague discomfort of unexpectedly viewing exposed genital flesh. When
gendered horror is muddled with something as disparate as nationalistic fears one begins to see
how the perception of vulnerability underscores all iterations of this monster. Shildrick describes
vulnerability as a “failure of self-protection” which when applied to the body politic can give
some semblance of meaning to the monster’s exposed and threatening visage (2002, p.1).
Afterall, this organ is typically hidden from society’s view behind clothing and linguistic
euphemism. As such, the viewer must contend with the horror of explicitness—the horror of
vulnerability and the baring of private physical features. In a limited way, this monster plays on
social fears of immodesty, indecency, and the helpless discomfort of nakedness. Without
concomitant femininity (and the potential modesty therein) our own anxieties toward the
vulnerability of this exposure are heightened. All vulva monsters possess this quality of exposed
vulnerability to some degree, but in this particular monster the feeling is readily apparent given
its lack of other overriding complexities. As such, the defenseless feelings that this raw aesthetic
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evokes is central to the monster’s abjection and distinguishes it from the abjection evoked by
other monsters with more articulated gendered narratives like those discussed by Creed in the
monstrous-feminine.

5.2.4 Revisiting Alien: The Mother and the Monstrous-Feminine
As Battle Beyond the Sun clumsily displays, the Alien Body toys with human fantasy and
anxiety. The subtle as well as the overt blending of fears related to uncontrollable animalism,
exposure, and sexual depravity confound and unsettle the viewer. This compelling mixture
showcases how the alien body can be a multifaceted material to explore the confluence of gender
and sex while demonstrating its limitation without narrative substance. However, when the body
is used to further a specific narrative theme, the combination of sexualized aesthetics with
othered bodies becomes especially potent. This use of the body is especially present in the Alien
franchise whose influence over the genres of horror and science fiction are still felt some four
decades later. As discussed in the theory chapter, Creed’s analysis of Alien emphasizes the
reproductive overtones of the film, both within the set design and the body of the ever maturating
xenomorph. This reproductive element lends credence to the psychoanalytic archetypes of the
mother figure. From Creed’s position, reproductive imagery ties the adult xenomorph to the
abjection of the consuming figure of Freud’s Archaic Mother. As such, Creed believes this alien
highlights the fear created by the threat of oblivion first experienced by the enmeshment of the
self and the mother’s body.
While the xenomorph in Creed’s analysis is used to bolster its monstrous reproductive,
maternal overtones, it is only a small part of her overall discussion. The monster itself is only
one textual element of an overall argument, leaving its more alien, animalistic embodiment
minimally explored. Creed examines Alien as a series of depictions of the primal scene (the
phantasy of witnessing one’s own birth or conception). This frames her overall discussion of the
film as a monstrous-feminine tale of reproduction. The appearance of the primal scene is the
jumping off point for Creed’s argument that such monsters are host to “the guise of the archaic
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mother” (p.17). While the sex of xenomorphs are not explicitly stated17, Creed contends that
their gender is far more obvious as an overall metaphor for the abject qualities of femininity. The
almost single-minded need to reproduce as well as its monstrous maternal implications are
foremost in Creed’s analysis of Alien. Given this overarching focus, she touches only briefly on
the material implications of the monster’s body. The alien’s body becomes just one of many
textual elements of reproduction that are used as undifferentiated support for the archaic mother
motif.
The xenomorph has many stages of development which carry with them differing horrors
and dangers to the humans they encounter. The vulva monster portion of its life cycle, the
Facehugger, is included only in the periphery of a broader Freudian argument. It garners a
cursory mention as plot detail and is characterized as “the thing” that represents the phallic
penetration of Freud’s primal scene. As a result, little attention is given the Facehugger’s vulvar
characteristics or its other embodied qualities that specifically challenge gendered binaries. She
glances the subject when she states, “procreation and birth take place without the agency of the
opposite sex; and the creature born is primitive rather than civilized suggesting that a thin line
separates the human animal from its ancestors (Creed,1993, p.17).” Although not specifically
intended, this statement draws on gendered humanistic dichotomies between human ideal and
animal other, thus, upholding the stereotypical association between the masculinity and mastery
over reproduction and culture. The potential of this point is lost, however, given Creed’s primary
focus on metaphorical Freudian concepts like the archaic mother in lieu of a more grounded
discussion of material bodies. Instead, Creed gathers textual and material elements to further her
overarching themes saying,
Although the archaic mother as a visible figure does not appear in Alien, her
presence forms a vast backdrop for the enactments of all the events. She is there in
the images of birth, the representations of the primal scene, the womb-like imagery,
the long winding tunnels leading to inner chambers, the rows of hatching eggs, the

17

Creed presumes, as many scholars have, that the xenomorph is an all-female species especially with the release of
the second film Aliens (1986) which introduces the audience to the xenomorph “queen” who lays her Facehuggerproducing eggs without need for fertilization. Without another chromosomal contribution, viewers are left to
speculate that xenomorph offspring possibly genetic clones.
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body of the mother-ship, the voice of the life-support system, and the birth of the
alien (1993, p.20).
This quote highlights the metaphorical (rather than material) approach she employs for her
theoretical arguments. An approach that limits the discussion of gender to Freudian language.
This binary codification system precludes more multifaceted interpretations of the abjection(s)
elicited by the textual elements of this narrative and the aesthetics of the xenomorph’s monstrous
and ever-changing body. If we are to look beyond or in addition to Freudian concepts, is there
something more to be found about gender within this alien body? If the Facehugger is only one
stage of the xenomorph, what does it do to separate it out from a broader metaphorical
discussion? To begin answering these questions I turn to the Facehugger itself.

5.2.5 No One Puts Baby in a Corner
The crew of the Nostromo are awoken from stasis to respond to a distress signal on a barren,
stormy planet. The noticeably uneasy crew dawns protective suits and embarks on a rescue
operation. Instead they find an alien craft with the fossilized remains of a bizarrely mutilated
alien crew. The dark, winding tunnels of the ship drip with fluid. As the team explores, one of the
officers, Kane, stumbles across an expansive cave-like space filled with leathery eggs. An object
flutters inside one of the eggs as its top unfolds revealing the membranous fleshy cavity inside.
Kane leans over the slick pink opening to inspect this mysterious life form. Suddenly, a creature
explodes upward breaking the glass of Kane’s helmet and attaches violently to his face.
This is the first fleeting look at the unorthodox body of the Facehugger. It appears to be built for
efficient attachment to a humanoid body. It’s eight finger-like legs give it the uneasy likeness of
a spider—and a similarly disturbing, frenetic movement. These legs wrap tightly around the head
of its victim, positioning its vulva-like maw directly over the victim’s face. Its long reptilian tail
coils around the neck forcing a gasping response that allows the Facehugger to implant its larva
into the host’s esophagus. The Facehugger’s highly acidic blood makes it impossible to
surgically remove. Eventually it detaches on its own and dies, leaving the xenomorph larva to
gestate as the host awakens, apparently unscathed. However, the relief of detachment is shortlived as the xenomorph quickly matures and bursts in a frenzy of blood from the host’s chest.
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This act by the Facehugger is violently sexual.18 The Facehugger’s body and grotesque
reproduction becomes the introduction to the xenomorph’s monstrously gendered embodiment.
Creed acknowledges the power of the Facehugger in brief and still broad metaphorical terms
saying, “[Mother Alien’s] all-consuming, incorporating powers are concretized in the figure of
her alien offspring; the creature whose deadly mission is represented as the same as that of the
archaic mother—to tear apart and reincorporate all life (p.22).” In this way, Creed disperses her
attention and forces the vulva monster into background details as part of a broader picture of the
archaic mother as well as the castrating mother.
Although the Facehugger appears to be integral to the gendered messaging of the Alien
franchise, Creed’s preoccupation lies elsewhere. The xenomorph undergoes multiple physical
changes as part of its physiology but Creed’s short discussion of the alien body focuses only on
its mature adult form. She describes that “…the monstrous creature of Alien is constructed as the
agent of the archaic mother… [as] her castrating vagina dentata. Mother Alien is primarily a
terrifying figure not because she is castrated but because she castrates (p.22).” The adult with its
massive stature and elongated, eyeless head is covered with slick black skin. Its slathering
mandible jaw unhinges to reveal a secondary fanged mouth, which Creed associates with images
of the vagina dentata akin to the snakes of Medusa. Its body is covered with clear liquid that
drips over its insect-like limbs and long, whip-like tail. The adult xenomorph is imposing and
ostensibly scary. This figure is what fills our nightmares and decorates movie posters but, in
actuality, it is far less damaging than its vulva-centered initial stage. It is the Facehugger that is
the source of this monster’s greatest horror potential- it is the rapist, the agile, the difficult to find
and the impossible to detach. Its implanting of the larval xenomorph is what bores explosively
out of the body leaving the host screaming and helpless. As noted in the second film Aliens
(1986), the adult stage may represent the will to reproduce but in reality, it is sterile (only the
queen is productive of the egg). Transition and maturity for this alien leads to impotence. The
adult may be a creature that frightens or destroys but it is not procreative—there is nothing
maternal or feminine in its appearance which begs the question: is the mother figure the most
relevant tool to explore this reproductive narrative?
This impression is corroborated in the documentary Alien Evolution (2001) where the film’s co-creator, David
O’Bannon, who describes the xenomorph’s reproductive process as a form of “interspecies rape.”
18
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5.2.6 Rethinking the Alien: From Freudian Archetypes to Posthuman Figures
The impregnating capabilities of the Facehugger paired with its vulvar characteristics, while
reproductive, paint a purposefully blurry portrait of gender and sex. Rather than simply
demonstrative of monstrous tales of gendered stereotypes and Freudian archetypes, the vulva
monster’s ambiguous yet overtly gendered body works to denaturalize the link between
biological sex and socially constructed gender. The Facehugger by post-structuralist terms
cannot have feminine gender as it is not adherent to human social constructions. Similarly, its
physical reproductive functions mix both male and female described traits (i.e. possessing a
vulva while also possessing the power to “impregnate”). This function then disrupts its
stereotypical associations of monstrous reproduction. Haraway’s cyborg ontology works in much
the same way to denaturalize humanist dichotomies. When viewed as this type of theoretical
tool, the vulva monster’s body becomes a figure of fused extremes, bringing polarized
dichotomies into physical relation with one another. This demonstrates how the feminist and profeminist disciplines of posthumanism can question epistemological understanding. As Braidotti
and Åsberg so aptly state, “Attention to embodied subjectivities and the material structures of the
imagination […] entails a lively and re-enlivened attention to the conflicts and contradictions of
planetary politics” (2018, p.15). As the Facehugger shows, the vulva monster not only draws
attention to the politics of the matter they embody but also becomes a transformative device to
rethink the metaphorical and material.
The sex/gender divide is linked with the long-standing nature-culture “conundrum” of
feminist theory (Braidotti & Åsberg, 2018, p.12). Feminist scholars have long argued that
humanist belief is fused with masculine supremacy that highlights man’s association with
philosophy and industry while woman is associated with domesticity and reproduction—or as
Sherry Ortner so famously summarizes when she asks the question, “is female to male as nature
is to culture” (1972, p.5)? This dichotomy pairs also with the human/animal divide as the human
is envisioned as a masculine ideal which creates culture through his mastery of technology while
the feminine domain of nature is primitive, animalistic, and irrational. These binary associations
blend the othered positions of woman and animal, positioning both in a subverted place within
the human hierarchy estranged from civilization and technology. As such, the Facehugger with
all of its binary distrupting features of sex, gender, and animalism creates a uniquely horrifying
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aspect of the alien-embodied vulva monster. In a patriarchal, humanist construct, the
xenomorph’s intelligence seems inexplicable—after all, the traditional humanist concept of the
ideal human is also one that is logical and industrious. In this framework, the human is the
master of technology which makes him superior to nature and other species. When faced with
intelligence that does not conform to traditional humanist/masculinist standards, these enemies
appear unpredictable, inchoate, and chaotic making them difficult if not impossible to counter.
The xenomorph’s chimeric body, its prepossessing instinct and its conflation of sex becomes a
figure of disruption if not submission of the masculine ideal. Like the cyborg, it becomes a figure
of power in a dystopic humanist fiction. This meshes well with Braidotti’s (2013) suggestion that
feminist critiques and figurations “propose new and alternative ways to look at the ‘human’ from
an inclusive and diverse angle.” These new narratives may provide “innovative insights into the
image of thought that is implicitly conveyed by the humanistic vision of Man as the measure of
all things…” (p.28). The Alien Body vulva monster’s blend of cunning and instinct highlights a
potentially posthuman way of approaching knowledge, one which capitalizes on its
stereotypically feminized associations between woman and nature in order to violate and disrupt
established hierarchies and “lethal binaries” created under humanism (p.37).

5.2.7 Alien Body Deconstructions: Challenging Human Intellectual
Supremacy
The Alien Body vulva monster’s particular blend of posthuman intelligence, is decidedly (and, in
light of the cyborg, surprisingly) non-technological. As stated this combination of intelligence
and impulse is exemplified by the xenomorph, who, in the initial films of the Alien franchise,
exhibits little if any evidence of mechanization as a species. Instead, it would appear that the
xenomorph makes a tool of the human—furthering the horror of dystopic humanist futures where
the human ideal is subjugated by its feminized, animalistic other. The xenomorph uses its stealth
and physical body to kill and/or insinuate itself into human technological spaces (i.e. ships,
mining colonies, etc.) where it can access the bodies required to maturate its offspring. Similarly,
the Brain Bug also eschews technology and, instead, uses human bodies as tactical resources to
preserve its species. The bugs are a non-technological race which, as their nickname implies, are
presented as animalistic especially in their use of brute force and vast numbers. However, the
deadliness of the bugs is, ultimately, due to the Brain Bug’s plotting intellect and unique physical
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ability to suck the brains out of humans in order to assimilate military information and gain
tactical advantage. In that way, human bodies become the tools by which the Brain Bug gains
advantage. Within these two warring factions, the federation becomes aligned with a
“masculine” brand of technological militarism while the Brain Bug is far more aligned with the
natural world given its animalistic physicality and its more cunning “feminine” qualities which
protect its collective hive through non-technological means. The implications of the Brain Bug’s
vulva-like features functions in much the same way as the Facehugger which blends
dichotomous notions of sex and gender while exploiting feminine stereotypical associations. In
the case of the Brain Bug, it may be associated with a more empathetic, naturalistic brand of
nationalism20. The overtly sexual and feminized overtones are made all the more jarring in the
film’s final scenes which depict the captured Brain Bug in a lab with large metal probes being
thrust violently into its maw. The sexually violent overtones are further implicated as a black
“censor block” appears over the image of the metal probe’s insertion giving a blunt allusion to
the kind of censorship one would make to obscure pornographic images. This is a distinct act of
feminization of the creature now “sexually” dominated by the masculinist humans of the
Federation. Given the overall crass aesthetic of the film, the almost comical allusion to the vulva
may also be construed as a blunt association between essentialized biological representations of
femininity to represent races that eschew the hyper-masculine, technological tactics of fascist
regimes. The fear related to vulva monster like the Brain Bug relate to complicated humanist
motifs that put forward the possibility that the ideal human can be removed from his place in the
hierarchy of the natural world (or in this case, the universe). I continue to explore these
disruptions through another stigmatized hierarchy related to the human and the animal.

20

Starship Troopers was a Cold War era science fiction novel written by American author Robert A. Heinlein in
1959 (Heinlein, 1959). Although intended as juvenile fiction, the book may be viewed as controversial given
Heinlein’s glorification of the military and advocacy of fascist regimes that limited citizens’ voting rights as well as
questionable gender and racial overtones of the story.
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5.3 The Animal Body
The discursive tie between the colonized, the enslaved, the noncitizen, and the
animal—all reduced to type, all Others to rational man, and all essential to his bright
constitution—is at the heart of racism and flourishes, lethally, in the entrails of
humanism. Woven into that tie in all the categories is “woman’s” putative selfdefining responsibility to “the species,” as this singular and typological female is
reduced to her reproductive function. Fecund, she lies outside the bright territory of
man even as she is his conduit. […] Species reeks of race and sex; and where and
when species meet, that heritage must be untied and better knots of companion
species attempted within and across differences.
Donna Haraway (2008b, p.18)
As seen in the case of the Alien Body, there is an entanglement with the animal in many of the
monsters and theoretical premises discussed in this thesis. However, the Animal Body vulva
monster distinguishes itself from the other categories I use in this analysis in several keyways.
First, the Animal Body is not as chimeric as the Alien Body. Its physical features are largely
analogous to animals found in nature but whose intimidation is a function of enhanced size,
ferocity, and other monsterfied elements (like the addition of vulva-like qualities, exaggerated
teeth, unnatural textures or fluids, etc.). Further, the animal embodied vulva monster does not
possess an intelligence that seriously threatens the human protagonist. Instead, the danger of this
creature lies in its propensity to be controlled by other forces. Two main forces exist in the
animals examined here: the more intelligent, malevolent master and the instinctual need for
survival. In this examination I look at two Animal Body vulva monsters that exploit two primary
motifs of human-animal performativity. These motifs include the “attack dog” or loyal animal
(exemplified by the Kraken). This stereotypical performance showcases the violent threat of an
animal loyal to a more sinister primary villain. The villain uses their dominating intelligence or
other manipulations to control the violent capacities of the animal monster. The second motif is
that of the cornered or wounded animal (exemplified by Ripper) whose instinct for survival
triggers violent acts in response to threats of death or exploitation.
The characteristics and motifs described above, among other features, illustrate several
key theoretical implications which I will explore in this chapter. I begin this investigation by
revisiting the monstrous-feminine and the animal’s association with the vagina dentata. While I
problematize this association in light of material distinctions between sex and gender, it brings
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the mingling of the animal and the female human body again to the fore. These ties help to
illustrate the more humanist implications of these monsters, who are violently sanctioned or
subjugated at the whim of human or human-like protagonists. While gender is not explicitly
written into the narratives explored here, the presence of vulvar characteristics paired with the
masculinist tradition of humanism may imbue these creatures with more subtle undertones that
evade prominent critique. The Animal Body provides an opportunity to explore the power
dynamics at play in the intersection of gender and the animal from a posthuman perspective. To
do this, I return to Donna Haraway’s quote from her book When Species Meet which heads this
chapter. In it, she outlines the troubled history between humanism, gender and the animal. This
quote sets up my examination well as it highlights humanism’s inherent and problematic legacy
of othering. The animalistic and vulvar characteristics of these monsters are blended so
seamlessly as to appear part of its naturally occurring physiology. This seamless integration and
naturalized enmeshment is emblematic of how humanism insinuates its ideals of primacy and
otherness so confidently. When posthuman, animal theory lenses are applied, however,
humanism’s inextricable linkages between animal, female and other can be made extricable.

5.3.1 The Monsters of the Animal Body

Figure 15. Full body views of the monsters of the Animal Body.

Figure 15 above shows the full body views of the monsters of the Animal Body category. In this
discussion, I describe the characteristics common of this type of vulva monster with particular
reference to Ripper, the monsterfied and technologically enlarged tardigrade from the television
series Star Trek: Discovery (pictured left; Menagerie p.28); and the Kraken—the mythical,
octopus-like sea monster of Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man’s Chest (pictured right;
Menagerie p.26).
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5.3.2 The “Animal” of the Animal Body Vulva Monster
As my first research question asks, how does the materiality of the vulva monster and its nonhuman embodiments influence our understanding of abstract concepts of gendered otherness?
What do non-human monsters and their bodies say about humanist understandings of otherness?
Specifically, in this discussion, what does it do to ascribe human vulva characteristics to nonhuman animal bodies? The answers to these driving questions are revealed when these narratives
are viewed as illustrations of ongoing material-semiotic performativity between humans and
other animals. This analysis highlights the intersecting issue of gender in the discussion of these
ongoing power relations. By utilizing an animal theory approach, the animal-embodied vulva
monster is better understood as a posthuman boundary species whose anti-humanist connotations
work to decenter the human and deconstruct the boundary between human and animal and the
bifurcation of gender therein.
Understanding these films as a queering of human-animal and gendered relations
positions these figures as a project of “Animaling”—an active and emergent performance of
relations. The posthuman overtones of such a project are highlighted by Haraway who describes
queering as a means of “undoing ‘normal’ categories, in this case the human/animal division”
(p.xxiv). Viewed through this lens the normalizing structures of animal and gendered power
relations are revealed. Feminist influence in this endeavor bring out specific tools of analyzing
intersection as these performances work through material bodies (Birke & Holberg, 2018). I use
these theoretical guides to analyze examples of the Animal Body in the hopes of revealing
current power dynamics related to animality, gender and otherness.
To better illustrate the advantage of this type of reading, I first turn my attention again to
Creed who approaches animality and gender using the figure of the vagina dentata. I then turn to
The Kraken of Pirates of the Caribbean to describe the animaling of the relationship between
Davy Jones and this monstrous animal. To further draw out these material semiotic relationships,
I then turn to Star Trek: Discovery’s “Ripper” and its mirroring of the besieged, female
protagonist Michael Burnham.
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5.3.3 Sharks, Worms, and Briny Beasts: A Second Look at Creed’s Toothed
Vaginas
Creed (1993) employs a reading of the vagina dentata in her discussion of animal-analogue
monsters like the blood-thirsty shark at the center of the film Jaws (1975) or the giant,
consuming worms of Tremors (1990). In these cases, the animal body is monstrous in size and
uses its exaggerated toothed maw to kill, eat, or mutilate. Creed examines these toothed mouths
as consuming and dismembering representations of the castrating vagina. She remarks that the
vagina dentata in these cases “both stress the incorporative rather than castrating aspect of this
figure” or, as she puts more broadly, it is “symbolic of the all-devouring woman” and various
incorporative aspects of the mother metaphor (p.109). Both interpretations position the animalembodied monster and its toothed, consuming mouth as a symbolic figure of reproduction,
motherhood and, as a matter of course, womanhood.
Discussed at length in Chapter 4, this reading of the vagina dentata in animal form has
been picked up in both academic and pop-culture discourses. While I believe this type of reading
may help to describe certain abject qualities of these creatures, I do not believe they tell a
complete story of their gender potential nor a particularly central one. By focusing entirely on the
symbolism of the maw, the implications of gender and animalism are ignored. Reading this
particular body as a material animal rather than a Freudian symbol of the feminine does not
eliminate its gendered meanings but rather opens up more complex discussions between sex and
gender as well as the gendered repercussions of the humanist cultural and theoretical tradition.
The Animal Body vulva monster does not provide a compliant body upon which hegemonic
power can ascribe femininity and redeem the normalcy therein. As such, vulva monsters possess
a visual identity that suggests their horror potential lies in their in-humanity rather than their
relation to the intact female-presenting body. How then do sex and gender play out in the Animal
Body’s monstrosity when this agent of violence (i.e. the castrating vagina) is separated from the
feminine human form? This question suggests that qualities of femininity are tied to monstrosity
and animality in more culturally entrenched ways as to be readable in nonhuman bodies and
relations.
To examine this claim, I turn to the vulva monster’s physical, abject qualities. The maw
may be the vulva monster’s main source of violent potential—used to maim or completely
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consume the protagonist—however, it is not the sole source of its abjection. When the maw is
extricated from the feminine body, the locus of sexualized fear shifts for the masculine
protagonist/viewer (the sole conquering hero of the age-old vagina dentata story) to one that
threatens all potential protagonists/viewers. This would appear to bolster Creed’s claims of the
oral-sadistic mother, but rather than giving this reading the primary position of abjection it serves
as added complexity to the monster’s other gendered meanings. The vulva monster can then be
viewed as a hybrid embodiment of the consuming vagina dentata and the gender-less, instinctual
animal, making its abjection distinct from its historical predecessor. This becomes especially
pertinent when obvious gendered themes of female-presenting sexuality and reproduction do not
appear to dominate the overall narrative (like in the examples discussed here). In such cases, the
discomfort created by the visual slippage between mouth and vulva becomes nebulous and
harder to associate with transgressed notions of femininity. This is evident in Creed’s analysis
where she provides limited discussion on the animal figures of Jaws and Tremors. Generally, in
her readings, she inconsistently emphasizes the importance of the narrative when exploring
metaphorical interpretations of the monstrous figure. In her discussion of Alien, the monstrous
figure is supportive of the narrative’s symbolic qualities. However, she limits her discussion of
the narrative when she applies the vagina dentata to animal embodied figures given their general
lack of narrative associations to feminine sexuality or reproduction. The narrative becomes
important for more metaphorical interpretations (as in her analysis of Alien) but the power of
these arguments is reduced when the visual representations of the figure stand alone.
As Creed’s analysis exemplifies, analyzing both the narrative development in the film in
question, and the visual representation of the figure in the film do not always align in terms of
symbolic readings of gender. When visual associations between femininity and monstrosity do
not garner narrative support, that slippage of animal and feminine body appears natural, even
unremarkable. For this reason, unlike the overt trope of the vagina dentata, this subtle way of
gendering has the power to re-entrench the humanist links between femininity and animality in
our cultural and social unconscious. Furthermore, without clear narrative ties it becomes more
difficult to assert meaningful critique of these linkages, making the animal embodied vulva
monster a more insidiously gendered creature than its vagina dentata forebears. This monster is
then particularly difficult to analyze using common theoretical frameworks like the monstrousfeminine which, I believe, requires strong narrative themes related to reproduction, motherhood,
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and sexuality in order to adequately employ its particular brand of feminist analysis. Even
without overt narrative references to reproductive feminine stereotypes, the association between
animal and female is a well explored concept in anti-humanist and posthuman disciplines (Birke
& Holmberg, 2018; Åsberg & Braidotti, 2018; Braidotti, 2013). To better understand how animal
theory and the posthuman can aid in the conceptualization of these monsters and their abject
nature, I turn to the figure of the Kraken and the material-semiotic representations of its
narrative.

5.3.4 Humanism at Work: The Animal as Tool
In the case of the Kraken, a monstrous-feminine reading is only tenuously applicable as the
narrative lacks gendered themes and agency is not held by the monster itself. In most
metaphorical and material accounts, the vagina dentata’s actions are intrinsically motivated. The
vagina dentata figure uses its/her violent power to serve its/her own monstrous ends. The
Kraken, by contrast, is not personally motivated. It is serving the ambitions of the more sinister
villain of the story. Its goal is not just to obliterate for the sake of maternal or sexual desires or
more contemporary perceptions of rape revenge but rather a desire to appease its master who is
the barer of monstrous intent. The locus of abject power is then positioned outside of the
feminized animal and onto the master - the human, the intellectual, apex predator. This
highlights a major distinction in the Alien and Animal Body categories. In contrast to the
distinctive intelligence of the Alien Body, the Animal Body lacks perceivably agency and
intelligence beyond the instinctual. Through cunning, the Alien Body uses the human as a tool to
support its sinister motives. However, given that the Animal Body vulva monster rarely shows
individual thought, intrigue, or communicated intent, it is often exploited for its power, serving
as the tool for another more devious antagonist.
In the case of the Kraken, this monolithic creature is driven by an almost magical
obedience to the main villain Davy Jones, a sea-god-like figure who is hunting Jack Sparrow in
payment of a debt which requires his soul. Davy Jones and the Kraken interact much as masterhunting/attack dog relationship in which the beast works tirelessly to hunt and kill Sparrow at all
costs. In pursuit of its goal, the Kraken destroys countless ships and claims the lives of
innumerable seamen. The fear of the Kraken comes not only from its great size, and grizzly
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vulva-like beak but also its ability for dogged pursuit. As a tool, it is blunt and indiscriminate. Its
lack of agency makes it unreasonable, its motives (or in this case its motivator) remain unseen.
The Kraken in this regard is not unlike the ferocious fighting dog, which bites through flesh on
command. It is an instrument used for its power with little care given to its safety or wellbeing in
accomplishing its task. This positions the Animal Body vulva monster within the traditional
Enlightenment hierarchy which relegates animals to the category “other” and serves to define the
human ideal as intellectually superior and, thus, entitled to mastery over the nonhuman. This
echoes feminist posthuman texts which assert that the supremacy of the human is a
phallogocentric ideal with broad reaching effects for women and other nonhuman animals that
are positioned lower in this hierarchy. Because the animal subject is so distinctly othered, women
are further subjugated based on this association. Following this logic, the feminist posthuman
arm of animality theory demands that the human/animal boundary be dismantled not only for a
theoretical broadening of culture, environment, and society but also as a matter of justice which
seeks to disrupt hierarchical power relations and proffer a theory of kinship and interrelationality (Birke & Holmberg, 2018; Braidotti, 2013; Haraway, 2007). While the Kraken and
its narrative do not offer a way forward in this endeavor, its disruptive embodiment draws our
attention to this dynamic in order for us to question the way gender and animality are exploited
in traditional hierarchies. The Kraken opens up a discussion which the following example of
Ripper may take up to show how some vulva monster narratives illustrate a way forward.

5.3.5 The Animal Body and the Empathetic Heroine: A Place Where Species
Meet?
The Federation is locked in a deadly conflict with the volatile warrior race, the Klingons,
leading to desperate actions from Captain Lorca and his crew of the USS Discovery. Lorca
stands stalwartly before a large containment pen constructed to house a monstrous tardigrade
responsible for the dismemberment of untold crewmen aboard the USS Glenn.
“We need the best weapons available. So, what material is in a claw that can shred the hull of a
ship? What’s a hide made of that can withstand the firepower of a phaser set to kill?” He
glances at his science officer Michael Burnham who stares with troubled eyes at the creature
breathing ominously behind the containment field. He looks at Burnham firmly and states,
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“I need you to find out… And weaponize it” (S1E4).
The subsequent experiments prove torturous for the tardigrade known as Ripper. Burnham
clearly struggles with ethics of such treatment. She begins to see Ripper as driven by instinct
rather than malice. She describes Ripper’s violent actions as “an act of self-defense” concluding
that “the creature’s primary drive is not aggressive. It’s not a predator” (S1E5).
As in the case of the Kraken, Ripper becomes an animal other that is exploited for its physical
capabilities. This vulva monster is based on a real-life microscopic organism known as a
tardigrade. In its natural state, the tardigrade is innocuous to humans as well as resilient to a host
of environmental hardships. As a result of a botched Starfleet experiment, the animal transitions
from algae consuming microorganism to giant, indiscriminate killer, gravely nicknamed Ripper
for its propensity to rip apart human bodies. As Ripper, the tardigrade’s animalistic features are
enhanced to include repulsive vulva-like characteristics and violent tendencies. These embodied
differences speak to the performativity and politics that underpin these relations. As Birke and
Holmberg describe, “Feminist Theory around embodiment, with its growing willingness to think
across divides, can offer insights into human/animal relationships as intercorporeal. So, too, can
animals contribute to feminist thinking” (Birke & Holmberg, 2018, p.122). From this animal
theory perspective, the animal figure and its treatment within the narrative by the Discovery crew
represents a quintessential humanist dichotomy of human v. animal and the questionable moral
relations that exist therein. However, its relationship to Burnham represents how that may be
disrupted when viewed as an example of intercorporeal relations.
In contrast to the masculine bravado exhibited by Jack Sparrow towards the Kraken,
Michael Burnham approaches Ripper with a somewhat feminine brand of measured empathy.
She presents her findings of its provocation to violence to her commanding officers in an
evidentiary style comporting herself as a science officer as well as moral actor. The crewmen of
Discovery, however, view Ripper as an animal other driven only by an instinct to kill, incapable
of human reason and undeserving of compassion. When it becomes known the tardigrade’s body
is useful, it becomes exploitable and disposable. Burnham appears to be the only officer to see
Ripper as a sentient and, thus, sympathetic example of a wounded animal and empathizes on a
personal level with the creature given her own othered treatment by the crew. The monster’s
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misunderstood aggressive qualities mirror Burnham’s own journey to the brink of monstrosity.
As a mutinous, officer during her first assignment in Starfleet, Burnham’s misguided attempt to
follow her own command instincts brings Starfleet into armed conflict with the Klingons.
Burnham is court-martialed and imprisoned only to be re-instated by Captain Lorca in a noncommand capacity. Lorca justifies his actions because Starfleet is losing the war with the
Klingons and he believes Burnham is the only officer that will do what needs to be done to
ensure victory. In that way, she is also used by Lorca who assumes she is somehow more prone
to ruthless and aggressive behavior. Although Lorca justifies his unorthodox decision to the
crew, Burnham faces extreme ridicule, suspicion, and hostility from her fellow officers. In this
light, Ripper serves as a monstrous foil for Burnham’s character.25 Its violent actions are
similarly misunderstood by those in power who then use those othered behaviors as justification
for exploitation.
The animal embodied vulva monster (highlighted particularly in this relationship between
Ripper and Burnham) then becomes an avenue to incorporate inter-relationality to our
conceptions of self. One no longer reliant on binary concepts of self and other achieved by
eroding the most basic humanist barrier between human and animal to create more complex
distinctions of identity and “otherness.” Echoing Haraway’s words that begin this section,
“…where and when species meet, that heritage must be untied and better knots of companion
species attempted within and across differences” (p.18). As an othered embodiment of feminine
leadership, Burnham identifies with the monster in ways Captain Lorca cannot. As the
experiments take their toll on Ripper, Burnham again presents her findings to her commanding
officer but he is resolved to capitalize on the creature’s unique powers. The hierarchical military
system leaves little recourse for Burnham—mimicking the broader patriarchal hierarchy of
humanism in relation to the animal. Burnham defies (or perhaps “unties”) this system and goes
against her commanding officer and the other members of the Discovery crew by setting the
monster free rather than continuing to participate in its exploitation regardless of how that effects
the outcome of the war. The monster in this regard, is a story of becoming—one that forces the

The show’s creator, Aaron Harberts, explicitly says that “the audience should look at this ‘monster’ as sort of a
metaphor for Burnham” in an interview on the show After Trek (2017)
25
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human protagonist to dismantle barriers of animal otherness and identify with the creature and
act morally in accordance with that revelation.
In this way, this potential meeting of species draws its own complicated relation to
morality and injustice. This interrelation stands in sharp relief to the humanist tradition and also
highlights the flawed intraspecies relations among humans who continue to practice immoral
power relations even with other humans (especially those othered by gender, race, and so on).
While this continues to be a challenge for narratives to fully embrace a nuanced posthuman
understanding of animal relations of otherness, the animal embodied vulva monster with all of its
entrenched anthropocentric tendencies illustrates the need for destabilization of the humananimal binary. This multifaceted reading of Ripper through a feminist, posthuman, animal lens
illustrates a perforation of this border. Burnham does not support the more sanctioned humanist
moral relation to animals which provides fair treatment in exchange for resources (Haraway,
2008). Burnham does not tame, domesticate, or manipulate Ripper in order to continue to use its
unique powers and otherwise continue to propagate human dynamics of superiority. Instead, she
sets it free. Its usefulness becomes irrelevant when the dynamic of human dominion over all
species is disrupted. While the relationship between Burnham and Ripper is not the fully realized
utopia that Haraway (2008b) suggests, it represents a shift in the narrative, a way forward to
dismantle binary power relations. The narratives and figures of the Animal Body center
traditional humanist motifs of gender and animality so that we might question them and even
allude to and proscribe for improved moral relations to come.
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5.4 The Trans Body
Transgender studies, at its best, […] investigate questions of embodied difference,
and analyze how such differences are transformed into social hierarchies—without
ever losing sight of the fact that “difference” and “hierarchy” are never mere
abstractions; they are systems of power that operate on actual bodies […It] has a
deep stake in showing how the seemingly anomalous, minor, exotic, or strange
qualities of transgender phenomena are in fact effects of the relationship
constructed between those phenomena and sets of norms that are themselves
culturally produced and enforced. Transgender studies enables a critique of the
conditions that cause transgender phenomena to stand out in the first place, and that
allow gender normativity to disappear into the unanalyzed, ambient background.
Ultimately, it is not just transgender phenomena per se that are of interest, but rather
the manner in which these phenomena reveal the operations of systems and
institutions that simultaneously produce various possibilities of viable personhood,
and eliminate others.
Susan Stryker (2012a, p.3)
So far in this analysis, the bodies described have held noticeable overlap in terms of their
animality and distinctly nonhuman bodies. The monsters of the Trans Body category, however,
have noticeably different bodies than those previously discussed. These monsters all walk on two
legs, grasp with five fingers, clutch with two arms – in other words, their bodies are distinctly
humanoid. This familiarity brings with it distinct features of horror related to humanness or as
Elisabeth Grosz (1996) would describe “horror at the possibility of our own imperfect
duplication” (p.65). The shapes of these creatures are not as surreal, foreign, or inconceivable as
the others discussed in this analysis. Their bodies inspire a dissonance between otherness and
sameness. The monsters of the Trans Body hold a mirror to our own bodies and ask us to
question, as Oswald describes as, the superficial limits of normality and the “slippery nature of
gender” (2012, p.362). As Oswald also writes, monsters who cross gender boundaries “have
something to say about human qualities, certainly, but they also speak about the other categories
that they span and exceed, and about the nature of categories in general” (2012 p.344). Indeed,
these monsters speak to both feminine and masculine embodiments but their slippage between
the two become abject for different reasons than those posited by the monstrous-feminine.
Specifically, they play with the discomfort and fear of transition, ambiguity, vulnerability and
exposure.
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In some cases, however, the monstrous-feminine is still entangled with the narrative and
material characteristics of the Trans Body vulva monster. They may yet retain many of the abject
qualities associated with maternity, reproduction, and castration anxiety; however, their
essentialism-disrupting qualities position sex and gender disobedience at the center of their
abject nature. This is particularly salient when vulva imagery is added to traditionally
masculinized bodies, which in turn, become transgressive and abject precisely because they cross
binary boundaries of sex and gender. The Trans Body vulva monster slips under and through the
fences of this border, bringing the viewer closer to feelings of invasion and chaos as it displays
the permeability of structures of difference. The abjection they arouse is therefore reimagined or
even wholly different from the disgust and fear evoked from traditional monstrous-feminine
figures. The monstrous-feminine unnerves us based on transgressions within the feminine gender
alone. For instance, the vagina dentata asks us to expand our concepts of womanly behavior;
however, it does not challenge the binaries related to sex and gender themselves, as vulva
monsters do. The Trans Body vulva monster is, thus, a profound figure of posthuman intent—
one that seeks to dismantle previously assumed dichotomies by showing us how difference can
be housed within familiar and even stereotypical bodies. Although generally posthuman, I also
conceptualize their disruptive qualities through the application of transgender theory. This
reading highlights the unease at the slippage between sameness and difference, human and
inhuman, male and female, masculine and feminine.

5.4.1 The Monsters of the Trans Body

Figure 16. Full body views of the monsters of the Trans Body.
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Figure16 above shows the full body views of the monsters of the Trans Body category. In this
Trans Body discussion, I describe the characteristics common of this type of vulva monster with
particular reference to The Demogorgon, the androgynous trans-dimensional beast of the
television series Stranger Things (pictured left; Menagerie p.27-28); The Predator (pictured
center; Menagerie p.23-24) the hypermasculine hunter of the Predator franchise; and the reapers
(pictured right; Menagerie p.25), the insatiable and hyper-violent vampire species of Blade II.

5.4.2 The “Trans” of the Trans Body Vulva Monster
What do these seemingly disparate monsters have in common and how do they lend themselves
to transgender theory and posthumanism more broadly? To answer these questions, I turn to the
common elements among these bodies. In the still shots above, the body is visible without
primary focus on the maw (a rarity given the amount of screen time they are viewed with maws
open and menacing). These shots illustrate their humanoid and largely masculine forms. These
analogue human physiques, along with other technologies, clothing, and adaptations, help to
conceal their monstrosity, if only temporarily, until the final moments before they attack. This
elusiveness obscures their intentions, heightens their elicitation of horror, and makes the reveal
of their monstrous bodies all the more startling. Despite the vulva-like characteristics of their
maws, their bodies are often decidedly masculine in appearance and behavior. The Predator and
reapers are even expressly gendered as “he” (matching their masculine presentations), while the
Demogorgon is never gendered by the characters of the series and possesses a more androgynous
humanoid form. Given the largely male-presenting bodily features, the addition of vulva
characteristics (the genitals associated with the female sex) into the maws of these creatures
queer the borders of sex and gender set out in their narratives and imbue their monstrosity with
incoherence, ambiguity, and complexity. As such, they can be taken as posthuman boundary
creatures—disrupting binary notions of gender and sex as well as what it means to be human.
Representations of monstrosity are important tools to question dichotomous and
hierarchical assumptions; however, they do not represent reality or the lived experience of
marginalized populations. The body and experience of transgender people are not and should not
themselves be conflated with abjection or monstrosity. Rather, I use this theory to draw attention
to the long-standing historical association between atypically gendered bodies and sociocultural
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unease. This unease forms the collective basis of fear and disgust towards individuals that exceed
the limited and limiting constructions of sex, gender, and sexuality. As Oswald writes,
Monstrous bodies and genders reveal that all bodies and genders are somewhere in
between rigidly constructed and patrolled categories of sex and gender. While the
monstrous serves as a negative category, one meant to confirm boundaries and to
warn people to stay within them, it reveals the very superficial nature of these
imposed limits, and the uncomfortable ways in which we all fit within them. We
might look to the body—to sex—as a place of security, a means of stabilizing
flexible and performative gender, but monsters reveal that the slippery nature of
gender derives from the body, which itself is contingent, dependent, derivativealways in some kind of transition, even if we do not seek to change sex or gender
(2012, p.362).
When these linguistic and symbolic boundaries are pressed or transcended, they trigger the
abjection that creates our monsters. The historical ties between transgender bodies and
monstrosity have been well documented by theorists such as Susan Stryker, Jack Halberstam,
Elizabeth Grosz, and Dana Oswald. The way I conceive the use of transgender theory in this
analysis falls in line with Stryker’s concept of the term as she writes:
Most broadly conceived, the field of transgender studies is concerned with anything
that disrupts, denaturalizes, rearticulates, and makes visible the normative linkages
we generally assume to exist between the biological specificity of the sexually
differentiated human body, the social roles and statuses that a particular form of
body is expected to occupy, the subjectively experienced relationship between a
gendered sense of self and social expectations of gender-role performance, and the
cultural mechanisms that work to sustain or thwart specific configurations of
gendered personhood. (Stryker, 2013a, p.3)
The monsters of the Trans Body work within this definition by highlighting the incompatibility
of neatly bifurcated systems with complex gendered experience by muddling the sexually
differentiated body—"mismatching” genitals and gendered narrative elements alike. In this way,
Trans Body vulva monsters indeed “disrupt”, “denaturalize”, and “rearticulate” stereotypical
linkages between sex and gender (p.3). I use transgender discourse as a theoretical vehicle for a
posthuman structure-destabilizing effort. Using the term “Trans” in my typology also guides an
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understanding of their distinctive abject differences from other monster categories in this
analysis.
I contend that the visual indeterminacy of gender in these monsters is their predominant
abject quality—which mimics the abjection discussed by Stryker and others as that which is also
present in society towards transgender individuals. Trans Body vulva monsters exploit fears of
deception and concealment. Stryker argues that this fear of deceit and concealment of material
bodies (especially those that straddle the binary lines of gender) is a long-standing fear of the
“freakishness” associated with gender nonconforming and transgender bodies. Stryker describes
the historical and ongoing abjection and stigma associated with the trans community and trans
bodies. In particular, transphobic discourse has asserted that transgender embodiment places that
individual in an “inauthentic position” which “misrepresent[s] their ‘true selves’ to others”
(Stryker, 2013a, p.4). This feeling of deceptiveness is particularly profound for those who
believe the transgender individual is attempting to gain something other than self-actualization
through their “mismatched” gender identity. This belief that there is conscious deceit or
malicious or perverse motivations at play heightens the sense of anxiety and unease surrounding
transgender and gender non-conforming bodies. This misconception contributes to the
monstrosity attributed to the bodies of these individuals and inspires hatred and violence towards
the transgender community. Stryker confirms this reality saying, “those who commit violence
against transgender people routinely seek to excuse their own behavior by claiming they have
been unjustly deceived by a mismatch between the other’s gender and genitals” (Stryker, 2013a,
p.10).
I believe this type of deception is fundamentally distinct from the abjection described in
the monstrous-feminine (i.e. the exploitation of fear related to feminine sexuality with deception,
dismemberment, and death found in its archetype of the vagina dentata). The Trans Body vulva
monster cannot use a comforting female form to ensnare its victims and use other methods of
concealment to overtake their victims. Therefore, the Trans Body vulva monster relies not on
specific characteristics of femininity but on the concealment of identity itself. This interpretation
incorporates traditional stereotypes of gendered monstrosity while recognizing that these abject
elements are played out in bodies that are somewhere in between fully articulated gender
categories, thus, subverting rigid binaries. As this multifaceted reading suggests, these
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posthuman figurations work to destabilize conventional human systems of knowledge and
classification while playing with conventional fears related to transgender bodies.

5.4.3 Eleven and the Demogorgon: A Montrous-Feminine Relation
The scene flashes back to a cold, government lab where a child sits facing a small cage
containing a fluffy, white housecat. By this episode of Stranger Things, we are familiar with this
mysterious, lab-raised preteen with psychokinetic powers, known as Eleven or “El.” Eleven
looks pitifully at the cat, eyes darting from the cage to the two-way mirror that hides the
imposing Dr. Brenner who stands solemnly watching. Eleven stares intently at the animal who
begins to hiss and growl. It is clear that Eleven is meant to kill the animal. But just as the cat’s
pained screeches and snarls climax, Eleven looks away sobbing. Dr. Brenner’s face is stern with
disappointment. Eleven is dragged to solitary confinement, screams and pleading filling the hall.
Before the two guards can close the door, Eleven stares up at them. After a brief and violent
psychokinetic frenzy, the men lie dead on the floor. Dr. Brenner steps over their bodies as he
approaches Eleven who lies limp against the wall, nose and ears dripping with blood. He bends
down to stroke the crying child’s head.
“Incredible.” He murmurs.
Although we are introduced to a sympathetic, traumatized character, we are also confronted with
the almost callous propensity for violence Eleven wields against those El sees as enemies.
Although Eleven displays a strong will to be a loyal friend and moral actor throughout the show,
it is clear that the destructive power forged in these traumatic, formative experiences has
awakened a monster. In this case, a literal one. Eleven’s special abilities are put to metaphysical
use in these government experiments creating a dimensional rift which allows the threatening
and menacing Demogorgon access to the human world. Given their shared history as part of Dr.
Brenner’s experiments, the Demogorgon begins to symbolize the monstrosity of Eleven’s own
uncontrollable power released through those events. Eleven’s violent potential and connection to
the Demogorgon becomes El’s dark secret throughout the series.
The first episode begins with the Demogorgon’s mysterious infiltration of the human
world. These first scenes reveal an ominous, yet-unseen creature which was presumably
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uncovered by government entities that are now unable to contain it. On the night of its release, a
young boy named Will crosses paths with this creature in the woods near Hawkins Lab. Will
races to his empty house but the monster is not far behind. The boy braces himself to come face
to face with the creature whose looming humanoid form is only briefly discernable before both
inexplicably vanish without a trace. The remainder of the show is largely centered on the long
and desperate search to find Will and explain the bizarre occurrences plaguing the sleepy town of
Hawkins. Will’s best friends, Lucas, Mike, and Dustin (a group of roughly 12-year-old boys)
vow to find their friend and begin a quest to discover what happened. In their search for answers,
they find Eleven soaked and running through the woods soon after Will’s disappearance. Mute,
save a few parsed phrases, the boys learn very little about Eleven but they quickly notice El’s
dirty clothes, shaved head, and anxious demeanor. The group decides to hide and care for Eleven
during their search believing that this peculiar person must have some knowledge or skills that
might help them in their quest to find Will. They befriend Eleven and treat her as a girl giving
her feminine clothing and treating her delicately. Eleven does not contest this gendering as she
quickly attaches to her newfound peers. As they work to find Will, however, she realizes that the
Demogorgon must be responsible for his sudden disappearance. She is clearly frightened by this
revelation, knowing of the creature’s dark, enigmatic power. Despite this, she frequently uses her
own powers to help the boys. But each time she uses these abilities, no matter how trivial, blood
slowly drips from her nose. This blood becomes an ever-present signal of Eleven’s power and
evidence of her body’s vulnerability to it.
Her leaking blood and ascribed femininity become important in applying Creed’s
understanding of Kristeva’s abjection. The “leaking” of the body represents our material
failings—our susceptibility to inevitable death and psychic obliteration. From this point of view,
Eleven’s bleeding may not be viewed as a positive display of power but more an illustration of
her vulnerability as well as her estrangement from her “normal” peers. When other characters
view her bleeding, they are alarmed and confused by the complex image of the blood which can
be seen as a sign of injury (her body’s weakness against its own destructive power); a warning
and reminder to others that Eleven wields a dangerous, even deadly force; and, finally, a sign of
her lack of normalcy. This perception of “freakishness” is typified by the young bully, Troy, who
describes Eleven saying, “she had no hair and she was bleeding from her nose like a freak!”
(S1E7). Even the group of friends that take her in are put off by Eleven’s bloody displays. Lucas,
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who is continuously suspicious of
Eleven’s sudden presence in their
lives, uses this bleeding as
evidence of her threat to the group.
For Lucas, the blood becomes a
signal of the blurring boundaries
between her and monstrosity
saying, “Have you ever stopped to
think that maybe she is the
monster?!” (S1E5). Although
Figure 17. Eleven and the Demogorgon face off in the final episode of
the series Stranger Things.

present in many symbolic ways,

these words mark the series’ direct acknowledgement of the inextricable link between Eleven
and the Demogorgon. Eleven’s dualistic relationship with the Demogorgon is then dramatically
illustrated in the climactic scene of the final episode (pictured in Figure 14). As the two face off,
they mirror each other’s movements reaching out to one another. The monster’s gaping maw
roars as the camera cuts to Eleven face, teeth bared in a defiant scream. As the creature is torn
apart by Eleven’s powers, both dissolve into nothing. Although Eleven destroys this abject other,
she also destroys herself—proving emblematic of Kristeva’s concept that the self cannot exist
without the abject other. They are as Kristeva describes, “ceaselessly and infinitely homologous”
to one another (1980, p.2). As such both the Demogorgon and Eleven are destroyed, taken to a
place of total abjection or the “place where meaning collapses” (p.2). 27
As these examinations indicate, Eleven’s relationship to the Demogorgon is different
from the other characters of the show who seem to be collateral damage to the main conflict
between the prepubescent girl and her monstrous mirror image. As a young girl, set apart from
the normalcy of her young, male peers, the gendered elements of monstrosity undergird this
horrific narrative. For this reason, the vulva monster (i.e. the Demogorgon) also highlights
Eleven’s ascribed yet transgressive femininity and the threat of the uncontrollable power therein.
27

In Stranger Things 2 (2017), we find out that Eleven was transported to the Upside-Down (which is, in this
metaphor, the “literal” representation of the place of the abject or the place where meaning collapses). It also reveals
that she can manipulate portals just as the Demogorgon itself. Although the original monster is destroyed in the final
episode, it lives on in the second season through the offspring it produced during the events of the first season.
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Creed’s monstrous-feminine enters well here to articulate the abjection of the Demogorgon in a
specifically gendered way. In her view, female and/or feminine monsters are often only created
to shed light on those aspects of femininity that are transgressive and monstrously different from
the truly symbolic (read masculine/male) body. For Creed, “…the material female body is
central to the construction of the border in the horror film” given its relation to abject fluids
which emphasizes woman’s estrangement from the fully symbolic body (1993, p.11). Creed then
aligns monstrosity with not only the metaphorical associations of femininity and reproduction
but with the female body itself.
Creed furthers this analysis by including and reformulating Freudian conceptions of
castration anxiety particularly through the use of the vagina dentata. She positions this archetype
as an extension of maternal abjection—one that hopes to enmesh the self by devouring it. As she
discusses, the vagina dentata comingles metaphorically in the bodies and narratives of certain
monstrous-feminine. The Demogorgon’s maw furthers this metaphorical relation particularly
because of its reflection of other symbolic relations to the narrative’s themes of reproduction.
The Demogorgon’s maw is rarely ever viewed closed. It’s fleshy, segmented “lips” spring open
like the petals of a flower. Tiny razorlike teeth line the petals of the maw which latches to its
victims. The flower-like aesthetic to which this vagina dentata alludes to age-old metaphors
related to puberty and womanhood. Its flowering maw puts material substance to expressions
like “she’s blossoming into such a young lady” or the euphemism associated with a girl losing
her virginity as “giving” someone their “flower.” These are all tied physically to this narrative
through the visage of the Demogorgon. These allusions to the sexual changes of puberty blends
with the deadly, consuming vagina dentata with sinister effect. Additionally, the Demogorgon’s
sudden irruptions into the lives of the children of this series is one of the show’s driving dramatic
elements. These children are constantly in fear of an unseen monster which can at any moment
unexpectedly enter their lives. As such the Demogorgon also becomes an illustration of the fears
and potentially monstrous changes of oncoming puberty. Creed looks at the monstrosity of
puberty as the destruction of innocence. She uses the text of Carrie (1976) to illustrate how the
onset of womanhood is a transformative time for the monster within—pointing specifically to the
traumatic scene of Carrie’s first menstrual blood. For Creed, the “woman is specifically related
to polluting objects which fall into two categories; excremental and menstrual. This in turn gives
woman a special relationship to the abject…” (1993, p.10). Puberty becomes the introduction to
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woman’s relationship with difference, her first alignment with monstrosity. This fuses the
abjection related to the bleeding, unruly feminine body with the vagina dentata’s consuming
sexual and reproductive connotations. The Demogorgon in this way becomes symbolic of
Eleven’s unruly power and the “hideous” reproductive border Eleven herself is about to cross.
As this analysis shows, Stranger Things’ complex and captivating leitmotifs reflect many of the
ways in which abjection and the monstrous-feminine can, at times, be brought to bear in
explaining the gendered overtones and undercurrents of vulva monster narratives. However, I
include the Demogorgon in the trope of the vulva monster because it also serves a disruptive
purpose—one that not only highlights and questions stereotypically feminine monstrosity but
through its material body highlights perforations in the binary concept of gender itself.

5.4.4 Androgyny and the Demogorgon: A Posthuman Emblem of Gender
As the above analysis demonstrates, the monstrous-feminine can be heavily applied to certain
vulva monsters and lends itself well to narratives that involve monstrous reproduction like the
example of the Demogorgon. Certain Creedian readings help to shed light on the Demogorgon’s
bodily implications and the relationship that has to the pre-pubescent body on the verge of
transition to adulthood (and potentially womanhood). However, I believe it is important to ask
what else the androgynous and mixed gender features of the Demogorgon’s body have to tell us
beyond implications of feminine reproduction and monstrous maternity. When human femininity
is gone, what about these physical features are inherently gendered?
Aside from the maw, the Demogorgon’s body shows no markings of sex. It is absent
genitals. Absent breasts. Its musculature is slight although its stature is tall showcasing a
somewhat gangly, lurching effect similar to the physical attributes of pubescence. This mimicked
pubescence and androgyny emphasizes the ambiguity and instability of gender. The transitional
state of puberty often ushers in the social confirmation of gender. The body in this state inhabits
what Halberstam describes as “geographies of ambiguity” (1998, p.163-164) a concept also
picked up and discussed by Oswald (2012). Halberstam describes this ambiguity as an
“inhospitable” state where most transgender bodies inhabit and many hope to transcend. For the
monster, however, its natural home is ambiguity—a place of disturbance and destabilization. It’s
fundamentally unstable identity when paired with the transitional and intermediate nature of
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puberty, that embodiment becomes exceptionally ambiguous. Oswald furthers this point as she
summarizes Donna McCormack’s discussion of posthuman monsters saying, “Bodies that are
monstrous are not ‘uncertain’—they exist in very clear space, one that does not choose a side,
but rather one that points out the futility and inadequacy of such divisions” (2012, p.362). As
noted above, the Demogorgon mirrors the geographies of ambiguity and monstrous gendering
occurring in the character Eleven. However, rather than showcasing her monstrous femininity, I
believe the Demogorgon is more emblematic of Eleven’s own gender ambiguity.

As a preteen, this is a time before gender is truly “decided.” Eleven’s life in the lab up to
this point has been absent of social gendering. El’s hair is short to best accommodate the
electrodes frequently attached to the head. El has a stern, yet child-like face—a body that is
gaunt and featureless. In flashbacks of the lab, El wears only a loose fitting, white hospital gown.
Eleven’s cell is unadorned save a few small drawings tacked against otherwise bare walls.
Eleven’s life is free of common elements of gendering. Unlike the male peers El meets along the
way who bare the common clothing and fantasy-inspired accoutrements of young boys of that
era. Eleven’s state of androgyny is glaring in the face of the acculturation of El’s male-presenting
peers. This odd state makes the boys suspicious and uncomfortable. To account for this
discomfort they immediately gender Eleven as “she/her.” After gaining status as a girl, El
immediately receives romantic attention from Mike (the arguable leader of the small band of
boys). Mike frequently mentions that when the mysteries of the narrative are finally solved, he
will take her as his date to the Snow Ball. Eleven has very little concept of what it means to be in
a relationship with a boy, but she is quick to attach to her new acquaintances and tries her best to
reciprocate his feelings. This pushes Eleven to align with the heteronormative standard Mike and
the others imply by asserting that Eleven is a girl. Her androgynous appearance is so off-putting
that in order to “disguise” Eleven as a “normal” girl they dress her in a pink frilly dress, and
long, blonde wig. This echoes theorists like Jason Cromwell who assert that “for convenience
sake, most transpeople present to the world as men or women” because it is “safer than
presenting as gender-ambiguous or androgynous” (2013, p.513). This implies how difficult it is
to subvert the established social order to the point that many alter their physical bodies to fit in.
Even as children, the protagonists realize this fact and gender Eleven not only to ease their own
discomfort but to avoid making others uncomfortable and, thus, draw unwanted attention.
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Eleven’s lack of outward gender poses a distinct threat to the established gender order and must
be rectified in order to maintain a safe anonymity.
This gendering process is thrust on Eleven who clumsily assumes the mantle of femininity
to accommodate and please her new found peer group and avoid the shadowy, government
officials who are trying to find her. Although Creed’s concepts align with many of the monstrous
themes of reproduction in the narrative, I believe the gendering of those attributes as feminine
should not be a forgone conclusion. The Demogorgon itself is an example of how a body can
have monstrous reproductive implications but lack gendered ascriptions. Even the other
characters of the show who know this is a monster with reproductive intentions, it is never given
feminine pronouns nor do the characters relate it to mothering in any way. This showcases how a
reading of the Demogorgon is aided by posthuman and transgender analysis as its androgynous
body and reflections of the gender socialization of Eleven’s own androgynous body make us
question what about this creature is actually feminine. The Demogorgon is not present only to
further Eleven’s narrative but as a disruptive marker meant to draw attention to the way its
abjection reflects the destabilization of social binaries. The sameness of its humanoid body and
its ties to Eleven forces us to question our own adherence to gender categories. This
posthuman/transgender destabilization of gender is just one way the Trans Body Vulva monster
challenges and horrifies social tradition. What follows are more examples of the specific ways
these bodies challenge gender order.

5.4.5 The Big Reveal: The Trans Body Vulva Monster and the Abjection of
Concealment
Deep in the jungles of Central America, a sense of unease sets in among an elite commando team
that is being tracked by an unseen enemy. Even with their obvious military prowess and physical
strength, one by one the members of this elite group are violently dismembered by an invisible
hunter. The audience alone is privy to the brief masked visage of the predator until all but one of
the commandos is dead. The last surviving soldier, Dutch, is allowed full view of the monster’s
massive, muscular, humanoid body after damaging its cloaking technology. Before engaging in
hand to hand combat, the Predator finally removes its mask. Dutch looks upon his physically
superior opponent for the first time—its vulva-like mouth open in a fearsome, primordial roar—
and utters in disgust,
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“You’re one… ugly motherfucker.”
The unhinged level of panic among this elite group of seasoned mercenaries is telling of the kind
of distinct abjection evoked by the Predator. These men made war their business and survived
countless insurgencies by human enemy forces. What foe could reduce these highly skilled and
heroic figures to crazed and desperate victims? What makes the Predator more frightening than
other deadly adversaries? To answer this question, I turn to the cloaking of the Predator’s body.
Unlike military enemies, the monster’s sadistic rampage cannot be countered. The element of
surprise eliminates any hope of tactical recourse. Furthermore, this prolonged concealment
makes the reveal of the monster’s body the climax of the film- the transformative point which
confirms its complete and total abjection. Its physical form provides a material anchor for the
psychic horror felt by both the characters and the audience. Prior to this moment, one could only
imagine the terror that awaits upon viewing its physical form, but once seen, the audience can
finally begin to resolve its feelings of anxiety and fear and focus on the hero’s potential victory.
Further, the disgust and horror toward the villain’s body fuels the need for the monster’s violent
end. This echoes the violent reaction Stryker discusses in reference to transgender bodies where
“deception” or deliberate concealment paired with the violation of normalcy justifies violence
and general transphobia. The exploitation of this type of abjection underpins much of the horror
related to the Trans Body vulva monster which indulges the fear of concealment as a means of
gaining proximity and tactical advantage over the potential victim.
The Predator is not the only example of this horrifying inscrutability—all of the monsters
discussed within the Trans Body category possess some form of physical concealment. For
instance, the Demogorgon’s body is not fully exposed to the characters or even the audience until
the final episode when it and Eleven finally do battle. The Demogorgon’s sudden irruptions into
the human dimension are performed through the use of transient portals into normal space.
Evasiveness aids the Demogorgon and the Predator in their mysterious hunting techniques and
each narrative uses the reveal of the body to enhance the climax of the narrative. Blade II does
not utilize the climactic bodily reveal; however, concealment and secrecy are imperative to the
abjection of the main villain, Jared Nomak, and the reapers. Although Nomak is immediately
revealed to the audience in the first scene of Blade II, the reapers collectively reside in the
shadowy sewers away from both human and vampire life above ground. Throughout the film,
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they are difficult for the skilled vampire hunting squad (lead by the main character Blade) to
track. Their human form and use of clothing make them hard to locate in crowds and public
spaces. The reapers exist on the margins of the already hidden vampire society to the point that
they must be tracked, hunted, and drawn out of hiding. While the reapers are not concealed from
the viewer, they share similar furtive tactics as the other monsters examined here.
The concealment of the body also translates to a concealment of its most violent and
intimidating feature—the maw. All of the Trans Body vulva monsters explored here reveal their
vulva-like mouths only at the point of attack when they are up close and intimate with their
prey/adversaries. The revelation of the most despicable (and often most destructive) physical
feature of these creatures at the point of attack is critical to their horror potential and remains
largely unknown to its victims until it is too late. But what about this sudden reveal of explicit
and sexualized features is particularly horrifying? What is it about their genital-like nature that
enhances already heightened fears surrounding these creatures? From a transgender theory point
of view, the genital imagery apparent in the maws of these monsters exploits this conservative
fear of sexual deception—one that demands forthright appraisal and strict adherence to social,
material, and bodily boundaries. The link between gender and the body is fundamentally
challenged in these vulnerable scenarios. Oswald describes this cognitive discomfort in her
discussion of gender-bending monsters where “physical elements of the woman’s body” are
added to male figures like the antichrist, saying, “to give this male monster elements of the
female body makes him a truly incomprehensible form, a body gone wrong in fundamental
ways” (2012 p.357). This "fundamental wrong”-ness becomes the monstrously gendered body’s
undoing. When social boundaries are violated not only symbolically but physically, the disgust
and fear generated becomes a rationale for violence. Binaries of gender identity are socially
policed to ensure there is no ambiguity at the borders of these categories. Bodies that are seen to
dissemble gender identity must then be sanctioned, but as they are material and difficult to
change by social pressure alone, violence becomes a quasi-legitimated method of sanction.
Through destruction, these jarring elements are made right again, further securing the borders
between social constructs.
The audience’s satisfaction in the violence perpetrated on and subsequent death of the
monster exposes a compelling and important tension between abjection in the realm of the
monster and the theory created through the real-world, lived experiences of transgender
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individuals. These monsters are explainable using an overarching theory of boundary
transgression and exploit the abjection therein; however, you cannot compare trans people
directly with trans monsters. Trans people are human. They are real. Thus, the violence
perpetrated against them is easily condemnable. The injustice of real-world, violent acts towards
transgender individuals is evident given they have done nothing to deserve the violence brought
against them. Trans monsters, conversely, are constructs in a fictional realm that violate social
orders and boundaries. This arena is often where fears surrounding our borders are played out
and the destruction of the intruders is encouraged if not cheered. This tension and the abjection
exploited by fictional monsters and the lived experience of transgender individuals is important
to highlight given that these violent acts against abject monsters are often justified in a fictional
world but also reifying of real-world fears where violence has no conscionable place in
mediating and addressing difference.
The exploitation of the abjection associated with transgender bodies is a feature created
by imposing a vulva-like maw on masculine-presenting bodies. The sudden exposure of the maw
when the victim is most vulnerable mimics the fears related to stereotyped sexual encounters
where a partner is surprised in the coital act—which can be seen as a violation of sexual identity.
This affiliation with the fear of stigmatized transgender bodies is a common theme among all of
the examples put forth in this chapter. However, each narrative and each monstrous body brings
out their own specific entanglements with posthuman and transgender theory.

5.4.6 Faster, Pussy Face! Kill! Kill!28
The Predator’s body is a massive display of stereotypically masculine features. Immodestly
clothed with a loin cloth, fishnet body covering, necklaces of bones, and oddly mechanical
dreadlocked “hair” give it a primal almost tribal appearance. This aesthetic is blended with the
technological as one takes note of the metallic paneling on the “clothes” and the forearm bands
containing advanced technological weaponry and medical equipment. It is impossible to ignore
that the Predator is masculine in the extreme. Hypermasculine monsters, as Oswald describes
them, “exceed the boundaries of civilized masculinity in their appetites for food, sex, and
28

A play on the title of the cult film, Faster, Pussycat! Kill! Kill! (1965) Where a trio of go-go dancers go on a
debaucherous rampage of murder, kidnapping and manipulation which flips the script described here by playing on
the monstrous confluence of hypermasculine violence performed by hypersexualized feminine embodied villains.
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violence” and “is a category marked by inflated physical traits, as well as performances of
aggression and domination […] this ultra-virility is written on the body, but also performed by
it…” (2012, p.347). As such not only does the predator look masculine, it behaves in excessive
stereotypically masculine ways—it hunts for sport almost resembling the enjoyment of a serial
killer (a distinctly masculine criminal category), taking trophies from its victims. According to
Oswald the killing, dismembering, and sometimes eating of men “assert[s] [the monster’s] own
superior masculine gender, diminishing that of their victims, and demonstrating the authority that
they hold over human beings” (2012, p. 347). This is an interesting point brought out by Oswald
as it alludes to the ways this gender stereotype is interpretable as a posthuman principle. As
elaborated in the Alien Body section, these figurations challenge conventional ideas of the
superiority of the human (read: man) who is decentered by a more dominant force, in this case, a
nonhuman yet still more masculine foe.
Furthering this point, Oswald argues that these hypermasculine monsters violate “the
rules of respectable masculinity” including “self-mastery, restraint, discipline, and vigilance
concerning bodily needs” (p.349). While some of this might be true of the Predator, certainly not
all apply. This creature appears to be excessively disciplined and possesses a strong sense of selfmastery. When injured, it even administers first aid through technological means proving its
attentiveness to its own physical needs. These distinctions challenge the definition of the
particular hypermasculine monster that is highly aligned with animalistic tendencies. Oswald
writes mainly about familiar western monsters like the giant and the werewolf—archetypes that
have circulated for centuries in one iteration or another and writes that these creatures are
uncivilized, licentious, and primal although physically superior (p.349). While it is tempting to
apply these attributes to the Predator given his propensity to rip apart his victims and his
unyielding thirst for the hunt, the Predator is methodical, and, through its use of technology, we
are made to understand that it comes from an advanced society. The advent of its alien nature
and technological prowess asserts many of the characteristics of stereotypical alien archetypes
noted by in the Alien Body section (King and Krzywinska, 2000); however, the hypermasculine
nature of the Predator’s body and the gender-bending influence of its maw begs the question—
how does this gendered embodiment change the abject nature of this alien creature?
For the predator, there is a potent mix of technology and brawn—its physical, intellectual
and technological prowess decenters the human-masculine ideal as the civilized, apex predator
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and evokes the fear of being subjugated by an undefeatable enemy. Consequently, the Predator
may have more to say about homosocial masculinity as it is attracted to only the most violent and
dangerous prey. The characteristics of its preferred targets read as masculine given that on
several occasions the Predator refuses to kill female-presenting characters even when they are
armed with weapons. This of course could reflect some humanist notion of chivalry or some type
of warrior code but more likely it is simply that the Predator does not see feminine/femalepresenting humans as worthy prey. But, if its horrifying nature is tied to masculinity, then what
does it do to insert vulva imagery into its aesthetic?
To answer this question, I return to the monstrous-feminine. While this may seem counter
to the discussion of such an obviously hypermasculine monster, it may provide some evidence as
to why this specifically female feature would somehow bolster the horror of a masculine
monster. This monster holds traditional masculine horrors of warrior/hunter/serial-killer but also
bears the psychic image of true emasculation- the vagina dentata. Creed describes the vagina
dentata as a “terrifying symbol” and more specifically “the mouth of hell” (1993, p.106). Adding
this powerful symbol to the Predator’s maw makes it the most frightening opponent to its
masculine prey—both physically overpowering and psychically emasculating. A mixed gender
reading is created at the site of the creature’s maw which is seen most potently as it leverages its
superior strength by pinning Dutch to the wall and opening its mandible jaw before him. “Sexual
positioning” like the one displayed in this scene “emphasizes the masculinity of the monster and
feminized state of the helpless human” (Oswald, 2012, p.348). The Predator’s maw is a tool of
intimidation rather than for consumption of its prey which cuts short the implications of maternal
reabsorption Creed (1993) often associates with the vagina dentata. Instead the predator
appropriates the symbolism of the vagina dentata as a tool of castration. This confluence of
posthuman-alien creature, hypermasculine monster, and symbolically castrating mouth marks a
new narrative for the hypermasculine monster one punctuated by complex gender influence.
The gendering of the maw and its intimidation through the exploitation of castration
anxiety is also underpinned by the gendering of domination and submission. By overpowering its
prey and threatening to consume it, the masculine monster feminizes its victim and tries at all
costs to avoid the perception of a loss of dominance and subsequent feminization itself. As
Oswald (2012) asserts, “hypermasculine monsters rape and consume, never to be satiated or
incorporated themselves” (p.347). In the first film, the Predator is never truly bested, it commits
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suicide by detonating a massive bomb that consumes the area (and presumably the prey that tries
to overtake it) leaving the creature to maintain its dominance even in death. In the second
installment, the new Predator again tries to self-destruct before death but is prevented from doing
so. Eventually the Predator is impaled with its own weapon and dies. Suddenly, multiple
predator aliens appear and take back the body of their fallen kin—giving the main protagonist,
Harrigan, a trophy for killing one of their kind. He is surrounded, but the other predators choose
to let him live- presumably because he has proven himself in battle. They board their space craft
and leave voluntarily. Rather than being driven off by the humans of the film, they appear to
simply lose interest. By proving that the predator race is plentiful and exceedingly difficult for
humans to kill, their presence confirms Cohen’s thesis that “the monster always escapes” (1996,
p.4). Cohen uses a similar example from Alien to support his claim- even if Ripley kills the
xenomorph its monstrous progeny always returns—playing again with the monstrous mothering
motif described by Creed (1996, p.4-5). In the case of Predator, it is the Predator’s comrades, its
“brothers in arms” that return to plague its masculine, human prey. The characteristics of
hypermasculine monsters are not restricted to Predator, however, in the following section I
explore how Oswald describes the influence of masculinity on more traditional monster figures.
5.4.7 The Binary Bite: Feminizing Seduction and Hypermasculine Hunger
Creed’s notion of the vagina dentata is present also in the figure of the vampire. For Creed, this
is a particularly important example of the monstrous-feminine, not only because vampires have
been depicted in female bodies but because the notion of the vampire represents a sexually
charged, gendered threat given the way it seduces and drains its victims before turning them into
creatures with their own annihilating appetites (1993, p.107). The vampire’s teeth become a
sexual image, the pouting, bloody lips partly expose the fangs that feed on vulnerable flesh to
satisfy its base desires, driven by an inescapable desire as well as a sadistic pleasure. When this
power is wielded by vampiric women, the gendered abjection becomes particularly acute. But,
for Creed, this mouth, regardless of the gender of its accompanying body, represents the
annihilating, reproductive deviance of the vagina dentata.
Oswald also associates the vampire with sexualized violence; however, rather than
associating this threat with transgressive feminine sexuality she argues that its sexual lethality is
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inherently male. Its primal appetite falls in line with characteristics she associates with
hypermasculine creatures like the giant or the werewolf. The vampire, just as the werewolf, is
“preternaturally strong, although notably less hairy, and ever-hungry” (2012, p.350). This
hunger, she contends, is metaphorically sexual, one that demands an exchange of fluids and
requires a moment of seduction inspiring a sexual awakening to taboo lusts: “This awakening,
however, is based on the vampire’s primary appetite for blood, and for the consumption of the
human, normally figured as female. Therefore, the conflation of food and sex, taken by violence,
reasserts the gendered nature of the hypermasculine monster” (p.350). But, Oswald notes that
this association with deviant sexuality is typically the domain of feminine monstrosity and, as
such, concedes that this sensuous physicality marks a lack of integrity to borders of gender which
is permeable to feminine archetypes of lethal seduction. As a result, “the hypermasculine
monster—giant, vampire, werewolf—reveals the fragility of the category of masculinity and the
ways in which such masculinity may be feminized in its hypersexuality” (p.350). She goes on to
write that “the bodies of male monsters who are depicted as hypersexualized are also, ironically,
culturally feminized. While this formulation is inherently reductive, it functions effectively to
undermine the category of masculinity itself, as those creatures whose bodies are the most male
exceed its cultural descriptors” (p. 351).
While both Creed and Oswald astutely critique and apply current and past cultural
stereotypes of femininity and sexuality as well as masculinity and sexuality respectively to their
theories, I believe they miss an opportunity to discuss the queerness of such comingling of
genders. They both attempt to describe these occurrences in neatly bifurcated terms which
inevitably creates ironical and even contradictory statements involving the gendering of
vampires. Oswald begins her examination of monstrous gender by discussing the potential of
Jack Halberstam’s concepts of geographies of ambiguity, but rather than utilizing transgender
language and more progressive interpretations of the concepts she describes, she falls back on
binary language and continues to drag sexuality firmly into the camp of feminized horror.
However, she does concede in her footnotes that some more recent vampire stories “play with
the fissures in the narrative, opening up spaces for queer elements…” as well as new
interpretations when female vampires are presented as lead characters (p.350, footnote 30). But
this is the only discussion of the possibility of new narratives and queer interpretations of gender
ambiguity in relation to vampires. Likewise, Creed also provides a stilted perspective when it
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comes to the mixing of sex and gender embodied in the vampire. This can be at least partly
attributed to her neglect of the vampire body entirely which obscures any association of gender
fluid or even masculine sexuality that these bodies may imply. In my examination vampires
known as the reapers, neither Oswald not Creed’s interpretations of the vampire fit neatly when
explaining the reapers’ abject qualities nor do they adequately discuss how sex and gender
constructs themselves play a role in their horror potential. My reading of the reapers arrives to
showcase new challenges to gendered binaries and new potential for Trans Body monsters as a
tool. The “trans” usage here is not only a disruption of the gender system, but also to an entire
system of systematic binary constructions–it adjures the human/non-human and the
human/monstrous among others in its deliberate play on mottled gender stereotypes.

5.4.8 “Vampires. I Hate Vampires”: The Reapers and the Anguish of
Transgender Rage
Jared Nomak sits uncomfortably in the rundown waiting room of the Pariska Blood Bank. The
hood of Nomak’s jacket is pulled up around his face but cannot hide the dark circles that pool
beneath his eyes or his nervous, strung-out demeanor. A woman with a terse expression and
tailored suit approaches Nomak, asking routine questions as she escorts him to the exam room.
“Where did you get that scar on your chin?”
He pauses and looks around nervously, “childhood accident…”
She leads him to a dimly lit room where two men stand next to an exam chair with a tray filled
with intimidating, surgical implements. Doors slam and lock behind them causing the noticeably
jittery Nomak to yelp with alarm. At this point, viewers are already aware that this must be a
blood bank run by vampires (the known antagonists of the Blade franchise). Nomak seems to
also have realized this fact and begins begging and sobbing for his life. In true monstrous
fashion, these vampires in lab coats strap Nomak to the chair and begin displaying the surgical
instruments before their victim with sinister effect.
But, as the vampires continue to toy with him, Nomak’s desperate sobs slowly turn to laughter.
His head tilts back in raucous amusement as the scar on his chin splits open. The camera cuts to
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the alarmed face of the vampire woman who escorted Nomak as he breaks free of his constraints
and pounces on her throat, spattering waves of blood against the white tile walls. As he corners
the last of his captors, he defiantly hisses,
“Vampires. I hate vampires.”
This opening scene of Blade II introduces the audience to a new villain in the Blade series, Jared
Nomak, the carrier of the “reaper strain.” Nomak’s final statement of the opening is particularly
interesting given the fact that Nomak himself is a vampire and was born as such. His
father/creator is none other than Vampire Overlord Eli Damaskinos who experimented with the
DNA of his own son in order to ensure the longevity of the vampire race making them immune
to all traditional weaknesses (like dismemberment, silver, and garlic). The experiment on Nomak
was flawed, however, and the reaper strain he carries continues to be susceptible to UV light.
Additionally, those who Nomak infects do not possess the same impervious effects to “the thirst”
that Nomak himself can endure. Those infected by the strain will die within 12 hours if they do
not feed. As a result, Damaskinos labels Nomak a failure and discards and ignores the son he
created. Furthermore, as a genetically modified vampire, his excessive appetite and differentiated
features set him fundamentally apart from to the race that created him. Nomak’s bitterness turns
him against his vampire kin and starts him on a path to destroy the vampire race by infecting all
with the reaper strain.
This narrative is a fairly common archetype pitting creature against creator—made
famous by the relationship of Dr. Frankenstein to his monster (Shelley, 1817). The monster’s
hideousness and radical otherness estranges him from society and elicits scorn and revulsion
from its maker. The monster’s abject state inspires a host of emotions culminating in rage at
society and the man who created and spurned him (Shelley, 1817). This narrative is the
fundamental metaphor used by Susan Stryker to describe the abjection, alienation, and violence
imposed on transsexual bodies: “Like the monster, I am too often perceived as less than fully
human due to the means of my embodiment; like the monster’s as well, my exclusion from
human community fuels a deep and abiding rage in me that I, like the monster, direct against the
conditions in which I must struggle to exist” (2013b, p.245). This revelation leads Stryker to
assert that “I am a transsexual, and therefore I am a monster” (p.246). She positions the body as
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the sight of transgender monstrosity—a material “subjective space” that is both outwardly and
inwardly influenced by a symbolic order which requires both linguistic and material articulation.
This signification process, however, is inherently unstable, resulting in “rupture[s] of
subjective boundaries” (p.252). These ruptures of signification and materiality invite abjection
and, as such, rejection and isolation, the conditions which cultivate transgender rage. In other
words, “the affect of rage as [Stryker seeks] to define it is located at the margin of subjectivity
and the limit of signification…This primary rage becomes specifically transgender rage when the
inability to foreclose the subject occurs through a failure to satisfy norms of gendered
embodiment” (p.253). The lack of control in determining the self, and the powerlessness in the
face of normativity would prove fatal if not for the advent of transgender rage which in Stryker’s
eyes becomes the only actionable way forward: “Transgender rage furnishes a means for
disidentification with compulsorily assigned subject positions. […] Through the operation of
rage, the stigma itself becomes the source of transformative power” (p.253). By choosing to
embrace monstrosity and the rage that it inspires, one can reclaim that power which is otherwise
destroyed when selfhood is denied under normative schemas.
One then understands the rage of Frankenstein’s monster or Jared Nomak who use the
attributes of their monstrous bodies to wage war on the systems that named them monsters. This
falls in line with Cohen’s (1996) assertion that “the monster’s destructiveness is really
deconstructiveness: it threatens to reveal that difference originates in process, rather than in fact
(and the ‘fact’ is subject to constant reconstruction and change)” (p.14-15). In this way, Nomak
becomes not only a metaphorical figure of transgender rage but a figure of deconstruction—one
that challenges the very concept of monstrosity itself as he is excluded from vampire society—a
monster to a system already deemed monstrous. The destabilization of existing categories
challenges the system of monstrosity in the world of Blade and more broadly challenges the
binary systems created to process gender. This undermining of clear and oppositional binaries
fixes transgender rage as a posthuman intellection—one that challenges the established
hegemony of gender by queering the neatly bifurcated constructs of male/female, man/woman,
human/inhuman, monster/hero, etc.
Similar to feminist contributions to posthumanism, Stryker emphasizes the primacy of the
material body in her concept of transgender rage. Emphasizing this point, Stryker writes,
“Transsexual embodiment, like the embodiment of the monster, places its subject in an
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unassimilable, antagonistic, queer relationship to a Nature in which it must nevertheless exist”
(2013b, p.248). In this way, Nomak’s body becomes the ultimate site of his monstrosity. The
physical hideousness of his maw and the fundamental differences of his body is what ultimately
makes his plight unsympathetic. Vampiric hubris and eugenic desire for technological
improvement to their own species is the true evil of the story, but, in the end, Blade kills Nomak
and eradicates the reaper strain because of its fundamental difference to the “natural” order
which in this universe is an established dichotomy of man v. vampire. It is this excess of the
monster/hero binary that is Nomak’s ultimate downfall.
Stryker helps to refine this idea of excess saying, “as we rise up from the operating tables
of our rebirth, we transsexuals are something more, and something other, than the creatures our
makers intended us to be” (2013b, p.248). It is the “something more” and “something other” that
the system cannot endure. Recalling the scene where the vampire hunting squad examines the
body of a reaper who died of thirst, the vampire team and Blade look upon this body with both
scientific curiosity and utter disgust. The maw is splayed open and scrutinized—its venomous
fangs are manipulated and documented. The internal changes that make it impervious to that
which normally kills vampires—its bone plated heart, its enhanced silver-resistant blood, its
continued spastic reaction to blood even in death—incites particular disgust from members the
team who wretch and flinch at these internal discoveries. Blade himself is rattled by these
physical changes to the “normal” vampire physique. He gravely asserts that something must be
done to curb the threat posed by such a grotesquely enhanced and othered body. In this way,
Blade overlooks the true evil of the story (the supremacist intent of the Vampire Lord
Damaskinos) and instead sees the monstrous body as the ultimate threat—one that challenges the
relationship to evil that he relies on. By killing Nomak, Blade clarifies what is good and what is
evil and uncomplicates the boundaries Nomak unsettled by virtue of his existence.
The association of the maw with the vulva makes the relation to the transgender body
more than just a metaphorical association with transgender rage. The juxtaposition of the
masculine body with the vulva-like mouth is integral to its aesthetic as monstrous. This is made
evident by the fact that none of the reapers displayed in the movie appear to be feminine or
biologically female. There appears to be no reason for this selection of sex presentation other
than artistic license. After all, the audience witnesses Nomak biting the female vampire in the
first scene but she is not seen again in the film unlike his first male victims--who take on the
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hairless and “strung-out” aesthetic of the reapers. Even when the viewer sees the entirety of the
reaper hoard which lives in the sewers below the city—all of the bodies shown on screen are
read as cisgender, male bodies. Furthering the idea that feminine embodiment is counter to the
reaper’s abjection, the “pureblood” female vampire protagonist who is bitten by Nomak is never
allowed to be viewed as a reaper. She is decidedly feminine, beautiful and serves as the
emotional foil and friend to Blade. She would rather die than experience life as a reaper. Blade
intuitively understands the need for her to remain a “pureblood” vampire to the extent that he
aids his friend in her final suicide. It would appear that her beauty and intact femininity are worth
preserving at all costs. Blade carries her limp body to the roof where the sunrise slowly and
sensuously turns her body to glowing ash (a stark contrast to the explosive disintegration of the
other vampire bodies when exposed to sunlight in the film).
The fact that the vulva-like mouth of the reapers is strictly viewed on the masculine body
even when the plot should account for female reapers, indicates how important this apposition of
genders is to its monstrous aesthetic. This trans embodiment paired with the monster-creator
archetype further supports the association between Nomak’s annihilating anger with Stryker’s
concept of transgender rage. After killing his father and creator, he is left to fight Blade. Nomak
fights with intensity but after killing his father his rage is mollified. When Blade strikes at a
weak place in Nomak’s abdomen, Nomak takes the blade and drives it further into his chest
knowingly piercing his own heart. As he dies, Nomak utters, “Strange. It hurts no more” alluding
to the release of his rage and the coming disintegration of his monstrous body.

5.4.9 Posthuman Transgender Thought and the Promise of New Narratives
Blade II, in my view, presents a true ethical conflict—one that makes a unique challenge to
narratives of monstrosity similar to the sympathetic pain the reader feels for Frankenstein’s
monster. Nomak kills the true evil of the film, his eugenicist father, the Vampire Lord
Damaskinos. He has no other vocalized goal other than to eradicate the vampire race that created
him, but because of his otherness and physical difference he challenges the established order of
the Blade universe. As a result, he must be destroyed. His body, along with the other less
sympathetic characters described here, nevertheless, highlight the ways in which these bodies
call into question normative categories and further critique binary categories of sex and gender.
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In each case above, there are posthuman ruptures—the hypermasculine alien that decenters the
human ideal; the technologically engineered super-strain of vampire-hunting vampires; and the
irrupting mirror-like, trans-dimensional creatures. Using posthuman and transgender theory as a
new framework for analyzing these films brings many of their ineffable abjections to light and
asks the viewer to question what those transgressions say about our social constructs and our
monsters.
The monsters examined here are not sympathetic characters. They are not misunderstood
but rather intentionally disruptive. Again, I invoke Haraway’s figure of the cyborg to shed light
on how these figures work as a posthuman tool. As Haraway describes “a cyborg body is not
innocent; it was not born in a garden; it does not seek unitary identity and so generate
antagonistic dualisms without end (or until the world ends)” (1991, p.180). The vulva monster,
like the cyborg, embodies disruption and transgression—it blends and scrutinizes polarized
dichotomies. It settles in unarticulated spaces and vandalizes the neighborhood. Viewed in this
manner, the Predator drags hypermasculinity itself into a screaming place of victimization; the
Demogorgon infiltrates the suburban spaces where humans socially constructions gender and
rips apart families, uses human children to nurture its own young; and the reapers menace the
monstrous—draining the hero of his potency. They are the vampires of vampires, the hunter of
hunters. Thus, these figures “take irony for granted” (Haraway, 1991, p.180). Their bodies draw
out society’s disparate categories for public scrutiny.
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6. Conclusion: A Tapestry of Red Threads and Loose Ends
Though the very incoherence of the monstrous exposes the vulnerability at the heart
of all becoming, the task does not end there, but opens up the question of how to
develop—provisionally—other more adequate structures that can accommodate
corporeal undecidability without compromising the conditions for an ethics. I make
no promise of answers, but offer the belief that it is only by reconfiguring thought
that we can move on to potentially more creative modes both of becoming in
ourselves and of encountering others, whatever form those others might take.
Margarit Shildrick (2002, p.8)

6.1 Biting This Monster in the Tail
As with so many things, the vulva monster asks more questions than it answers. These readings
of vulva monsters are explanatory, yes, but they can never be completely whole. As Haraway
writes, “All readings are also mis-readings, re-readings, partial readings, imposed readings, and
imagined readings of a text that is originally and finally never simply there. Just as the world is
originally fallen apart, the text is always already enmeshed in contending practices and hopes”
(1991, p. 124). The monster makes this challenge distinctly acute with its liminal embodiments,
borrowed meanings, and disruptive intentions. In their ambiguity, innumerable questions form,
bringing to light their true purpose—to deconstruct the “always already problematic ontology of
the human being” (Shildrick, 2002, p.3). As such, this research arrives to deconstruct, structure
and begs to be structured again. I utilize the often underexamined, pop-culture-informed trope of
the vulva monster to explore the ways gender can be conceptualized, represented, and influenced
by these varied embodiments. This is a useful challenge to established feminist film readings and
furthers gender theory by encouraging the complexity of the material. The monstrous-feminine
and the motif of the vagina dentata already exist as a theoretical frame to study these textual
elements, therefore, I assess whether these tools are adequate to the task. But, more productively,
I use these elements to support a hybridized, entangled and multiple approach through the
integration of feminist posthumanism. My typology serves as a systematic overview of this trope
that theory like the monstrous-feminine can be put to broader use in showing the complexities of
gendered othering.
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6.2 Getting to the Point: Revisiting Questions and Situating
Findings
Beginning work on this thesis, I believed my analysis would be a firm repudiation of the
monstrous-feminine as an outdated and ultimately functionless framework in the discussion of
vulva monsters. However, I discovered that such an approach precludes a discussion of the
realities of essentializing rhetoric that are still produced by many of these monsters. While I
believe, ultimately, in the ability of these monsters to be viewed as disruptive forces and not just
abject representations of femininity, they often center certain stereotypes in order for us to
question them. The monstrous-feminine becomes an entry point for a gender-focused discussion
of these monsters. Although I use the umbrella field of monster theory to knit together multiple
fields using the figure of the monster, my analysis here ultimately serves the advancement of
gender theory. My approach brings together Creed’s psychoanalytic focus on gendered
stereotypes with the binary-disrupting force of the feminist posthuman. I will now move on to
specifically address how this approach has answered my three main research questions.

6.2.1 Research Question 1: How does the materiality of the vulva monster and its
non-human embodiments influence our understanding of concepts of
gendered otherness?
The monsters put forth for examination in this work raise a number of interesting questions, not
least concerning the materiality of the body and the role that plays in abjection. They ask us to
determine what it is about the physical conditions of these bodies that disconcert us. As I
discussed, the bodies examined here may not be human but are embodied representations of
human sameness. As Grosz explains, “Monsters involve some kind of doubling of the human
form, a duplication of the body or some of its parts.” Historically, these are “monsters of excess”
which possess many exaggerated human features not least of which may include “duplicated
sexual organs” (1996, p.64). Grosz’s reference can be interpreted as surprisingly specific to the
case of the vulva monster as they exploit and enhance female-presenting genitals and the
gendered stereotypes that exist therein. Sameness forces the viewer to identify something in the
monster that is also within themselves. Grosz explains that monsters often play with the “horror
at the possibility of our own imperfect duplication, a horror of submersion in an alien otherness,
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an incorporation in and by another” (1996, p.65). As I have discussed, Grosz’ discussion falls in
line with the idea of abjection as a subjectivation which has a profound effect on the creation of
the monster. The unease we feel towards the monster comes (at least partially) from our
increased proximity to difference—of placing the subject in direct contact with the abject. Or, as
Shildrick writes,
…the monstrous is never simply negative because it is never fully outside, but
always a figure of ambiguous identity. Although the very word ‘monster’ is a
common term of abuse, implying a denial of any likeness between self and other
such that a barrier is put in place between the two, the very force of rejection of
such otherness cannot but suggest a level of disturbing familiarity, even similarity
(2001, p.5).
Although these monsters are seemingly foreign, they are built from familiar parts—parts that
carry their own cultural baggage. Shildrick reminds us of our symbolic enmeshment with the
monster while Grosz reminds us that this relationship is often a material one.
While these creatures play with sameness through their mimicry of the human vulva and
its material and stereotypical meanings, the differences of these bodies are not without
consequence—they intersect, alter, and layer in new meaning. This becomes an integral point for
my examination in this thesis. Human vulvas are not apolitical, but neither are the various
othered bodies they inhabit. This mixing of sameness and difference drives the vulva monster’s
theoretical complexity. As demonstrated in this thesis, the materiality of the body comes to play
a vital role in describing the abject qualities of these monsters. My typology is predicated on this
fact and differentiates the various configurations of vulva monsters’ in order to streamline the
application of posthuman theory with more conventional applications of the monstrous-feminine.
Vulva monsters demonstrate how complex and intersecting relations are demonstrated and
written on the body. When read through lenses of the feminist posthuman these bodies move
beyond emblematic to become an active challenge to binarisms, orders, and hierarchies. They
prove themselves to be boundary creatures in multiple dynamic ways which my typology
demonstrates. As such, the body proves foundational for the use of theory in this thesis—at times
metaphorical but always firmly grounded in the material.
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6.2.2 Research Question 2: Given that the theory of the monstrous-feminine is a
conventional tool in analyzing monsters with reproductive visuals and
gendered thematics, what vulva monster characteristics are most disruptive
to this framework?
As has become evident in this thesis, the monstrous-feminine and the motif of the vagina dentata
hold profound influence over readings of monstrosity linked to female and feminine-presenting
narrative features and imagery. This is especially true when they relate to sexuality and
reproduction. These readings resonate with many of the vulva monsters examined in this thesis.
However, as my typology shows, the multiplicity of the vulva monster’s embodiments mean they
can rarely be read in only one way. When one centers the material body as a theoretical starting
point, gender cannot be so easily ascribed. The monstrous-feminine requires a femininepresenting body or at least the metaphorical association of the feminine-body and its
stereotypical meanings. However, in strictly material terms, none of the vulva monsters
examined here have such embodiments- they are otherworldly, amalgamated creatures,
monsterfied animals, or masculine/androgynous humanoid forms. Other than the vulva
characteristics so centrally placed, they hold no physical overlap with the traditional femalepresenting body. Without material ties, the monstrous-feminine requires a metaphorical
association or a narrative link to the horrors it conventionally associates with femininity. Many
of these vulva monster narratives have few distinguishable ties to the horrors associated with
feminine sexuality, reproduction, or power, leaving the monstrous-feminine and the vagina
dentata unmoored from its most potent explanatory referents. In this way the vulva monster itself
becomes a boundary creature of conventional gender theory, pointing to category crisis in the
ways we identify and understand gendered monstrosity and how we conceptualize sex and
gender more broadly in these approaches. The posthuman arrives as a way to tailor and usher in
complexity to these discussions about how we understand gender. The readings I apply in my
analysis do not repudiate the monstrous-feminine but instead builds on and, at times, goes
beyond it. This dialogue and entanglement of multiple theories furthers gender theory through
hybridity and an embrace of multiplicity. Through this adaptive typology, I reach through and
beyond conventional theory drawing out new possibilities for knowledge production as it relates
to monstrous gender.
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6.2.3 Research Question 3: How can posthuman feminist theories contribute to a
revisiting of the monstrous-feminine? More specifically, how can these new
readings help to better understand the abjection of these creatures as a
function of sex and gender?
The vulva monsters analysed in this thesis represent possible posthuman futures that divests the
self-other divide outlined in the monstrous-feminine and the vagina dentata which positions the
female body as the source of castration anxiety and complete obliteration of the self. This
reaffirms the vulva monster’s power as a posthuman entity not unlike the cyborg (who through
its embodiment of the human and the technological actually challenges the binary opposition of
the human and the nonhuman). The vulva monster in this way entangles the essentializing and
binary associations of the vulva with the complexities of multiple othered bodies i.e. the alien
other, the animal other, the gendered other. The vulva unites them—through metaphor,
representation and materiality—and that opens up for an unhinging of the monstrous from the
materially feminine, but not from the not-quite-human. This is what I test with my typlogically
informed menagerie creatures. As Cohen suggests, “like a letter on a page, the monster signifies
something other than itself: it is always a displacement, always inhabits the gap between the time
of upheaval that created it and the moment into which it is received, to be born again” (1996,
p.4). In this way, the vulva monster trope becomes a useful tool for the contemporary moment—
and as a contribution to gender theory in terms of providing a way to analyse multiplicity and the
more-than-one othering that is at stake for these boundary creatures.
My typology structures how these specific monsters embody certain theoretical
understandings of gender. The Alien Body vulva monster is distinctly othered—its body is a
potent mixture of countless horrifying elements. Its form is neither human nor other recognizable
terrestrial animal but, instead, is an unearthly combination of multiple physical features.
Although otherworldly, these vulva monsters exploit the otherness of animalistic ferocity and the
feminine stereotypes that accompany the presence of vulva. This vulva monster presents a
specifically posthuman challenge to the masculine humanist ideal. It is different from
conventional alien depictions—they possess an inscrutable intelligence and deadliness without
the use of technology. When the patriarchal humanist ideal is faced with an alternatively
gendered and specie-d form of intelligence, its methods of mastery are rendered useless. In many
cases the ideal human protagonist only narrowly escapes near obliteration or defeat. This blend
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of cunning and instinct demonstrates a posthuman way of approaching knowledge, one which
capitalizes on its stereotypically feminized associations between woman and animalistic nature
in order to violate and disrupt established hierarchies enforced under humanism. As such, these
monsters represent new posthuman narratives that challenge the humanistic ideal man “as the
measure of all things” (Braidotti, 2013, p.28).
The Animal Body vulva monster often inhabits familiar animal forms with some distinct
monstrous elements including an exaggerated vulva-like maw, enhanced size, and an
unstoppable, ferocious disposition. The addition of vulvar characteristics to the animal form
evokes the long-standing stereotypical association between femininity and nature as well as the
historical tie between the animal body and the vagina dentata described in Chapter 4. However,
without gendered narratives the vagina dentata holds little traction—they are not monsters of
monstrous-feminine reproduction. Its horror lies, instead, in its inability to control its actions in
the face of overriding impulses or manipulation by a villainous master. Their humanistic
narratives position the Animal as a violent tool—useful and yet disposable. These monsters play
with gender in subtler and wholly different ways. Its animal and vulva characteristics are blended
so seamlessly as to appear part of its naturally occurring physiology. This is decidedly different
from the monstrous animal mixing of the vagina dentata discussed in Chapter 4—in the case of
the vagina dentata the animal encroaches on the feminine body and in the Animal Body vulva
monster the feminine encroaches on the animal body. It is precisely that seamless integration and
that naturalized enmeshment which demonstrates how humanism insinuates its ideals of primacy
and otherness so confidently. However, through these theoretical lenses, the normalizing
structures of animal and gendered power relations are revealed and allow for possible change to
these power dynamics of through intercorporeal species relations.
The Trans Body vulva monster is distinct from the other categories mentioned here as
they are distinctively humanoid. Although they possess female associated genitals in the
aesthetics of their maws, their bodies are often decidedly masculine-presenting or androgynous.
The shapes of these creatures are not as surreal, foreign or inconceivable as the Alien or Animal
Bodies. Their forms bring to mind the dissonance between otherness and sameness. The
monsters of the Trans Body ask us to question the slippery and superficial limits of normalized
gender. While these monsters speak to both feminine and masculine embodiments, their slippage
between the two become abject because they challenge the binary concepts of gender itself rather
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than essentialized ties to femininity or masculinity alone. They specifically exploit the
transphobic fear of concealment and play with the discomfort of exposure, vulnerability,
ambiguity, and transition. As such these narratives are indebted to the lived experience and
theory created under the mantle of transgender theory and some may even touch on the rage
created by the normative, binary structures at play in society’s policing of gender.

6.3 The Thesis That Keeps On Giving: New questions and the
Potential for Future Research
A great advantage of Creed’s approach with the monstrous-feminine, is her use of the monster as
a mirror figure that reflects gendered monstrosity in other characters of the film and in the
narrative more broadly. As such, there is great potential in applying this technique to many of the
vulva monsters examined in this thesis (as seen in the examples of Ripper and the Demogorgon).
This is particularly interesting because the heroes present in several vulva monster narratives are
women. Feminine-presenting heroes in these genres are not particularly common so when they
do it is often precisely because they are meant to demonstrate certain gendered narrative
elements. This trend is intriguing and leads me to question how gender is negotiated between the
oppositional (and might I say, binary) relationship of the hero and the monster. As noted, the
vagina dentata has a long history with a specific form of masculine heroic intervention.
Conversely, the vulva monsters presented here are often pitted against feminine/femalepresenting heroes. This occurs in multiple examples of this trope such as the main protagonist
Ripley and the xenomorph of Alien; Eleven and the Demogorgon of Stranger Things; and
Michael Burnham and Ripper of Star Trek: Discovery among others. While I touch on these
mirroring relations in this thesis, I believe there is much more to explore about this dynamic
especially in relation to the hero. In these narratives, the monster appears to serve as a dark
mirror to express certain elements of otherness in the protagonist and, more specifically, what
culture sanctions as abject or heroic forms of gender in western culture.
This is an interesting phenomenon given that the science fiction/horror movie heroine is a
fairly new, highly sanctioned, and at times controversial position in these genres (Inness, 1999).
As a result, this investigation has the potential to reveal more details about what constitutes
“feminine” heroic behavior, and how that often becomes defined in opposition to monstrous-
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feminine behavior. For my purposes in this thesis, an in-depth discussion of this phenomenon
would require heavy theoretical investment in essentialized feminine stereotypes and the use of
binaries and dichotomies as a tool for knowledge production. While that is not in and of itself an
inappropriate investigation, for my purposes here, I believe it would problematically steal focus
from the figure of the monster and the theoretical potential of the posthuman. Given these
factors, I feel an investigation of this topic would build on this current project and could
potentially take its adaptive theorizing even further.
Another avenue that would further and enrich the work in this thesis would be to explore
the evolution of certain vulva monsters through the years. This is possible given the high number
of franchises surrounding many of my examples (i.e. the long running franchises of Alien,
Predator, Stranger Things, Starship Troopers, etc.). It is even possible to compare across
franchises in light of the crossover between the Alien and Predator films where vulva monsters
face off in spectacularly violent ways. As these research suggestions demonstrate, there is still a
great deal to explore concerning my typology and the monsters examined here. My Menagerie
represents only a fraction of the possible vulva monsters that exist in world of cinema. More
broadly, I believe there is a great deal more to say about these monsters as a trope. Several
pertinent examples were excluded from the current examination, and I expect that more vulva
monsters are still to come. As such, the investigation of this trope has the potential to be widely
expanded and the typology adapted to meet the needs of added complexity from newly included
vulva monsters. The selection criteria I outline in this thesis may aid in this regard as a useful
guide to identify new vulva monsters despite their varied embodiments and potentially diverse
cultural contexts. If one opens the search beyond cinema to other media like video games or
animated films or even move beyond the western context, it becomes possible to investigate the
varied cultural meanings these monsters might have in other regions, media, and genres. In short,
the vulva monster has a great deal more to teach us about gender and our complex and dynamic
social world more broadly.
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6.4 Futures
In 2019, I found my current self in an expansive theater in the center of Oslo, Norway.
The lights lowered and the opening trailers filled the room with flickering light. In emotive and
tantalizing fashion, these clips let us know what stories awaited us in the coming season—filling
the screen were the laughing faces of a nondescript friend drama; the concerned scowls of a
hardline investigative thriller; and, suddenly, the imposing, scale-plated body of an iconic
cinematic monster. “Coming to theaters soon” was Godzilla: King of the Beasts (2019).
Godzilla it appeared was facing all of his foes in a battle royal for the dominion of Earth.
Roaring megaliths collided as the screaming, ferocious jaws of multiple otherworldly creatures
lunged at the screen.
My long-time partner and friend, again, sat beside me.
“Oh my god!” He whispered excitedly to me. “That is such a vulva monster! It’s like they aren’t
even trying to hide it!”
I wrinkled my face in a thoughtful smile.
And again, I settled back in my seat with a slightly older, smug expression and thought fondly of
all the disruptive vulva monsters still to come.
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